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ABSTRACT
This extrapolation paper is intended: (1) to present

a model of a pretechnical curriculum that has as its. focus the
self-empowerment of the individual and (2) to describe how the
curriculum could be implemented in the schools. The first part of the
paper discusses the need for a pretechnical curriculum in terms of a
m del for self-empowerment. Addressed in the next two chapters are
employer and employee needs in the labor Market of the future and
criteria'for curricular decisions: Next, the concepts of personal and
occupational tray itions are examined, and a model for handling
transitions is p1 ided. Covered in the next chapter, the largest
section in the report, are the need for developing problem-solving
skills,'a model for solving problems, strategies for developing
higher order problem-solving skills, skills for use in developing
logical and Criticalthinking skills, and the role of interpersonal
skills in the group problem-solving processes. The final chapter is
en implementation guide that presents strategies for fusing
g.neralizable, transition, and problem-solving skills in pretechnical
and technical education courses to prepare students for entry-level
jobs, training programs,k' or retraining programs. (MN)
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Executive Summary

More than a decade,ago Alfred Toffler (1970) predicted that most people

would be ill prepared to cope with the changes that would occur in their lifo

times. Today, few people would disagree with Toffler's predictions. Rapid

technological advances" have not only transformed present worklife, they have

drastically altered the future, especially the future of work.

Now workers are contiTally confronted with change. Self help is repac-

ing corporate or institutional' help. Traditional views of labor) and manage-1

ment,are rapidly changing as the economy moves fromhan industrial to an infor-

thational base. The composition of the work force-is changing. New equipment

and techniques are making jobs obsolete. More workers are experiencing the

reality of changing jobs or entering retraining programs.. The prospect of

multiple job changes during an occupational life span is becoming certain.
r

Tomorrow's workers will confronted with even more changes:

.0ne,proauct of this teconological explosiorcas been the reemphasis"son

the human dimension of the work place. Human resources are increasingly rec-

ognized as the least understOod and most under utilized element in the work

place. Some experts have suggested that the future of the marketplIce de-

pends on the ability of business and industry to maximize the personal power of

the members of the work force. An increase in personal poweels dependent on

individuals' abilities to learn new ways to adapt with impending change. Voc-

ational education has always been influenced by technological innovations that

influence the requirements of occupations and work environments. Typically a

central feature of vocational education programs is specialized job skill train-

a

ing which assumes that vocational training programs are most effective when they

emphasize highly specialized skills which are tied to specific needs of employers,

particuLr pieces of equipment, or production processes. Programs of this type

have enjoyed a long and strong tradition amojg vocational educators, and *ri the



past have often been-very successful.

Preparing students to work and live in a technoldgical world creates new

responsibilities for vocational educators. In addition to satisfying their,

traditional functions,- vocational educators haVe to consider two important and

related tasks. The first',task involves the identification of a body of knowledge

and skills that will allow individuals the option of starting at entry level in

available occupations or of undertaking more specjfic education and training.

The second task concerns the integration of that body of knowledge and skills

into a curriculum which'may be implemented in the schools. This extrapolation

paper is a response to both of these tasks.

The purpose of this paper is to present a model of a pretechnical curric-

ulum which-has as its focus the self-empowerment of the individual and to de-

o.

how this curriculum could be implemented in the schools'. "Self empowerment"

refers to an individual's ability to understand and to deal effectively with

career and life options and events as they occur. People's ability to under-'

)

stand,and deal with available options and actual events is related to their

mastery of three categories of interrelated skills and knowledge which represent

the core of our proposed pretechnical curriculum. The three categories are:

Generalizable Skills, Transition Skills, and Problem Solvin4 Skills.
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Need for a Pretechnical CurricUlUm

Introduction: A Model for Self-Empowerment

Basic skills are a reflection of Americans' work activities and values.

For a long time, it has been relatively easy .to revise basic skills as

technology and society changed. But 'now dinges,are occurring so rapidly

that predicting lifelong basic skill needs has betoMe ve,j difficult. In fact,

change itself has become the only predictable certainty of the future.

Already, the ability tc_leal with change is critical for many Americans. They

are.now confronting changes in their jobs, changes in their schooling, changes

in their personal lives, and changes in the world around them. Contemporary

education must provide opportunities for students to learn to adapt with these
0

changes, and the skills to do so must be considered basic skills. This paper

describes a model for preparing students to adapt and cope' with change.

Change has always been central to American life. More than a century

ago, de Tocqueville remarked that "the American has no time to tie himself to
a

anything, he,grows accustomed only to change and he ends by'regarding it as a

natural state of man" (Pierson, 1938). This social commentary about

nineteenth century America remarkably apt as our nation approaches the

21st century. Contemporary theorists (Schlossberg, 1984, 1981;, Moos & Tsuo,

1979; Schneider, 1984; Levinson, 1978; Bridges, 1980; Gould, 1978) have 'noted

that American adults are encountering an increasing number of changes during

their lifespans. which call for new patterns of behavior or for revisions in

their perceptions of self and environment.

Even though our predecessors always accepted' and adapted to change;

they usually had relatively stable lifestyles. Contemporary Americans,

however, are living in the midst of a technological revolution for which the

rate of change is accelerating. They will have to be even more flexible, more

11
(-0
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versatile, and more adaptable in planning and actua:lizing their respective

careers and lives (Pratzner, 1978; Naisbitt,,1982). They will have to learn

how to learn throughout the rest of their lives. Ample support for this

assertion is available.

From Action for Excellence (1983): "We don t.believe a high school

graduate in 1985 will retire 35 years from now from the same job-for

which he was hired--during that period he will need to be trained

and retrained many times.,"

A Nation at Risle(1983) stated that, "In our view, formal schooling

in youth is the essential forlfulation for learning throughout one's

life. But without life-long learning ; =one's skills Will become

rapidly dated.,"

The Pai-deia Proposal, (1982) asserts that, "Learning never reaches a

terminal 'point. As long as one remains alive and healthy, learning

can go on and should."

Educational systems will be called upon to clay a central role in

educatipg students who can adaptively respond to the changes that the future

holds. Parents will expect schools to provide the skills and strategies that

their childien will need to survive and prosper with ever increasiag social

and technological change as they enter the world of work. In the monograph

Adaption to Work (Ashley, 1980), from the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education, it was,noted that an inability of many workers in the

American labor force was that pf adapting to the changes, demands, and

responsibilities of work. Business and industry will look to the schools to

produce workers who possess and manage skills which contribute to achievement

of employers' goals. Education has no alternative but to respond to this

to'

0
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emerging imparative because society will surely ,hold public schools ,account-

able for accomplishing this important task.

How should thk?, educational community respond to these clear, urgent,

and pressing demands? Alternative solutions have been proposed from a va.

iety of sources (Adler, 1982; Botkin, Dimancescu &.Stata, 1982; Boyer, goi;
.1

DeBevoise, 1982; Goodlad, 1982; Gisi & Forbes, 1982; Naisbitt, 1982; Pratzner,

1978; Ravitch, 1983; Selz, 1980; Timpane, 1982). 'based on a review of these

and other resources, our own research, interviews and workshops, the authors

O

have identified a comprehensive model for pretechnttal curricula for pre-
,

paring students to adapt-with change. The model has two basic assumptions.

ASSUMPTION: The nature of work in the future will be characterized

:by constant change, which means that .most workers will be employed

in several different jobs within or acrowoccupational clusters

during their lifetimes. Accelerated change represents'a signifi-

cant factor which must be considered by individuals as they pre-

pare for their initial employment.
I if

ASSUMPTION: Ind4viduals' employability options in the future will

be.shaped by the acquisition and maintenance of specific classes

of skills and knowledge. Three classes of such skills and know-
,

ledge have been identified: Generalizable Skills, Problem Solving

Skill's, and Transition Skills.

The figure below displays three classes of skills and knowledge within

which insturctlonal strategies and pretechnical curricula decisions may be

developed.
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DEFINITION: Generalizable Skills and knowledge (hereafter refered to as

Generalizable Skills) actively used in work performance, which are trans-

ferable across jobs and occupations and which are instrumental to skcess

on the job and in the cassroom. Examples include)Pathematicalo reason-

.ing, communication,(written and oral), interpersonal, technological, and

attitudinal skills.

DEFINITION: Transition Skills and knowledge (hereafter refered to as

14

Transition Skills) are used to manage life transitions, especially occupa-

tionally related ones. They include managing changes in the environment,

In relationships, and in oneself; managing stress, loss, and grief; and

making decisions.

BEST c671.
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DEFINITION: Problem Solving Skills and knowledge (hereafter refered
ro

to as Orobleth,Solving Skills) are employed in the resolution of problem-

atic situations including interpersonaleproblems group and individual),

.
information and *task-related problems, and problems related to people's

behavior in' cooperative groups.
cr

Two classes of skills. from the model are discussed in this report, Transitional

Skills and Problem Solving Skills. Generalizable Skills have been described in de-

tail in several current ,sources,'one of which is Greenan's Identification of General-
4

bizable'Skills in Secondary Vocational Pro nniL (1983). Generalizable Skills,

including the 3 R's of reading, writing, and arithmetic, are crucial for adapting..,

with thange',' but they,ara no longer a sufficient education for the workers of

tomorrow. We have extended essential skills to include Transition Skills and
t

Problem Solving Skills. Theie skills will help provide tomorrow's worker the

opportunity for life-long employability and well-being'.

A transition has been described as an event or nonevent resulting in a

change in relationships, routines, assumptions, or roles within the setting of

self, work, family, school,, health, or finances (Schlossberg, 1984). Adolestents

face 'many transitions: becoming educated, choosing a.career, finding first jobs,

seeking individual identity. Passage from youth to young adulthood often involves

decisions to marry, to drop out of school, to leave parents, and to have children.

Throughout their life-spans, change and transition will contihuet-- changes inn

values, purposes, and circumstances. As adults,,some will lose Or change jobs,

experience retraining, becothe sucoessful, encounter illness, divorce or'be divorced,

develop and change emotional and spiritual perspectives, and adjust to retirement
cram

and the challenges of old age. Each of these events will signal'a transition in

their lives, some inevitable and predictable, many not. Forecasts for the future
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signal the 'certainty,of a far greater number of these' life transitions for them'

-6-

than their,predecessers ever dreamed of encountering. The educational system

mus.t help prepare students to cope with these realitiesby utilizing education

as an instrummt of change through which they may'have the resources and options

with which to build and iurviVe the future.

Problem solving is receiving more natiohal attention-now than ever before.

Daniels and Karmos (1983) found that except for the three R's, prbblem solving

was listed most frequently in the literature and by lamployers as an essential

skill for dealfn4 with the future. Michael Timpane in his repbrt of corporations
/-

and public education emphasized the need for teaching young people problem solving'

skills so they will be ready for further education and training (Timpane, 1982).

NOt enough problem solving is, occurring in classrooms. In the April. 1983

Kaplan, John Goodlad remarked that "teacher talk"Jwas by far the dominInt class-
0

room activity. "Teachers rarely encouraged student-t,-student dialogue or pro-

vided opportunities for students to work collaboratively in small gOups or,to
4 .

plan, set goals, determine alternative ways of achieving these goals, and the like.
, ,

,

The emphasis was on recall not on problem solving or inquiry" (p.5527. Goodlid

went on to say that each of the.50 states believes in problem solving instruction

.but very few are doing much with it.

Insufficient preparation 'n problem Solving will have serious implications

0

for many students. Roy Forbes, director of the assessment and evaluation
,

division for the,Education-Commission of the States, predicted that by 1990

between )fl,000 and 2 million high school graduates w$ll not possess the problem

solving' skills requAred,for employment in a highly tPr.hnological,pciety

(Whimbey 84 Lochhead, 1984). For students to hot. jobs, be retrained, and in

general to adapt to a constantly accelerating rate of change in their lives, they
o

will need strategies for how to attack and solve problems.
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The model introduced above represents an extrapolation of availaole know-

ledge and opinion concerning the future of work and the skills that individuals
o

will need if they are to find work in the future. T44 purpose of the remainder

of this paper is to explicateteh model and to demonstrate its usefulness. This

purpose will be achieved by:

summarizing predictions about the future cif work and the requisite
C

needs of employees, and identifying the implications Of'those

-predictions.

providing criteria for building.a pretechnical curriculum which

will be responsive to both the needs of iemployers and employees.

describing how the pretechnical curriculum may be implemented into'

the schools.
Ju

IJ

4*,
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Future of Work: Eniployer and Employee Needs

A

Employers and employees have always had interrelated concerns about work.

For employers, future concerns will revolve around the need to sustain state-

*
Of-the-art.production and service capabilities in order to remain competitive

within the market. For employees, future concerns will center on the need to

find meaningful and satisfying employment and to adapt lith changes thataoccur

within or related to the work setting. Based on our review of the literature,

however, a variety of different factors are predicted to disrupt the-balance

that exits between the concerns of employers and employees. Examples include

the impact of technolog cal change on the structure, of the )abor,market,othe

increase in the transitor nature of work, and the emergence of participatory
\

work environments in business and industry._ As it will.be demonstrated; each

of these factors has important implications for the formulation of a pretech-

nical curriculum.

Structure of, the Labor Market "-

s.

J
One, estimate of the net impact of technological changes has been provided

by the AFL-CIO committee on the Evolution of Work (1983). This committee's re:.

pOrt, based on reports from a variety pf experts from business, industry, and

public and private research institutions predicted the formation of a two-tier

work force.

As computers and robots take'over more and more functions in the

:factory and the office, a two tier work force is e'o'lloping. In some

t,

cases jobs gre being upgraded. In many other cases, jobs are being

downgraded... At the top-will be a few executives, scientists and

engineers, professionals, and managers, performin!:, high-level, creative,
11

nigh -pa{d full time jobs in a good work environment... At the bottom

12

A
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will ,he low, paid workers'performing relatively simple, low-skill, dull,

ftutie, high,-turnover jobs in .a poor wok environment: These jobs

will often be a part of time and usually lacking job sk...rity and opportun-

ities for 'career advancement. (p.8)

The AFL-CIO report continued by reporting two additional characteristics of

their labor market projections:

Between these two major tiers will be fewer and fewer permanent

well-paid, full-time, skilled, semi-skiqed, and craft production and

maintenance jobs which in the,past have offered hope and opportunity

and upward mobility to workers... (p.4),

, Below the two-tier work force is a labor surplus underclass, the

workers who don't have jobs and don't have job' prospects. There is some

movement in and out of this labor surplus underclass, but upward move-

ment is essentfaMy limited to the bottom level of the two-tier work

force. c(p.9)°

Paul C. Craig (1984) of the Ohio State UniversityNstated that the work force

of the future will requ4re researchers ?And scientists and "a few highly skilled

technical engineers and mechanical machine maintenance people... But the ma, of

people Will_ not have advance0 technical skills" (p.7).

Implicit within these predictions about the structure of the future labor

market are assumptions about the types of Occupations that will be available to

the majority of individuals. The predominant assumption is that there will be

increasing numbers of workers who will be limited,to low-skilled, routine, high

turnover jobs. Henry Levin (1984) of Stanford Unversity predicted that in the

future the vast majority of jobs will be low level service occupations such as

waiters, sales clerks, 'hen helpers, fast-food workers and c?Ihiers" (p.4).

13
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.Rumberger (1984) contends that technological innovations will have a negative

net impact on the structure of the future labor market. According to him it will

not only reduce the total number of jobs, it will also 'reduce the skill require-

ments of most jobs. Moreover, others predict that the reduction of,jobs and of

skill requirements will be pervasive. It will' affect not only specific occupations

such as secretaries, bookkeepers, paralegal workers and repair people (Loin,d1984),

but entire industries and occupations as well (Faddis,. et,al., 1982).

IL
),

In most instances, the redirection of jobs or skills requirements will

involve the dislocation of workers and the incorporation of machines as

technical equipment. The net result of this trend is that workers will be

limited' in both the number and variety of available occupations. SoMe workers

4.

'will be able to obtain high tech positions. (approximately 3 percent), but the

remainder will.be limited to occupations that will require only a high school.

education (Levin, 1984). Most of tOese jobs will lack security or opportunities

for career advancement.. In either situation-workers will-be-confronted wit'a the

prospect of change; change that will affect not only their work, but aim, ,; every

other aspect of their lives.

These projections about the structure of the future labor market have important

implications for the formulation of a pretechnical curriculum. If it is designed to

provide everyone with the capability to live successullfin a technological society,

then it must prepare people.to adapt with change. Schools need to prepare students

to adapt with change. The importance and adaptability for high school graduates was

emphasized in a recent report from the National Academy of Sciences entitled High,

School and Changing Workplace: The Employers View (1984). A panel of economists,

educators and employers, "graduates of American hjh schools need to be adaptable

to changes in the workplace more than they need any particular job skill.... This

adaptability is by far the most important characteristic of the young person enter-



ing, the workplace." (pp.xi-xii). A growing number of people believe that adapt-

ability 'is most likely to be achieved when students receive a solid basic education

as opposed to one that has a narrow vocational focus (Levin, 1984; Rumberger, 1984;

Levin & Rumberger, 1983; Lemons, 1984). Vocational education can make significart

contributions to the goal of adaptability.

Transitory Nature of Work

Work is becoming increasingly transitory in nature. It can no longer

be viewed as a static concept. According to Levin (1984) there are two reasons

for this fact. First, we are entering a period of rapid technological change

in which both entry-level and high-skill positions are being transformed, often in

unOedictable ways. SeCond, no one can accurately predict'which jobs will be avail-

able to any particular person over a career of four to five decades, nor can it be

predicted which particular jobs or combination of jobs an individual will actually

obtain among those that are available.

The certainty of technological change and the unpredictability of its outcomes

coupled with the inaccuracy of job forcasting guarentees that most workers will

change jobs several times during their lives. Change may be forced (e.g. jobs

may be eliminated), or they may be selected (e.g. a new and different position

may be accepted). In either instance, workers will be expected to make the neces-

sary transitions both in their work and in their day-to-day living and the trans-

itions will often involve being retrained to do a different job.

The importance of the pol'ential for successful retraining as a necessary

characteristic of future workers has been endorsed by industry. As Peter J.

Elliman, the Vice-President and General Manager of Lucas Industries, a

multinational conglomerate, put it:

Todays industrial workers must never cease learning and growing.
0

Regardless of what individuals have accomplished or learned up to a point



in time, in five years 'Weir skills will be obsolete and they will have

to beretrained . . .industrialats have to deal with their end products

for forty-eight years; every five years we have to teach them a new skill.

Furthermore, mJny of these people neer.really learned how to study ef-

fectively SD that we can retrain them easily. (Elliman, 1983,.p.4)

It appears that workers' best counter to tha prospect of "dislocatibn

due to technological innovation" ih exercise a primary human characteristic,

the capacity to learn. The ability to apply previous learning to the process

of retraining will the landmark characteristic of future workers. Those who

possess the ability to learn again and again and again will be better prepared to

meet the retraininedemands of their employers: For them technological innova-

tioris will not seem so ominous. Theodore Schultz, the Nobel Prize winning econo-

mist put the issue as follows:

Mankinds future is not preordained by space, energy or crop-

land. It will be determined by the intelligent evolution of humanity...

future workers will need to be'generalists, flexible enough to change

course and train for new, careers with a minimum of disruption. (p. )

Given the transitory character of work,' it appears that workers may enhance

their employment opportunities if they have learned to learn (Toffler,04970);

that is, if they have prepared themselves to be retrainable. Yet, as Ashley,

Zahniser and Connell (1984) have noted, many workers, especially dislocated

workers, lack this essential skill.

The dislocated workers who are currently suffering from the results

Of rapid industrial declines characteristically are unionized workers with

senority in blue-collar Jobs, who,earned high wages in manufacturing
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industries. Among the dislocated, females and minorities often are

the more disadvantaged and suffer greater economic hardshipsfollowing

the loss of their jobs. In general, many plocated workers, partic-

ularly the older workers, are Jacking in their educational backgrounds

and do not have skills that are in demand in other occupations. (Ashley,

et.al. p.ix)

For workers who have not learned to learn', who have not prepared themselves to

be retrained, job dislocation represents only half of their trauma. The other

half is relocation. For many dislocated workers the process of relocation

is neither easy nor successful'. There are map), faciors that contribute to this

lack of success, including their lack of adequate-educational background of .skills

that are in demand in other occupations. Dislocated workers are often ill-

prepared to deal with the social, psychological and physical problems that

accompany the loss of their positions. Their inability to resolve these work
a

rel4ted problems frequently results in increased-incidences-Tf-depression., grief,

alienation, substance abuse, marital difficulties, heart disease, and other stress-

related illnesses, including increased incidences of depression, grief, alienation,

substance abuse, marital diffultieS, heart disease, and other Stress-related illness,

such as increased rates of suicide (Ashley, et.a1.1 1984). Their lack of job flex -

ibility is paralleled by a lack of flexibility in other areas of their lives. Among .

their many other needs that must be met if they are to be relocated, most dislocated

workers will need to be retrained if they are to reenter the work force in new
6

positions (Ashley, 1954; Lemons, 1934).

The plight of the dislocated worker has several important implcations for

the articulation of a pretechnical curriculum. First, as Ashley, et.al. (1984)

have noted, "future-economic conditions and technological changes are likely

to increase the numbers of adult workers who will,face the problem of job

17
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dislocation or sk11111 obsolescence throughout their work lives." (p. xi) Second,
a

the prospeCt of becoming a dislocated worker places special emphasis on the skills

and knowledge that will enable individuals to learn, i.e. be retrained. Third,

the skills and knowledge that individuals need to adapt with the transitory chiaracter

of work will include those that relate to the social, psychological and physical

problems that are associated with loss of position. Finally, as noted by Rumberger

(1984), job displacement will occur at all levels of the economy, not just at the

bottom. Thus, future workers need to possess,the skill and knowledge that will

enable them to participate fully and effectively' in a transitory work force.

Participatory Work Environments

The emergence of participatory work environments which are characterized by
0

the collaborative efforts of labor and management, the importance of personal in-

volvement in the produc.:ion process, and the full expr4sion of one's humanity

through one's work represents one of the important products of the revolution of

high technology innovations. While this particular development may appear to be

an anomaly of this particular techhological age, it represents. an altogether human

reaction to an environmenf`marked by rapid drastic change (Hedist, 1974, as noted

by Wirth, 1984). The central theme of'this trend, which is the importance of

people, has been acknowledged by economic and labor theorists' (Wirth, 1977; Schultz,

Gyllenhammer, 1977) and by indUstrialits (Elliman,A983; Freiz, 1983). The

thrust of the theme as stated by Gyllenhammer (1977) is as follows:

People don't want to'be subservient to machines and systems. They

react to inhuman working conditions-in very human ways: by job-hopping,

absenteeism, apathetic attitudes, antagonism. The younger the worker is,
o

the stronger his or her reactions are likely to be. People entering the

work force today have received more education than ever before in histoq.
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We have educated them to regard themselves as mature adults, capable

of making theft.' own choices. Then we' offer them virtually no'choice

in our overorganized industrial units. For eight hours a day they

are regarded as children, ciphers, or potential problems and managed

and controlled accordingly. (p.4),

One alternative to a machine or system centered industry is one that'is

person centered. A person-centered industry has different economic and

industrial assumptions. From in economic perpective, it assumes "a'new,

economics which starts from a committment to make the fullest. practicable

use of whatever talents are inside people instead of starting from a consider-
,

ation of the most profitable use or misuse of the elements inside, the thin

and fragile crust of the planet (Wirth, 1977, p. ). Prom an induttrial

perspective, it assumes a commitment to obtaining the key elements that

workers and managers need if they are to create "good work" for themselves

(Wirth, 1981). Examples include:

Adequate elbow room. Enough room to feel autonomous, but not so

much' room as to Seem disconnected from the overall taFfk.

Chances of learning on the job on a continuous basis.

An optimal fevel.of variety;

Conditions that promote help and respect among co-workers.

A sense of one's own work meaningfully contributing to the welfare

of society.

A desirable future.

The collective goals of .a person-centered work place have been translated

to the American work place through Quality of Work Life (QA) developments

(Pratzner, 1984). According td Pratzner (1984):

19
idf



QWL developments embody a philosophy, a set of values and models,

and a multitude of practices and techniques for understanding,

explaining, and affecting how work is organized and carried out.

OWL developments and participative management are democratizing

the work place and involving employees in more decisions that

effect their work, through the use of quality circles, problem-

solving task_forces, labor management committees, group incentive

plans, job redesign, and a variety of other approaches and tech-

niques. (p.3).

Quality of Work Life programs create two broad areas of job skill deMands

for employees: group problem solving and the organization and management of

production (Pratzner & Russell, 1983). Group'problem solving incorporates

a number of other specific skills, including interpersonal skills, groilp

process skills, decision making, communication and reasoning. Organization

and management of production also includes a collection of specific skills.

Examples include business-economics, management -statisticat quality control,

and introduction to QWL.

kAnsidered collectively, these several skills represent the foundation

of socio-technicallteracy (Pratzner, 1984). According to Pratzner:

socio-technical literacy emphasizes a balanced concern for the social

human aspects of work; as well as the technological aspects, and an

appreciation of their interactions. It includes development of (1)

group problem solving skills (eg. interpersonal and group process skills1,

problem solving and decision making, planning, and communication), and

(2) skills in the organization and management of production (eg. skills

in business economics, business operation, and statistical quality con-

trol). It also includes (3) an understanding of the philosophical under-

20
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pinnings and consequences of the shift from a mechnaistic, techno-
.,

logical, scientific management perspective of work to a high envolve-'
r

ment, participative management perspective. (p.56).

Quality of Work Life programs are changing the characteristics of work by

influencing the ways in which workers; relate to one another and relate to man-

agement and to the production process itself. Programs of this type require

employees with sufficient socio-technical literacy to make such efforts effective.

Socio-technical literacy 'transcends the performance of a single specific job,

or the operation of a particular piece of equipment, or a certain part df the

production process. Its focus is more broad and includes the human and busi-
d%

ness aspects of production, as well AS the technological aspects. The essence

of socio-technical literacy is contained in the following description of an

ideal worker:

I am looking for individuals who can read and write...My ideal worker

would also have common sense, understand my industry, b willing

to accept,that he or she will not reach the top in a year, and

realize that he or she will have to work hard for the rest of

his or her life...who will accept me as an'ally and not as an

enemy. I want this person'to`have been taught some of the basic

social graces. (Elliman, 1983, p. 10)

The emergence of QWL programs also has important implications for-the

formulation of a pretechnical curricula. Assuming that QWL prograMs willNN

remain an important dimension of high involvement industries, the demand

for sodip-technical literate workers will incrgase.

1
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Summary

Three factors which are predicted to influence the future of work

were discussed. They were the impact of technological change on the

structure of the labor market, the increase in the transitory nature of work,

and the emergence of participatory work environments. Each of these factors

has important implications for the development of a pretechnical curriculum.

A Summary of, the specific conclusions of this section and the implications

of those conclusions for the formulation of a pretechnical'curricula are

listed below.

Conclusions

- Technological innovations will create

new jobs in high-tech occupations;

there will also be an increase in the

number of lo4-skilled,jobs.

- Most workers 'will change jobs or

occupations several times during their

lifetimes, which will require them to

be periodically retrained.

- Fur most workers,,occupational changes

will involve differing types of psych-

ological problems which may limit their

future employment opportunities.

- QWL programs are placing new skill de-

mands on workers, including group prob-
.

Implications

- A pretechnical curriculum must be

able to address the needs of, both

types of workers,

9

- A pretechnical curriculum needs to

emphasize the skills and knowledge

that will allow Workers to benefit

from retraining programs.

- A pretechnical^curriculum must,min-

imally prepare future workers to

,'.understand and cooe with the psych-

ological problems associated with

occupational changes.

A pretechnical curriculum must pre-

pare students to participate success -

lem solving and the organization and fully, in the Wok place, thus it

2244
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management of prodUction. They are'also must be responsive to the new skill

helping to change tne baic character of demands that are experienced by

`the work place. ,
workers.

9
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Criteria for Curricular Decisions

Utility and Personal Options

High Tech innovations are expected to cause substantial changes in the

structure of the labor market as well as in the characteristics of work settings.

These changes have led us to chillenge traditional approaches to vocational

curricula such as spectal,ized job-skill training programs and to set forth

new criteria for judging secondary vocational educational curricula. The

four criteria are: utilty, personal options transferability, and psychosocial

value.

It is an importar task for vocational educators to identify a body of

knowledge and skills that individuals must possess to live adaptively and effec-

tively in a technological world. How does the content of a pretechnical curric-
0

ula do this? It is our position that a pretechnical curricula will contribute

to adaptability of individuals to the degree that they recognize the utility

of the curricula for their personal situations. The criteria of utility, then,

represents one basis for identifying the core skills and knowledge. that will be

needed by individuals if they are to live and work fully and effectively in a

technological world.

Utility, however, will mean different things to different people., For some,

utility may represent the assurance of employment in an entry level position ip

a particular business or industry. For others, utility may mean receiving skills

and knowledge which are prerequisites for post-secondary training in a specific .1

technological field. Still dthers may view utility as the skills and knowledge

that will give the assurance of career flexibility thitughout their lifetime., A

pretechnical curriculum must be responsive to each personal definiti&n of utility.

PersonalInILLII is a second criteria for identifying the contents of a pretech-

nical curriculum. It is seen as the condition of having an array of aptions from

2
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ti

V

which,to choose. Personal\options in one's work"should give a wdi doma4n

of alternatives toi choose from so that people can try to reflect their own

interests, values, and striyings in the work they do. For one's job to re-

fl ect one's self would be an immense°benefit fOr people.

Taken together, the criteria of utility and personal option represent

a practical basis for indetifying the content of a pretechnical curricula.

The essence of this process has'been.expressed by Levin (1984)

We cannot predict accurately which jobs will beavailable to any

particular person ever a career of four to five decades, nor can we

predict which par culaE job or combination of jobs an individual will

actually obtain among those that are available. Given these circum-

.stances, education must be provided that will allow individuals the

option to starting at entry_ level jn the available occupations, and

of undertaking education and training as needed in order ,to move into

higher level occupations. (p.21 emphasis added)

Tranthrability

J

Tranferability of educational outcomes to the work place has, drawn the atten-

tion to researchers who have attempted to identify those skills that are transfei.-

able from school to work (Greenan, 1983) and across work settings 1Pratzner, 1978).
0

After investigating the relationship between occupational adaptability and tran-

ferable skills Pratzner (1978) covsluded the following:

Schools cannot prepare "students for all unknown future contingencies.

But it does seem reasonable to expect them to help students develop
is

their individual attributes, potentials, or capacities to levels of
0

proficiency useful in a wide range of situations. By such development

they may be adaptable and better able to perform successfully in chang-
4,)

ing environments. 25
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Having transferable skills will not guarantee successful adapt-

ability, but should facilitate To tliextent that individuals

perceive similaritiet'among jobs and are able to transfer their skills

and knowledge effectively, the time and costs associated witmsupple-

mental training or'retraining should be reduced and reflect a savings

to employes and individuals alike: (p.

.1\

0

A g9od deal of research, has focused otistN e identification of the skills and 'A

knowledge that are useable across a wide range of situations. One of the more

recent and carefully,defined investigations was completed by Greenan (1983).

Greenan's research focused on the generalizability of certain basic skills

across 'different vocations. For Greenan, a ski 10.is general izable. if it is

basic to a, particular occupation .or training pliotram3 if it 'is necessary for

success in a particular occupation or completion of a particular program, and

if it is applicable across occupational4settings and clusters. Greenan de-
,

veloped an instrument to measure the generalizability of specific skills in

each of the foll ng Catagories: Mathematics, Communication, Interpersonal

Relations, and Rea oning. The instrument was administered to teachers in five

vocational train g areas (agricultural occupations; business, marketing, and,

5 litt . 0

.management occupations; health occupations; home economic occupations; and
()

industrial occupations). Based on the results of his study,.Greenan (1983)

concluded that

"There is a core,of mathematics, communication, interpersonal relations

and reasoning skills which are basic to, necessary for success in, and
0

transferable across several secondary vocational training program areas

and *programs; most of these core skills are very important and highly

6

generalizable..." (p.57)
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The importance of transferability has also been recognized by industrialists.

Elliman (1983)Q stated that:

I would much prefer that the schools concentrate on teaching students

the basic transferable vocational skills that they will need when I

teach them the applied technology I utilize. The basics are the

skills that business and industry can most capitalize on in years

to come. (p.4)

The criterion of transferability is a necessary but not sufficient criterion

by which to assess curriculum content. Utility can become too narrow a criteria

by which to evaluate curricula content. A curricula that ha:, utility may have

students learning to use specific tools; repair highly specialized equipment,

or gather specific types of data. On the other hand, transferability in a

curriculum implies that a student may learn to use tools which are applicable

across many jobs or job clusters, repair equipment which is used in many areas,

and gather data in many ways using microprocessors, computers, and electronic

data processing. Transferability helps. students work and learn, be more easily

retrained, and gain confidence that change is not an overwhelming threat but

merely a part of one's life.

/*

Psychosocial 'Value:

It is increasiOgly clear that job preparation for the futurdmwill have to

influence information,and skills that are related to the psychosocial issues

of work and work loss (Baker, 1982). Several factors, contribute to the emer-

gence of-th s- need: -the---development---0-QVC. programs ( Pra tzner-&-Rus-s-e1-1,-1983

the incidence of worker dislocation and its subsequent psychological stresses

(Ashley, et.al., 1984), the prospect of multiple changes in job or occupation

in a lifetime (Levin, 1984), and'the need for individuals to participate fully
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in a rapidly changing society (Rumberger,:1983). Future workers will need to

be prepared to 'cope with -these and other work related factors that involve

psychosocial issues.

It may be presumptuous to assume that every worker will have a difficult

time dealing with osycnosOcial issues that will confront them. Nevertheless,

the criteri tf utility, personal option, and transferability point, to the

necessity of systematically including psychosocial content within a oretechnical
'

curriculum. At a minimum the psychosocial content must focus on the development

-et

of character(Silberman, 1983), on individual, problem solving,'group decision

making (Pratzner, 1984), and on managing transitions (Br.ammer Abrego, 1981).

According to Silberman (1983) "the acquisition of appropriate personal

skills and attitudes is just as important outcome of vocational educatiom as is

the acquisition of technical and basic, literacy, skills." (p. ). Frequently

mentioned personal attributes are autonomy, courage, and cooperativeness. For

Silberman (1983), autonomy refers to the ability .toact ,s a matore, rational,

inner - directed, independent person and to be responsib;- tor one's own actions.

Auto'nomous people think before they act, and require minimal supervision. They

can forego shqrt-term gratification in favor of long-term lasting bulefits. They

are also capable of self-directed learning. He,defines courale as the ability

to overcome fears and to confront problems directly--doing what is necessary even

if the actions are unpopular. People with courage have the ability to cope with

problem situations or emergencies. Such people do their duty when long-term

interests are at stake even when the .short -term consequences may be aversive.

They are self-confident and not afraid to seek help from otbers when they need

it. Finally, Silberman (1983) uses cooperativeness to describe workers who are

warm, friendly, and supportive. People who, are prompt, dependable, loyal to the

group, and conforq to group norms in their dress, manners, and personal habits

28



a..e traits which enhance group membership. They posseSs good interpersonal

skills, good work habits, and positive attitudes. They accept supervision, and

their behavior is consistent with the orderly conduct of business. They have

good interpersonal relations and share a strong sense of community.

Acquisition of the characteristics described within these three attributes

represent a pcnential for persopal development within a pretechnical curriculum.

Having the personal qualities 'of being self-directed and responsible, self-con-

fident and responsive, interrelated and participative with,others appears to

have great utility for present as well as future workers'. It is this utility

that magnifies the importance of including psychosocial skills and knowledge

in a pretechnical currt491pme

The personal qualities that are important for workers to possess which were

identified by Silberman (1983) are not dissimilar'from the requisite QWL skills

identifqd by Pratzner & Russell (1983). As noted earlier in this paper, QWL

programs represent an alternative for organizing and pel.orming work. They

require that workers possess new and different sets of skills and knowledge, in-

cluding individual problem solving skills and group probleth solving skills, and

the skills to organize and manage production. These represent the foundation

of socio-technical literacy which emphasizes a balanced concern for the social

and human aspects of work as well as the technological aspects, and an apprecia-

tion of their interactions (Pratzner, 1984).

Applying the Criteria to Programs

The Center for.Occupational Research and Development (CORD) (1983) has de-

veloped a curricula that contains utiltiy and transferability through basic

skills and incorporates personal options through advanced courses. After dem-

onstrating a.suitable proficiency in the requisite skills, individuals complet-

29 ,
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ing the CORD curriculum begin a technical curriculum which encompasses twelve

core areas (eg. electricity, mechanics, materials, thermics, etc.). After com-

pleting this technical core, students study a self-selected high tech area.

According to current estimates, the CORD curriculum is suitable for one

out of every 10 students (AFL-CIO, 1982). CORD lacks transferability across

a sufficiently wide range of different job clusters and it lacks psychosocial

value because the material does not adequately emphasize the development of

the human potential and self-empowerment of workers.

Other programs, in addition to CORD, have also been reviewed. Table 1

o

below summarizes our evaluations of them relative to the four criteria of

utility; personal options, tranferability, and psychosocial value.

TABLE 1 ,

Four Criteria-Applied to Curricular,.Programs

\ Utility Personal oetiom Transferability Psychosocial Value

I' X X

State of Arizona X X

Canada\Life Skills .X X X
,

San Diego Program X X

Note to Bill: We shall extend this
list in the finaLversion.

30
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Summary.

The curricular content of vocational education has always had an important

role in the.prepdration of secondary students for work Traditionally the

curriculum hat' been related to specialized job skills training. Recent tech-

nological innovations, and their resultant impact on the world of work, create

the need to reevaluate the traditional curriculum against the four criteria of

utility, personal options, transferability, and psychosocial value. Such cri-

teria have important implications for the formulation df a pretechnical curric-

ulum. These criteria coupled with our experience with current,writings, views

of education, business people, teachers, students, and unemployment victims have

led us to three categories of essential ekills for helping people to cope with.

their work-livesCGeneralizable Skills, Transition Skills, and Problem Solving

Skills.. There is self-empowerment in these skills. It can be seen that the

stated need 'for inclusion of Generalizable Skills in the vocational education

curricula. satisfies the"criteria_df .transferabiliM. and The

inclusion of the category of Problem Solving Skills satisfies the criteria of

transferability, personal option and psychosocial value. Transition Skills

satisfy the criteria of transferability, psychosocial value and personal utility.

It is the interrelatedness of these three categories of skills which provide a

comprehensive framework for self-empoWerment of the individual and curricula

decisions.. Self-empowerment is the key assumption for guiding schools in pre-

paring your people for their futures. People can help themselves to lead more

meaningful, balanced and. productive lives.

It is ultimately the individual who must apply the new techniques in the

workplace. People must not become slaves of technology and change. A machine,

a process, a system is no more effective than the people using it. The human

factor in education and work must stand above all others.
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Transitions

During the last decade educators have been made aware that students lives

are marked by change and transition. Forecasts for the future sigrol the cer-

tainty of greater numbers of life transitions. Occupationally related trans-

itions will become the rule rather than the exception for most,workers. They

will interact with and be further 'intensified by the transitions which have

resulted from changes in societal norms (Naisbitt, 1983). Educators cannot'

be expected'to prepare students for all possible unknown future contin-

tencies. Nevertheless, as noted by the National Academy of Sciences (1984),

society, business, and industry will expect educators to help students

develop skills which will prepare them to cope, adapt and change with

their environment. The person machine- change relationship is critical to

the successful management of the future for students, educators, business

and industry.- It is for this purpose-that .the,elass- of Transition Skills

has been identified and a framework for educating for attainment of those

skills introduced. The aim of this class of skills is consistent with the

image of vocational educators serving the needs of employers, the labor

market and the individual. It maximizes the preparation of the individual

for a life time of transitions.

A transition results in changes in relationships, reoutines, assumptions,,

or roles within the setting of self, work, family, school, health, or finances

(Schlossberg, 1984).

nThe U.S. economy is undergoing a major restructuring, and the implications

for the individual worker are serious. As a result of foreign competition,.

changing world markets, and consumer preferences, American's economic position

3.2
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in the-world has eroded and many workers in some major manufacturing

industries including steel, automobiles, rubber, textiles, radio and

television receivers, ,and electrical equipment have lost their jobs and

have been forced to suddenly change their occupations and life styles

(Pritzner & Ashley, 1984, p. 5). Simultaneously, the advent of high
a I

technology insures continued and accelerated change.i the nature of

available jobs.

The increased use of industrial robots, office automation,

microelectronic devices, and computerized information and

telecommunications systems, will not only affect where and how

we live, and what we purchase, but also how we work. The'impact

of changing technology, exptcially the continued expansion of

computer applications in the work place, will affect the skill

requirements and work Styles of millions of workers over the

next ten to twenty years. New technology will in some cases

reduce the skill requirements of some occupations, especially

those involv3d with more routine and repetitive functions such

as parts assembly, equipment operations, signal monitoring,'and

information handling functions. Other occupations involving

the functions of planning, evaluating, analyzing, interpreting,

troubleshooting, and maintaining complex systeths will likely

experience an increase in skill requirements (Pratzner & Ashley,

1984, pp. 5-6).

Change is increasing in our social institutions and will continue to

increase. Traditional roles of men and women are being more rapidly

transformed, more women are entering the workforce, family units tend to

have less stability, and traditional values and practices are continually

33
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challenged and rejected by some segments of the population and renewed by

others. Occupationally-related transitions will interact and be intensified

by transitions resulting from such changesin societal norms and trends which

began in the 60't and now. are becoming commonplace in our society. Imagine,

for example, the coping skills needed by a person who must relocate in order

to maintain present income at the same time that such a move would be

detrimental to the spouse's occupational progress. Life transitions are no

longer as predictable as they once were, and they tend to be more complex.

Accordjngly, skills for managing transitions will become increasingly

important for our young people as they enter a work world and a social

world in Aich'acceleration of change is the only predictable variable in,

their 'future lives. To survive, individuals will haVe to learn new ways to
t.

adapt and new ways to cope with their environment.

The educatiOnal system, must help prepare students to cope with these.

-realities by'utiliiing.education-as-an2instrument of-change.thLough.which-

they may have the resources and options with which to build and survive

the future. The chal'ienge for educators seems. overwhelming as powerful

Alternatives to public schooling threaten ,:c4 change the steal context of

education. The idea of sociotechnical literacy (Pratzner, 1984) no longer

rests on the teaching of,a fiXed body of information in a fixed routine

but instead on the incorporation of ways of transforming students'

abilities to function in a changing world, to learn how to learn for a

lifetime, to cope, manage, and adapt to the challenge'of an uncertain future...'4

o

It is the responsibi' , of educators to identify and pass on those skills.

The class of Transition Skills refers to chose skills which are

used to manage life transitions, especially occupationally related ones.

Subsumed within this class of skills are those which include managing changes

34
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in environment, relationShips and the self; managing stress, loss, and grief;

and making decisions. The framework below is an attempt to introduce a

comprehensive approach to handling transitions which may be incorporated in

the public school curriculum and a) utilizes an understanding of .adolescent

.development, b) organizes the knowledge sand process necessary 'for

maximizing an individual's ability to,adapt and manage transitions across

settings (personal, interpersonal, workplace, institutional, or community) ,

and c) focuses on the self empowerment of the individual to'understand and

deal with events as they occur.

Managing transitions depends upon people's ability to successfully

acquire and mobilize the skills that will enable them to adapt with change.

/
These skills are identified in each step of the framework. Each

step of the framework focuses on acquisition of a series of skills whtch,

maximizes management of transitions and prepares the individual to manage

. uture.. ones:. The ..four step.s_tden.ti framework are :

Step 1. Identify the Transition.

Step 2. Identify CopingResources

Step 3. Identify and Choose Ways of Managing the Transition

Step 4: Tr41, Integration, and Self-Transformation

The framework, as it exists may be utilized by educators either through a

questioning format (see Expanded. Model) or through development of curricula

based upon the understanding of the four steps of the framwork (Table 1).

The introduction of the framework will be accomplished through the (a,) presen-

tation of the Expanded Model , (b) presentation of the Framework for Incorporat,

P

ing Transition Skills into the Curricula, and (c) presentation of a simulation

which represents a viable instructional method for teaching transition skills

as well as a format for clarifying 'the four steps of the framework. The expanded'

35
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r

framework consists of a series of questions which attempt to accomplish the

outcome variable of each step. The Framework for Incorporating Transition

Skills into Curricula (Table 1) identifies the components of the framework

with requisite'skills and outcome variables. The simulation represents a

synthesis of the skills and outcome variables as they are utilized relative

to a real-life setting.

36



Components of,

Framework
1

Framework for Incorporating
TrahsitiOn Skills into the eCurricula

Skills Necessary to Attain Mastery of

Individual Component of the Framework

The individual will:

I. Identify the = Identify Type of Transition
Transition

A. Anticipated/Developmental
B. Unanticipated
C. Chronic Hassle ,

(Schlossberg, 1984)

- Identify Setting

.A. Self

B. Family
C. Work
D. Health

- Identify Relationship of Person to the Transition

A. Self
B. Other
C. Interpersonal
D. Community

II. Identify Coping - Identify Support Systems
Resources

37

A.'Internal
B. External

- Identify Possible and Actual Coping.Responses

A. Immediate/Short Term
B. Future/Long Term

- ,Assess Impact of Personal Variables'

A. Socioeconomic status
B. Psychological Resources (Development - Ego

Strength)
C. Committments, Valuei

OutcoMe

Variable

If

- Assessment of Stress

.= Assessment of Impact of Event on Assumpt

k.

- Mobilization of Resources Necessary to
Assist in Management of Transition

Identification of-Needs Which Must be 1111(

to Cope and Adapt .

- Enhancement of Personal Awarenesses.
Necessary to Respond to Transition

Regaining Control Over Stress and Meanil

.of Transition

BEST Cairi ITN1,311
38



Components of

Framework

...WO- -11....orp,

Identify and
Chbose Ways of
Managing the
Transition

IV. Trial,
Integration,

Self Renewal

Skills Netespry to Attain' Mastery of

Individual Component Framework

............rmen Ammo' pomiptIppyaravelftmV*41MIrtnMilNeta`~WWWHIP114~0P4r4".061014et Pit

- Examine and identify Alternatives for Coping

A. Support Groups
B. Counseling
C. Restructuring Support System
D. Learn New Coping Skills (Exercise,' Relaxation,

Time Management)

- Utilize Problem Solving Model
4

A. Identify Problem
B. Brainstorm Possible Solutions
C. Choose Tentative Solution
D. Carry out 'Tentative Solution

E. Learn

Utilize "Neutral*Zone"

A. Identify What You Really Want
B. Find Time To Be Alone

- Act Upon Identified Coping Strategy

-.Identify Learni.ngs From the Transtion

A. About Self
B. Others
C. Assumptions

- Evaluate Action

- Reevaluate Plan If Necessary

rtf

O

I.WIINUOtt

Outcome

Variable .

...04..dienbwopokrotiowit.tiolmYt4,cotrawititefromeiNeo1100.10111041.1V;*10#1140,,104.41.Poiftetlt1Yffltgl1tvotg.06161.064.1.

Increase Ability to Make Effective Deciso
Regarding the Transition

.- Increase Awareness of the Options For
Transition Management

- Increase Ability to Reapproach Work, Love,,,

Play with Renewed Energy

- Learn From Current Transitions Ways of
Transferring Skills, to Future Transitions

- Discover Strengths About the Self

- 'Return to Equilibrium of Pretransition
Environment

BEST C07./

.2
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Model for Handling Transitions

IDENTIFY THE TRANSITIONS

What has ended? (something personal, interpersonal, family, school,

friends)
A

How much stress are you under? Wort is causing it?

What fears do you have? Be specific..

Describe the transition as best AS you can.

What kinds of things are changing in your life? (people, job, school,

values)

What is the impact on you? How do you feel about the transition?

II. IDENTIFY COPING RESOURCES ,

Who can help your

Who couid .Provide a personal support network? (emotional, physical,

group, individual)

o How can you help yourself?

What are some of your options? List them/

till preplanning help you cope with the hardest part of the transition?

o Remember the 5 main steps for solving a problem.

1) Understand the problem (transition).

2) BrainstorM for solutions.

3) Choose a tentative solution.

4) Implement the 'solution.

5) What did you learn?

o ,What obstacles do you have to Overcome in order to change?

(finocials psychological, interpersonal).

o How might you benefit or not benefit from the transition?

4.1
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III. IDENTIFY AND CHOOSE WAYS OF MANAGING THE TRANSITION

a) What are various alternative actions for coping?

o Maybe a problem has to be solved. f so, use the -step model.

Individual or group counseling is always a possibility.

o Do you need to learn new coping skills? (relaxation skins,

exercise program, time management, health care, etc.)

b) Examine the positive and negative consequences of all planned

actions.

c) Are you taking full advantage of the "Neutral Zone"?

o Find a regular time to be alone and to reflect on the transition.

o Identify what you re!lly want.

o Reexamine yourvalues and your goals.

d) What do you know about 'yourself that you can use in managing the

transition?

IV. TRIAL, INTEGRATION AND SELF-TRANSFORMATION

o As you try things out, who can you discuss them with?

o In what ways is this a positive experience? A negative one?

o How are you different?

o What did you learn from this experience? What did you learn about

yourself?

is your grief or disappointment part of a healing process?

o What are some options open to you if you think you are not

managing the transition well?

o Can you accept the transition and go on with your life?
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Simulation:

The following represents a simulation used with counselors of displaced

workers. This siplation'is based upon the topic of loss of a job, but is

easily adaptable to reassignment or 'retraining. Each step of the transition

framework will be identified and clarified during discussion of the simulation

Space constraints. prohibit an in-depth discussion of the theoretical Tounda-

tion and some of the transition fra. work.

Step 1: Identify the transition

Every transition begins with an ending (Bridges, 1980). That is an

event occurs, which signals an end of the way things were. Workers who have

lost their jobs face the end of worklife as they have known it and face

the uncertainty of unemployment, retraining, changes in self image, and

changes in homelife.

Assessment of stress and impact of the transition on individuals',assump-

tions about themselves is the'necessary outcome of this component. This asses's-

ment may be accomplisherTridentifying (a) the type of transition, (b) the set-'

ting and (c) the relationship of the person to the traRsifion. The type of

transition generally associated with job loss is an unanticipated event. An

unanticipated transition is a nonscheduled event and generally,is not

predictable. This is different than an anticipated transition which may

occur predictably over a life span and is more developmentally related;

for example, graduating from a technical programi getting a first job, or

getting married.

To identify the transition setting the individual examines the primary

arena in which the event is based. 'Loss of a job takes place initially in

the setting of work, but the stressors of job loss soon impact upon all other
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identified settings (self, family, health, economics). The relationship

of a person to the trahsition is central to assessment of thefli,MPact of the

transition on an individual's assumptions. For examPle, los"of one's job

is more stressful than having kfriend lose a job.

Step 2. Identify coping resources , .}>

The process of coping with transitions provides the individual with

the ability to manage. future transitions. Step to is_specifically designed

to enhance the personal awarenesses necessary to maximize one's ability to

adapt and respond to transition and allows the individual to regain control

and meaning of the transition. To accomplish this the worker who has lost

a job may first identify the support system - internal and external.

Initially an individual may rely solely on a spouse or immediate family

members.to provide emotional support; however, optimumly this support system

may need to expand the-support-system tc include other.options suchvas;

friends, relatives, clergy or supportAroups which deal with the effects

of structural unemployment.

Second, identify possible and actual coping responses. Initially, an

individual who has lost a job may experience a' range'of responses which are

an attempt to modify, control or manage the stress (Pearlin and Schobler

(1978). Such responses as anger, hostility, denial and anxiety are common,

As time passes responses of depression, sadness, isolation, withdrawal and

apathy become more prevalent. These coping responses represent buts.a few

"I

options available to the individual and translate into behaviors which an

individual does in their own behalf when confronted with change. Third,

the worker:may-also assess the impact of personal variable on the transition.
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Psychological resources, personal and financial commitments, and values

an individual has will also impact on the individual's ability to regain

control over the stress of the transition.

Ste. 3:. Identif and Choose Wa s of Mana 'no the Transition..

At this stage the displaced worker..proactively goes about examining

and identifying alternatives for coping with the job loss. The worker may

utilize a support group or choose to learn new coping skills and then utilize

the problem solving model to deal with specifics of a job search, money

management or family relationships. This. component' is essential to increase,

the individual's awareness of options for transition management, to increase

the ability to make effective decisions regarding the transition, and to

increase the motivation to reapproach work, love, and play with renewed energy.
A

The utilization of the "Neutral Zone" in this stage is a time-out

from the proactive approach to transition management. The purpose of the

"Neutral Zone" is to reflect on what the individual might really want, It
6

is a time to reexamine how ones values and goals integrate with the decisions

about to be made. For example, the individual who has lost a job may discover

that several options are available-going back to school to enhance skills,

moving to a different location for a similar job, or retraining with the same

company for a differ nit job. After going through Steps 2 and 3 of the framework,

the individual is aware of the consequences, advantages and disadvantages of

each choice. Entering the "neutral Zone" gives the individual time to think

about the choices to be made.

Step 4: Trial, Integration and Self-Transformation.

This step begins with the implementation of the decision. If the individual

who lost a job chooses to return to schoc for training there are a

number of new experiences , people, and environments that will be encountered.
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Knowing how to utilize the support system that was identified in Step 2

may be paramount. Awareness and evaluation of the experience of the decision is

a necessary componant of.Step 4. The individual may realize that the first

choice for managing the transition is not appropriate and, need,to return to

Steps 2 or 3 to choose again or change options.

If the individual' finds the first option appropriate, it becomes necessary

to evaluate what one learned from the transition, how one is different as

a result of the transition, what strengths one possessed that aided in

transition management, and the degree of acceptance one has for the transition.

Utilizing Step 4 of the transition model enables the individual to return

to the equilibr ium that was experienced in the pre-transition environment with

renewed awareness and skills necessary'to cope, manage and adapt to future

transition and change.
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PROBLEM SOLVING

The importance of problem solving in vocational education is receiving

more national attention now than ever before. For example, Daniels and

Karmos (1983) found that except for, the three R's, problem solving was

listed most frequently in the literature and by employers as an essential

skill for,,dealing with the future. Pratzner (1984) has stated that "The

,first priority'is for secondary level vocational education to offer good

eoutation reading, writing, computing, listening, and problem solving"

(p6)

Ann Brown from the University of Illinois conducted an interview with_

Edward Binet (Brown, 1984) on the tdachog of problem solving'skills: Binet

said:

What I object to in traditional classes is that it is the.teacher who

produces, ,e student who passively listens. Such a lesson has

two faults: it does not impress the student other than by its verbal

function, it gives him words instead of making him deal with actual

objects, and it,appeals only to his memory, reducing him to a passive

state. .He doesn't jgdge, doesn't think, doesn't invent, and'doesn't

produce. He needs only to retain. His aim is to repeat without mis-

take, make his memory work, know what is in the lecture, in the.text-

book and reproduce it.. The result of such practices are deplorable:

e.g., a lack of curiosity for what is not 4n the book or lecture; a

tendency to look for.the truth only in the took, the belief that one

is doing some original research by going through a book, too much re-

pect for the writer's opinion, a lack of interest n the world and

the lessons it gives, a naive belief in the power of simple formulas,

a difficulty,to adapt oneself to contemporary life, and, above all,
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a static regimentation unwelcome at a period when social evolution

is so fast. (pp. 14-15).

Something is being done about' problem solving by buSiness and industry.
. u

In 1983,General Motors trained approximately 50 percent of its employees

in problem solving skills. Kathy Long, Director of Research and Development

for GM, said in a personal interview (1983) that the training has been suc-

cessful, that productivity and positive attitudes have both increased, and

that General Motors is going to devote more time and money to problem solving

training. The training has improved worker "competency,
.

enabled workers to

diagnose and solve job-related problems, taught them to examine their own

behavior and consequences of it, and has helped workers to be more cooperative

with each other in solving problems (Guest, 1979). The Center for Public

Resources, in its report Basic Skills in'the United States Work Force (1982),

_identified other corporations and also schools which are currently involved

in problem solving training.
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A Model for ProblemSolving

For students to hold jobs, to be retrained and in general co adapt to a

ti

constantly accelerating rate of change in their lives; they will need strata-

lies for how to attack and solveproblims. Possession of at least one general

model for solving"problems is one essential wategy. There are many differ-,

ent models. The one we haA.a developed is given below. It.is based on problem

solving models from General Motors (Kolb'& Baker, 1980), from G. Polya's book

Sow to Solve It (1957), and from Thomas Gordon's book Teacher Effectiveness

Training (1974). Our model his .five steps.

Five Step Model for Solving Problems

1. Understand the Problem 10

o If'people are involved, then there should be explicit agreement

among the people on what the problem is.

o If approprlate, analyze the problem fOr possible causes. (In

.mathematics causes are usually not involved.)

2. Brainstorm for Possible Solution Strateg,es

o No,evaluations or judgments should occur here. This should be a

free-wheeling act of4generating ideas.

Choose-a Tentative Solution Strategy

o For "people" problems, consequences of behaviors Amd solutions must

be carefully considered. .o

o If people are working out an interpersonal problem, than the'

tentative strategy will likely be a Ompromise.

4. Carry Out the Tentative Strategy

o In implementing most strategies involving people, it is important,to

decide, "Who, does What,. When." .

5. Learn

o Immediately and over time think about what can be learned from.the

experience. What are the implications of what has been done?

o If appropriate, evaluate the effectiveness of the solution. (You may

have to start over.)

49



At the beginning, we have our students follow the Five Step'Model, step by

step. Later on they are encouraged to freely use their own creativity ar4

%intuition to solve problems since no single model is directly applicable to

all problems.

The Five Step Model is currently being used by students for their academic

work and for their interpersonal lives. But is the model also practical for

the work placet The answer is'"yes". Students use it in their part-time

jobs, and General. Motors uses it to get people .to work together to solve prolT-

lems. Employees cooperate in GM's Employee Participation Groups to solve on-.

the - job - problems. In a 1983 personal interview, Kathy York of GM's Research

and Development Di/ision stated that competition' among workers often turns out

41

to be a liability,. "They work separately against each other. We need our

emplofees to work together to solve problems. That will increase their job

competence." The problems that the groups focus on are not generally psycho-

logical ones; they are job-related problems. Workers, supervisors, managtrs,

and etectives get involved in the -coups., Whoever is being affected by the

problem or the solution is in the group. They use a model very similar to the.

Five Step Model.

The Need for Transfer

jar general problem solving, a model is necessary but it is not suffi-
a$

cient. Transfer is one of the deficiencies. Schools teach problem solving,

but most students have difficulty transferring their problem solving capabil-

ities from one setting to another (Johnson, 1984; Snowman, 1984). We believe

there are tow major reasons for lack of transfer:
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1. Not enough diverse kinds of problems are given to students to
encourage transfer over a wide range of settings. Only math
problems are given, or science problems, or social studies prob-
lems, and so on. These problems are context bound. They are
too similar to each othdr. There are many commerical programs
for teaching problem solving, and they provide a wide variety
of problems. The June 1983 issue of the Kappan listed more than
30 programs, video-taped presentations, computer-assisted in-
struction, instructional programs fnr teachers, and materials
for student use. Other excellent sources are:

o The Edward deBono School of Thinking, P.O. Box 711, Larchmont, NY
10538.

o Institute of the Advancement of Philosophy forChildren Montclair
State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.

o The Productive Thinking grogram from the Charles E. Merrill Pub
. lishing Cot any in Columbus, OR.

o Problem Solving and Comprehension by Arthur Whimbey and Jack
Lochhead, The'Franklin Institute Press, Philadelphia, PA, 1979.

o More Life Skills by Joan Hearn, Advanced Development Division,
Employment and Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, KlA 0J9, 1982.

o Problem Solving in School Mathematics,, 1980 Yearbook, National Coun
, cil of Teachers of Mathematics, Reston, VA.

\ o Instrumental Enrichment by Reuven Peuerstein, Universirl Park Press,
Baltimore, M1571 80.

Flo The New MCAT Student Manual (Quantitative .Skills) from the Associa
\ tion of American Medical Colleges,. Washington, DC,, 1984.

o. Medical College Admission Test (Quantitative Skills) by Morris
Bremson and Lawrence Solomon, Arco Publishing, Inc., NY, 1982.

o. A Complete Preparation for the New MCAT, Vol. II (Quantitative
Skills`),, by Beryl Brain, Drew Love, and Philip Kelleher, Health
Professional Education Service, Inc., Bethesda, MD, 1981.

If Molitor (1981) is right in his predictions that by the year
2000, 76% of the work force will be in information/knowledge/education
enterprises and\other services, then the last three references will
be particularly good sources of problems to prepare students for the
future.
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Most students are not explicitly taught strategies for solving prob-
lems. Some strategies are: using a model, reading4information care-
fully, breaking the problem into manageable parts, and making a
sketch. We have taught,strategies to students, they have learned
them, and they have impio\ ved their problem solving.

Stralesies for Solving Problems

General Guidelines for Problem Solving

Guidelines from deBono. Edward deBono has `formulated guidelines for good

thinking and problem solving. His system, has been adopted by corporate esieCtr-

tives, taught in schools, and studied by governmentofficials from more than a

score of countries. Here are basic tools taken mostly from deBono's The

Learning To-Think Coursebook.

insider All Factors and Don't Limit Perceptions

A conscl,ous effort should be made to think of everything that might be

relevant fo!'solving the problem. Suppose you're thinking about buying a new

house.' Consider all factors to be.sure you ask all the right questions.

While obvious issues such as size, cost and layqut.are bound to come to mind,
// 4

without a deliberate effort to list every relevant factor you 'might overlook

otheri. How good 14. TV reception ?, Is there a local leash law? Can the pipes

be drained quickly in case of a power failure in freezing weather ?.

Even after using various tools of thought, you may not have found a satis-

factory solution to your problem. The key'to finding alternatives is to look

for possibilitio4 outside your usual thinking patterns. Edison in searching,
,

for a light-bulb filament, tried thousands of unlikely materials including

cork, fishing 'line and tar, before succeeding with i strip of carbonized

cardboard.
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2. ,Consiquences and.equels

One of the traits thit makes us different from animals is our ability to

. imagine the outcome of our actions. But we can gieatly, improve this ability

by learning to 4144 it in a systematic way. The de3ono technique is to imagine

the probably outcome of a decision at four distances in the future: immedi-

ate, short term (1 to 5 years), mediuF term (5.to 25 years) and long term
itifs

,d7

(over 25 years). By weighing the consequencei of thoughts and actions, people

can be less impulsive alla make better decision4 for theselves,based upon

careful' thought and riot on quick emotion.

k
3. Aims, Goals, Objectives fn

An often usused tool of better thinking is the practice of making

a list of reasons for doing a particular thing. Defining goals can also

help lead to creative solutions to problems. DeBono tells of a grand-

mother trying to knit while her yarn.was being tangled by the family tod-

dler. Exasper4ted, she put him in his playpen, but he howled so loudly

that she had to take nim out. Then she realized thaX her goal wasn't to

.pen the child, but.to separate him from her yarn. So she solved the

'problem by leaving hith out--and climbing into the playpen herself.

4. Other Points of View
4 .0,ot

Often problems involve a conflict with someone such as a friend, parent,

boyfriend, or girlfriend. .It is the mark of a good problem solver to be able

to find a solution that will agree with the other person's viewpoint. It is

particularly difficult to do when one is upset or angry. But if you 'Gan take

another person's point of view at such times, then you have one of the major

skills ofa good problem solver.

53
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An additional set cq guidelineslar problem Solvers is given by Arthur

Whimbey and Jack Lochheid in Problem Solving and Comprehension. They describe

,the beliefs, practices, and tendenciAs of good problem solvers, and Also the

'characteristics of poor problem solvers:

(

Positive Attitude

Good problem solvers have\a strong beliaf that acadetnic reasoning problems

can be. solved through caniful,'per4'stent tnelysis. Poor problem solvers, by

contrast, frequently expresi the:opinion that "eitherqod know the answer to a

problem or you don't know it, and if you don't know it you might as well give

up or guess."

Thoroughly Understanding the Data and the Problem

Good problem solvers take great care to understand the facts and the rela-

tionships in a problem fully and accurately. They are almost compulsiye in'

checking whether-their understanding of a problem is correct and complete. By

contrast, poor proptem solvers generally lack such an intense concern about

understanding. They frequently miss a problem because they 'do not know,exactly

w4at it states.
(.?

11

3. Breaking the Problem into Parts

Good problem solvers have learned 'that analyzing complex problems and
o

ideas often consiP4s of breaking the ideas into smaller steps. They have

learned to attack t problem by starting at a point where they. can make some

sense of it, and then proceeding'from there. In contrast, poor problem solv

e:s have not learned the approach of breaking a complex problem into sub-

problems--'d ealing first with one step and then another.

5,1

0



4. Avoid Guessing

Poor problem solvers tend to jui4 to conclusions and guess answers without

s:\going through all the steps needed t make sure that the answers are accurate'

Sometimes they make intutitive jndgments in the middle of a problem without

checking to see_ whether the judgmentsve correct. At other times they work a

problem part of the way, but then givelip on reasoning and guess on an answer.

Good problem solvers tend to work problems from beginning to end in small, care
,

ful steps.

The tendency for poor problem solvers to make more errors= -to work too hast-

ily and sometimes skip steps--can be traced to the three characteristics already

discussed. First, poor problem, solvers do not strongly believe that persistent

analysis is an effective way (in fact the only way) to deal with problems. Thus

their motivation to persist in Working an entire problem precisely and throughly,

until it is completely solved, is weak.

Second,.poor problem solvers tend to be careless in their reasoning. They

have not developed the habit of continuously focusing and checking on the accur-

acy of their conclusions. And third, they have not learned to break a problem

into parts and work it step-by-step. As a result of these three characteristics,

poor problem solvers have a strong tendency to make hasty responses as they work

academica reasaling problems, causing errors in both simple computations and in

logic.

5. Activeness in Problem Solving

-The final-characteristic-of-good-problem solvers-is the tendency to be more

active than poor problem solvers when dealing with problem solving, Put simply,

they do more things as they. deal with a problem. For example, if a written de-

scription is hard to follow, good problem solvers may try to create a mental

picture, of the ideas in order to "see" the situation better. If a presentation

is lengthy, confusing, or vague, they try to pin it down in terms of familiar

p-rw
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experiences and concrete example.. Furthermore they will ask themselves,

questions about the problem, answer the questions, and "talk to themselves"

as they try to clarify their thoughts. They may try a flow-chart, brain-

storM for possibilities, write on the problem, make diagrams, or use

other phySical aids'to thinking. All in all, good problem solvers are active

, in many ways which help them get a clearer understanding and how to progress

through then.

The Problem Solver's Knowledge Base

Robert Glasser (1984) stated that the knowledge of novice problem solveis

is organized around the literal objects explicitly given in a problem state

ment. Expert$' knowledge, on the other hand, is organized around principles

and abstractions that subsume these objects. The principles are not apparent

in the probleaCstatement but derive from knowledge about the things in the

problem or the subject matter associated lirtt, the problem. Knowledge of diet-

eticsis needed to solve problems of nutrition, knowledge of auto mechanics is

needed\to fix a car, and so on. The problem solving difficulty of novices can be

attribu.ted'largely to the inadequacies of their knowledge bases and not to limit-

ations i\ n their procesSing capabilities, such as the inability to use problem-

solving trategies. "Current studies of high levels of competence support the

recommendation that a significant focus for understanding expert thinking and

problem solving and its development is investigation of the characteristics and

influence of organized knowledge structures that are required over long periods

of time" (p:99). Reuren Feuerstein (.1980, p.22) sums it up very well:

"It 4- when cognitive processes become detached from specific tasks that cog-

nitive structures are established. These structures are of a more general

nature than the learning of specific tasks and, hence, result in more adaptive

behavior by the individual." 56
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Students with a wider knowledge base are better at brainstorming for

solutions across a wide range of problems. They are more able to understand

and construct analogies, they make more discoveries, they see patterns, and

theestablish new. relationships.

Some Specific Problem Solving Strate ies

There are other strategies that can help people become better problem

solvers. The ones to be discussed here are: thinking aloud, using the trial

and error method, working backwards, finding all the possiblities, managing

time, logical and critical reasoning, and gathering, recording and analyzing

data. We have taught these strategies to students and have witnessed students'

growth in becoming confident and skillful problem solvers.

Thiakinl_Aloud. When using this strategy, people say aloud their thoughts

while attempting to solve a problem. All mental processing, however, need not

be vocalized'. For example, it is not reasonable to explain the meaning of

every word read for a problem. When a student is, unsure of what' to' do, con

fused by an idea, or stops for some time to think about it, then some thinking

aloud may be appropriate. When this strategy is used, then students should try

to think aloud as much as possible. xpressing thoughts, especially at sec

tions of a problem where difficulties o hesitancy arise, is a good way to

avoid skipping steps in reasoning, jumping ver important information, or

being unaware of the point at which being boggd\down occurred.

Thinking aloud while solving problems requires ctice. At first, many

students find it difficult to vocalize their thoughts as ehey work problems.

But students do get used to expressing in words the steps they take and gain

confidence in "talking out" the problem ia front of the teacher and other

students. We use the technique in full class settings, in small groups, and

57
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in one-to-one discussions between student and teacher. The choice of setting

depends on the nature of the problem, the students, and the teacher.

From thinking aloud, our students have learned to listen to each other, to

locate breakdowns in reasoning, to learn where the stumbling point is, to rea-

lize how different people approach the same problem, and to see more than one..

solution to the same problem on the blackboard at the same time. Students and

teachers are often amazed at how much they can learn from each other by think-"

ing aloud.
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Trial and Error

Trial and error is often underestimated as a problem solving strategy,

but it can be a key strategy in the solution of some problems. Trial and

error can be applied systematically by simply trying different solutions

to see if they work. More often than not, 'however, the search can be

narrowed by taking into account relevant knowledge and, by inference, re-

ducing the number of solutions to be tried. Trial and error canalso be

advantageous in getting a feel for a problem. Trying out a reasonable

guess, even if it does not work, can give valuable information. or

example, if trying to find a decimal approximation for the square root of

two, one might try 1.5 (1 is too small because 1 x 1 = 1, and 2 too big

because 2 ; 2 = 4). Since 1. x 1.5 = 2.25, 1.5 is too big but th t is

valuable information because it directs the next attempt to a number tltween,

1 and 1.5. Teachers should encourage students to make reasonable guesses at

times and should specify for them the value of what was learned from the

trial and_error and how the error can narrow the search for a solution.

This same, way of thinking about the information gained from an imperfect

.attempt can be appliedto solutions of interpersonal problems.,; Suppose a

father and his daughter are problem solving about the condition of her room,

particularly about the dirty clothes on the floor and on the furniture. An

idea to try might be a clothes ha7er in her room. Both would agree that it

is a trial solution to be evaluated,ysay, in three weeks. If the solution

is not the right one, the attempt still will help to clarify the problem and
6

suggest a better solution.

One roadblock to becoming a good problem solver is reluctance to take a

risk. Many adults,have been conditioned over the years to believe that there

is some strategy or way to proceed in solving a problem that they. "should"

59
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have learned, and if they can't "remember how to do this kind of problem,"

they simply give up. Teachers aro confronted with this attitude frequently

when their students complain that "we haven't had this yet." Indeed, there

are many specific approaches to problems that car be learned. But 'good prob

lem solvers are not hampered by the conviction that there is only one way to

solve a problem. They do not rely on some outside authority, but have confi-

dence in their own ability to generate ideas. Teachers can encourage students

to,become self-reliant by freeing them to make ,,reasonable guesses and to use

trial and error to gain insight into a problem.

Working_Backwards

.Sotetitu:s it is easier to solve a problem by working bacWards rather than

attacking the problem head on. Working backwards involves a !change in perspec-

tive in that the new starting point was the original goal afild.the original'

starting point the new goal. Working backwards can be'helpful because Prob-

lems are often easier solved in one direction than another.

Working backwards has many useful applications. Suppose.you are writing

a position paper to your boss to convince her to accept particularly crucial

idea. In thinking about how to draft the paper, you might begin by working

backwards and ask yourself, "What kinds of questions would she ask me? What

would be her major objections? How do I keep from offending her?" By working

backwards, by starting with the goal, a more convincing paper can be written.

.

60
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Findia All the Possibilities

Another important strategy for problem solving is to have a systematic way'

of listing all possible outcomes of some occurrence. The system must insure

that all possibilities are listed and also that only those possibilities which

to

"make sense" from the structure of the proLiem are listed. An example of an

orderly way to'list all possible ways for something to happen or all pospible

arrangements is show below. Thinking exercises about drawing Marbles from

bags are useful for developing orderly ways to exhaust all pos4ibilities and

they are generalizable to a large number of actual situations.

EXAMPLE: Suppose there.are four marbles .

'in a bag, numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4.
What are all the ways to draw out'the

marbles if, once a marble is drawn,
it. i9 not returned to the bag? One

orderly way of thinking is to actually

make a litt with the help of a running.

conversation with oneself:

'OK. Suppose I happen to take out the 1 first?"

"Now, I'll list all the 'ma .s if the l. comes second.

(Then later, if the 3.comes second and if the 4 comes

second.) So there is 12 followed by 34 and 12 followed

by 43. And there is no other way for 1 followed by 2."

1 followed by 2."

"Now, what are all the wa s for 1 first and 3 second?

There is 13 followed by 24 and 13 followed by 42. And

there is,no,other way for 1 Wst and 3 second.
a

"Finally, what are all the ways for 1 first aid 4 second?

There is 14 followed by 23 and 14 followed by 32. And

there is no other way for 1 followed by 4."

A similar conversation goes on with oneself to generate

all the arrangement when 2 is drawn first, when 3 is

drawn first, and when 4 is drawn' first. The zesultd:

2°1 3 4
2 1 4 3

2 3 rT
2 3 rr
Z 4 13
2 4 TT

3 1 2 4
3 1 4 2

3 2 rT
3 2 rT
3 4 7:1*
3 4 2 1
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1

; 2
1 2 3 4

1 2 4 3

13
1 3 2 4

1 3 4 2

1 4

1 4 2 3

1 4 3 2

40 1 2 3
4 1 3 2
4 2 1 3
4 2 3 1
4 3 12
4 3 2 ,



So, there are 24 ways to draw four marbles, in order if the draw) marble is

re141.aed in the bag. Every possibility is4isted and there are no more.

Another skills for finding these 24 possible ways, is to draw a "tree":

3 4 ,

AA A
3 4 2 4 2334

1

4 3 2 2 4 3
41

.\ ° . 4 choices for 1st marble

\

2 4 1 2 . . . . 3 choices for 2nd marb14'

1\1'\

(so far 4 x 3 or 12)

4 1 3 2 4 1.4 1 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 \. . . 2 choices for 3rd marble

1111[11111111 Ic\\I

(so far 4x 3 x 2 or. 24)

1 3 1 4 2 4 1 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 1. . . . . 1 choice for 4th marble
(4 x 3 x 2 x 1 or 24)

There are 24 "paths" down this "tree" and the onethat is in.dicated above

represents the combination 2 3 1 4.

The skill of drawing a tree to determine all possibilities is an important,

one. Suppose all the possible ways to arrange 10 digits (without replacement

as in the above example) were critical information for the solution to a prOb-

4

lem. Listing all the possibilities would be-formidable and ,the tree would be

impractical to draw. But by reducing the problem to a simpler problem

(another problem solving strategy) one could realize that\ there is a pattern
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for finding the number of combinations. The tree .for the 4-digit problem

makes it clear, that there are 4x3x2x1 or 24 ways to arrange four digits.

So it is logically sound to compute 10 x'9 x8x7 keix5 x4x3x2x1 to

find the number of ways to arrange 10 digits (without. replacement),

This kind of thinkinels useful problem solVing skill. The 4-digit

problem has the same structure as figuring out,, for example:

o How many different ways can 4 colors be used to paint a car if the

colors for the body, the top, and two parts of the trim are arranged

differently? (24 ways)

o What is the probability of drawing the "winning number" 2 1 4 3 from.a

box containing four chips labelled "1", "2", "3" and "4"? (1/24 or;

of the 24 possibilities). .

o Row many different routes are there which reach all of 4 cities only

once and whiCh could originate in any of the four cities? (24) One

such route, (1) Cleveland to (3) St. Louis to (2) Kansas City to (4)

Chicago, is shown below. The illustration shows that regardless of the

city of origin, any other city can. be ,reached next!, making this situa-

tion analagous to the 4-digit problem.,

(leave room

Cleveland

lenses City
(2)

s'Chicago
(4)
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Very often, the number of ways to do something or the likelihood of an

event occurring is important information for solving a problem, not only in
,

mathematics, but also in other situations. .

Time Management. Time management, can. influence problem solving. Poor

scheduling can lead to insufficient time to work through a problem' to a solution,

or perhaps to never even getting to the r,coblem. An appropriate amount of time

must be allocated far reflecting on the problem, for canstdering different ways
0

to approach a solution, and for reviewing and ecritiqueing the steps used:. The

pressure that can result from,poor, sched4ling can cause'subpar problem solving

by limiting the mount of planning time and the time needed for patient delib-

eration. A student's patience and perserverance is often a key to good prob-

lem solving. A necessary condition for'this is good time'management skills.

We have recommended to students that they keep a chart of their activities
8

to use as a basis for managing their time better.. Time priorities often have

t4 be set each day and a chart or list can help. Some students do not manage

'their time well enough'toacquire an esseatial,piece of'lpiowledgel get to the

library, 'or talk to someone who can help them. Allocating specific blocks of

'time to specific taslks according to their importance and the. time they, require

is 4 useful skill. Systematic reflection on one's use of time and on howmuch
0

is lost if it is used inefficiently can lead ,students to modify their own

behavior .
v

Logical and Critical' Reasoning

la

A lack of logical and critical reasoning skills hinders students' progress

in becoming adept problem solvers. The more we listen to them talk aloud

about their problem solving, check their papers, and observe their activities,.

4
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the more we are impressed with the extent of their deficiencies in.logical

and critical reasoning.

One of the major problems students have is dealing with ambiguities in

the English language. For example, consider the real.:litt.'story of a famous

mathematician who had to take a.driving examination. He had memorized many

statements from a booklet, including the following:

It is illegal to park within 15 feet of a fire hydrant.

As part of the test, he was given some "trUe-false" questions, one of which was:

It is illegal to part within 9 feet of a fire hydrant. False True

The mathematician checked "True" on the grounds that if the statement he had

memorized was true, then the question in the test was true. The examiner,

however, cl,i ilted that the correct response was "False," since.the statement in

the book et explicitly mentioned. "15 feet" and not "9 feet."

Next consider the phrase from the,song "Home on the Range":

"...and the skies are not cloudy all day."

What on earth does it mean? Does it mean that all day long there is never a

cloud in the sky? Does it mean that the skies are not ploudy- all day long--there

is usually -a moment, about 2:15 p.m. or 'so, when.a bit of sunshine and blue

sky breaks thrbugh? Just what does it mean? Does it mean that, on the average,

the skies are much less cloudy than they were back East? ,Who knows,?

As another example, consider the two statements:

a)' A Swede invented dynamite.

b) A Swede is a European

The meaning of the-indefinite article "A" before "Swede" in these two statements

is quite different: in (a) it means one; in (b) it means every.,

The phrase "...and the clouds are not cloudy all day" mes, f course,

00Pr
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never intended to be a precise statement about anything. It was intended

merely to evoke al image.of the clear, bright, sunny'West. But, even when one

tries to be precise, the ambiguities of English can present problems for

students.

As an illustration of the role of logical reasoning in problem solving,

the following tab4 was given to a class of high school seniors.

Is;

a

Resting Systolic Blood Pressures
Found" in 20 Patients

,

Morning Patients (Doctor I) Afternoon Patients (Doctor II)

Patient
Number Sex ii Age

Pressure
1mm Hg)

Patient
Number Sex Age

Pressure
(mm Hg)

1 F 25 120 11. F 22 122
2 M 42 150 12 F 47 151

3 ' F 22 120 13 M 21 118
4 F 35 135 14 F 40 133
5 F 45 145 15 F 44 141

6 . F 31 125 , `16 F 19 . 126
7 F 21 120 17 F 25 120
8 F 27 130 18 M 22 128

9 F "32 130 19 F 39 / 1:33

10 F 20 120 20 F 21 123

Accompanying the table was the statement:

If a patient had both a morning and an afternoon blood

pressure reading taken; then the afternoon reading would

be higher. \r:`''a

Students were to select one of the following as their answer:

(A) The statement ,is supported by the information given.

(B) The statement is contradicted by the 'information given.

(C) The statement is neither supported nor contradicted by

the information given.
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Every student in the class of 12 pupils marked "B" because they said that no

patient had a Iiriorning and afternoon reading. This is an incorrect interpretation

of the hypothetical "If...then..." statement. The correct answer is "C" since

no coisistent pattern exists of higher readings in the afternoon.

This same class also declared these next two open sentences to-be equivalent:

(1) x(x-3)=0

(2) x=0 and'x=3

They are not equivalent. However, the two sentences would be elluivaient if
0

the work "and" were replaced by "or".

4

Students need to be given more practice and guidance in dealing with the

logic qf problems with a particular emphasis on'teachers giving them many sound

and appropriate problems to work and listening to them reason aloud. We

strongly recommend An Introduction to Logic by'Exner and Kaufman (19.78) from

CEMREL, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri.

Critical reasoning is another area of student deficiencies. Students

often lack skills assess expretsed ideii, beliefs.and statements which one

encounters daily through the media and through remarks made by people in the

form of.opinions, reports, rumors, etc. There is quite a well-organized

body of knowledge on critical reasoning.

The process of critical inquiry is an impartial one. Judgments and

evaluations are delayed until the da' is in. Observations, people's opinions,

collected information, etc., should all be in before decisions are made. The

process is to be objective, avoiding precoriCeived versions of the results.

It should be open enough to invite further inquiry if people are not satisfied

and problems are not solved. Also, in critical inquiry people's feelings are

often involved. Respect for people's personal dignity must be remembered

when people are the objects of the inquiry.

67
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Another important part of critical inquiry is evaluating the assumptions

.being made during the inquiry. If assumptions are not clearly, in mind, then

invalid conclusions can be drawn, inappropriate decisions mad^ or people's

feelings hurt. An example from Joan Hearn's (1982) More Life Skills is:

Willie Jones is a fifteen year old, Grade 10 student who

spent Saturday night breaking windows at his high school.

His mother's assumption is that his is a crazy, mixed-up kid.

His father's assumption is that boys 011 .be boys.

His principalumatik is that there are too many boys

like Willie about and that the school is better off without

them.

The police's assumptions are that public property must be

protected'and wrong-doers must be discouraged.

It is clear that if Willie's mother were to discuss Willie's activities with

his high school'princip01, neither of thempis going to get anywhere because

they are arguing from different assumptions.

People can improve their critical reasoning skills., And/it is evident

from our experience that there is no substitute for practice. Students must

be given good situations, problems, and simulations from which to develop and

sharpen their skills. An excellent source'is Joan Hearn's (1982) More Life

Skills.

Cs



Gathering, Recording and Analyzing Data a.

The first step in the Problem Solving -model is to understand the problem.

When full information is presented to a student, understanding the problem involves

careful reading, eliminating extraneoum information, and for some problems,

drawing a sketch or a diagram or organizing given data in a table. These are the

usual kinds of problems students are given in school. Unfortunately, most problems

encountered in one's life (at work, at ome, or socially) are not so "neat."

Crucial or helpful information is often missing .god, the problem solver must have

skills not only for obtaining necessary information, but also for recognIzIng what

information is needed. Some example of such problems follow.

How can productivity be increased in Plant A?

How can the absentee rate be reduced?

What is the least expensive way to get Job X done, considering labor costs,

cost of materials and employee morale?

How do I get my car starteeso I can get to work on time this morning?

What steps can I take to effect a behavior change in Person Y?

To cut costs and maintain sales volume, where can money best be saved in the

production of Product X, packaging or advertising?

What is the best solution for a problem involving a desagreement between

LS

labor and management?

4 How can the quality of on -the -job training be Improved to teach-skills more

efficiently?

Wilat are the important variables for increasing morale?

How cIn I plan my financQa to reserve X amount of money per month for

investments?

Data- gathering can occur on many levels. In some cases, understructured observation

is useful. For example, simply watching a production' line for an hour could help a
69

person to generate ideas for a more strue!tured efficiency study. Or a task-oriented



group could be observed for clues about group discord. More analytical data-
/

gathering involes the use. of checklist oricoipla of events or behaviors. Once

data ids collected, a second skills is to summarize the information in a mean-

ingful form. If the information is quantitative, data from a checklist can

be recorded in a variety of kinds of graphs, tables, or figures. Non-quanti-

tative observations can be categorized or written up as a case study. The

skill of selecting a way to represent data interacts lith a third skill:

analyzing observational results.

General Motors recognizes that data-gathering is often critical for problem-

solving. The manual they use for training employees to conduct Employee Partici-

pation Groups includes the following data-gathering skills:

1.1 kMaingalckLiaIE. The following examples from the GM manual show how

information ear be-organized about twa different aspects. of possible causos

of a parts shoritage (e.g., type of part and number of shortages by Month).

Direct obeervai4ona are recorded as they occur.

Type Of P.
k

Number Of Shortages By Month

JFMAM.YJASONDTotal
001 / ,

002 I
003

004

005 \ ,

006

Other

Unknown ,
,
,

Total \

Type
Of Part

Number1---1-----t'30' lhor\lages By

Other

Shift

Total

001 .7767"---777
003

0041011Idiaramal
005

006

' Other ... el

Unk wn

Type
Of Part

Length Of Shortage
I Hr. I Wk. ' Mo. Other Total

001 V
002

003

004

005

006

Other

Unknown
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Making Charts. Information from check lista can be recorded in charts

which help the problem-solver to analyze the problem to be solved.

An examples

Type Of P*ect
Machine

, Total,

1 2 3 4

Scratch 4 2. / s /a

Bent / 2 44 /0

Dented / I, 1 31

Other/Unknown 0000 0

Total 6 1r a Jo O

A second And of chart is a bar graph. The following graphs indicate that

possible causes of rejects to consider first might be (1) something making

scratches (12 of the 30 rejects);'(2) involved with the 4th machine (11 of

the 30 rejects); (3) on the 3rd shift (15 of the 30 rejects). '

TYPE

-30

r-20

10

MACHINE . SHIFT

-30

-20

,,,
K..
o c

...

/ e`)
I 2 3 4 c' ')

45J e

30

-20

10 a

3 6 i)
0 44

co
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A third kind of chart is a Pareto chart. Pareto charts organize vital in-

formation and data in a cummulative way. In the following example from

Lloyd and Rehg (1983), the weekly cost of supplies for eight classrooms has

been converted into percentages which have been depicted in a bar graph

with the percentages in descending order. The solid line illustrates cumula-

tive percentages. In this example, the graph shows that classrooms E and B

are responsible for 68 percent of the total expenditure. One option from this

data is to conclude that the other class7oom expenditures are "trivial" factors

and attention should be focused on the casts for schools E and B.

$48.26 .114..irrimarWramm,

o C

r.

$28.96-

8
$19.36_

$9.65.

3 B C A F G H I

$22.50 $10.19 $8.16 $3.40 $1.50 $1.12 $.90 $.49

CLASSROOM

100%

90%
oemmios

80%

744

60%

5

40%

30%,

20%

10%

40.85 (85)

$32.69 (60%)

$22.50 (4?%)
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Social and interpersonal problem solving can also require data-gathering.

Much of this must be done via observation of peOple and their interactions. In

conflicts between two people, the needs of both people must be known and good

listening. skills (to be outlined in a later section) can provide much of the

necessary data. For example,'if an employee gradually becomes°1ess productive

and less cooperitive, a supervisor's listening skills might reveal problems rang-

.1,ng from poor health to financial problems 'to unsatisfactory working conditions.

Such information-gathering is critical for interpersonal problm solving.

Many interpersonal problems involve needs, preferences, or values of

groups of People. Useful'information can be collected via interest surveys,

evaluation forms, or other questionnaires. One of the most effective weys to

improve the quality of training programs is to conduct frequent anonymous

evaluations by partiCipants. Tallies of responses to objective items often

reveal patterns of possible causes of problems. For example, ratings for the

instructor's rapport with the class might le low while ratings for instructional

materials are high. Open-ended questions are extremely useful and usually

give additional additional relevant information,

Objective observation Of group dynamics is often the key to solving

problems involving group cohesiveness and group productivity. In most groups;

people assume roles (leader, follower, antagonist, peace-maker, clown', etc.).

Observation 01\ interactions' among members of a group'is useful information

for a group facilitator.

1.1

Good and Brophy (1978) give many examples of instruments for gathering

infOrmation about classroom dynamics and teacher behavior. The following form,

,for example, can be used to determine whether a teacher is giving appropriate

feedbatk to students about the adequac of their responses in discussion and

recitation sessions.
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TEACHER FEEDBACK WHEN STUDENT FAILS TO AN3WER CORRECTLY

DIRECTIONS: When a student is unable to answer a question'or gives
answers incorrectly, code as many categories as apply
to the teacher's feedback responses.

BEHAVIOR CATMORIII

1. Criticizes
,,

*------
13.2. Says "No," "That's not right," ect. 1.

3. No feedback-goes on to something else
4. Ambiguous-doesn't indicate 'whether or not 2. 1111MIW 14.

answer is acceptable
5. Asks'a student'ar,the class whether 3. ........... 15.

FP
answer is correct

6. Asks someone else to answer the question 4. 16.

7. Repeats question to isms studentt prompts
. ("Well?" "Do you know?" etc.) 5. 17c

8. Gives a clue or rephrases question to
make it easier .

6. ........
18.

'9. ''.sks same student an entirely new question

10. ansvert question for the student 7. 19.

11. Answers question and also gives explanation
or rationale for answer 8. 20.

12. Gives explanation or rationale for why
student's answer was not correct . 9. 21.

13. ?raises student for good attempt or guess
14. Other (specify) . 10.

MINNIIIMMIIIIIIMO
22.

11. 23.

12. 24.

If instruction in problem solving is to k ..ransferable to real-life

problems, students must learn to gather relevant information and they must be

armed with tools for recording and'analyzing their observations.

74 Iw
3
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004

THE FIVE STEP MODEL EXTENDED FOR PROBLEM SOLVING

The Five Step Model has 'been developed as an aide for students in solving

problems. It is extended here to show how many useful strategies can be

embedded.. within the model.

Extended Model

l. Understand the problem

o What are the essential data?

o Is there enough information to solve the problem?

o Wi'ild a figure or sketch belp? Maybe introduce symbols or other

variables.

o Separate the problem into manageable parts, if needed. WriLe down

each part.

Can the probl be restated in a,different 'way to help understand

it?

2. Brainstorm for Possible Solution Strategies

o Generate a lot of ideas. Don't judge them, just write them down.

o Has a problem like it been solved before?

4

o Would working a'related problem be useful?

o If there were slime particular additional information,-could the

problem be solved? Where would the information bb obtained?

3. Choose aoTentative Solution Strategy

o Remember, the strategy may not work and the process may have to be

started over.

o For "people" problems,' consequences associated with carrying out

tentative strategies must be carefully weighed.

o Also, if people are working, out an interpersonal problem, then the ,

tentative 'strategy will. Likely be a compromise: No one i likely to

getneveuthing they want.

75
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4', Carry ,Out the Tentative Solution Strategy

o Check each step as the plan in carried out. Check that each step is

OK. Is each step ".correct or valid?

o Are there probably places for errors, mistakes, or faulty reasoning?

Where are they?

o Would,it be izseful to haye someone else go.over your steps?

o. For Implementing ,solutions to "people" problems, decide "Who does

What, When." Maybe write, it down.

5. Learn

o Check the result' if possible. Is the judgment sound? Does it have

a reasonable chance of solving the problem?

o What are thea implications or consequences of the' solution?

o Could the problem be worked another way? Perhaps look at other

people's solutions and hear what they have to say.

o If ag-opriate, evaluate the effectiyensss of the solution.

o Have enough problems like this one been worked to begin to

generalize to a plan for solving similar problems

IP

O Does this solved problem open up new relationships that hadn't been

thought of before? Think, about it!

o What are your strengths as a problem solver? Your weaknesses?

o Are you getting involved in solving problems? Are 2.23. doing the

work or is someone else? Your involvement is essential.

/

11



114E: Order .Problem Solving Skills

Since its inception in 1969, the National Assessment of Educational Pro-
,

gress (NAEP) has surveyed the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of over one

million students. The Education Commission of States; which collects this

data, reported. that "today's minimum skills are demonstrated successfully by a

majority of students. Eigher order skills, however, are achieved only by a

minority of 17-year-olds, and this proportion declined over the last decade.

If this trend continues, 'as many as two million students may graduate in 1990

without the skills necessary for employment in tomorrow's marketplace" (Educa-

tion Commission of the States, 1982, p. 2). They further noted that:

The "basics" of tomorrow are the skills considered to be of a higher level

today. These skills include:

o Evaluation and analysis skills

o Critical thinking

o Problem-solving strategies (including mathematical problem-solving)

o Organization and reference skills

o Synthesis
o Application
o Creativity
o Decision- making given complete information

o Communications skills through a variety of modes(p. 6)

A survey of 123 school systems (aenry & Raymond, 1982) found that the

basic skill of "reasoning" had the smallest percentage of school systems

evaluating students as having superior preparation. Sixteen percent of the

schools acknowledged that 'the.majority of work force-bound students were

inadequately prepared to.reason through complex problems and decisions" (p.

21).

Archie E. Lapointe (1984) Executive Director of the Center for the Assess-

.

ment of Education Progress, drew the following conclusion from NAEP 'findings.

Closer examination of the data reveals that poorly developed problem

solving skills hinder students' performance in msthematici. Indeed, weak-

nesses exist in the so-called higher-order skills in'general. Most stu-

dents do well with literal comprehension but lack the skills of inference,
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aaalysis, and interpretation. Today's definition of functional literaCY

calls for these higher-order skills more than ever before, even as stu-'

dents' mastery of them is seemingly on the decline, Clearly, .a renewed

focus on these skills is needed (p. 666).

As'students attempt to solve wore and, more"complex problems, the need'for

them to acquire higher-order problemsolving skills increases. For General

Motors, some of' these skills are problem analysis.? decision -making, and plan.

.ring. Some higher-order skills listed by Piaget are hypothetical thinking,

observing'and discovering patterns, establishing relationships, making gener-

alizations, and sophistication with combinatorial and probabilistic thinking.

Bloom's (056) hierarchy of cognitive skills begins "with knowledge of facts

and extends to higher-order skills.

Level 1: Knowledge. 'The ability torecali specific: facts, methods, or

procedures: termin4ogy, facts, rules,, trends, classification schemes, cri-

teria, methodology, ,principles, gineralizations, theories, structures.. This

level involves little more than retrieving stored information.

Level 2 :, Comprehension. The ability to make use of what is being commun-

icated: to translate or put information in another form (restate an idea,

interpret a diagram, summarize, draw a picture); to interpLet or reorder'ideas

and comprehend inter - relationships; to extrapolate or go' beyond the given data

(drawing conclusions, theorizing, predicting). This level involves under-

standing ideas.

Level 3: Application. The ability to apply knowledge and principles to

actual situations: generalizing to another situation. This level involves

putting into action knowledge which from Level 2 has been understood.

Level 4: ',Analysis. The ability to classify or break material down into

its components, to understand the relationships between the components,,and to

recognize the principle that organizes the structure or the system: to com-

pare and contrast, to distinguish between fact and 'opinion, to recognize



extraneous information, to recognize unstated assumptions, to compare theor-

ies. Thig level involves a kind of logical thinking similar to Piagetts./

forMal operations.

Level 5: Synthesis. The ability to bring together ideas and knowledge

from many sources co form new ideas, methods, or procedures: unique

communication, a plan, a set of operations,,4 strategy. This level involves

creative or orij nal thinking.

Level 6: Ev1.21sion. The ability to make quantitative and qualitative

judgments: to weigh, to examine, to analyze, to use criteria, to recognize

the, best of several reasonably good answers or solutions. This level Inquires

the abilities of the first five levels and Is crucial for substantive problem

solving.

Although Bloom et. al., prepared their widely\ accepted taxonomy in 1956 as

a guide for developing and evaluating educationaljectives, actual classroom

instruction has generally focused on,Level 1 and LeVa2 objectives. Bloom

(1934.) observed:

. . . teachers in the United States typically make us of tax:books that

rarely pose real problems. These textbooks emphasize s ecifiC content to

be remembered and give students little opportunity-to di cover underlying

concepts and principlea and even .less opportunity to atta k real problems

in the environments in which they live. The teacher-made sts (and

standardized tests) are largely tests-of remembered informat on. After

, the sale of over ontumillion copies of The Taxonom of Educat anal Objec-

tivesCognitive Domain (1956) and over_a_quareer of a century f the use

of this'damain-in preserviee and in-service teacherotraining, it is esti-

mated that over 90% of test questions that U.S. public school stu tints are

now expected to answer deal with little more than information. Our

instructional material, our classroom 'teaching methods, and'our test\ng

methods rarely rise above the,O.owest categoiy of the Taxonomyknowledge

(p. 13).

There is no better context within which to develop- higher-order skills

3

than in the Fontext of problem solving. A bonul4 is that the cognitive levels

of knowledge and understanding, can'alSo be developed' via problem solving,» The
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4%4

'National Council of Teachers of Mathematics in its Asenda for Action- -

Recommendations for the 80's (1980) had as its number one recommendation that

mathematical content for K-12 be taught primarily in a problem-solving

context.

Simulations

In simulations ''students are actively involved. ,The student assumes

an active role as a problem solver and often controls decisions and

consequences that are a part of most problem solving situations. For

example, in the simulation Life-Career (published by Western Publishing
i

Co.), students must make decisions, and solve problems for a fictitious

person as the person deals with work, marriage, and education. Players

plan time and activities relative to school, studying, job, leisure time,

and family. The game generates a universe of simulated experience that

students can compare with the real world; that ;is, they can compare the

t

experiences in the game to what they believe true about their own world.

Sarane Boocock (1968) founo4 that the Life Career simulation increased

students' facutal knowledge about careers; established new relationships

for students on how jobs,schoolsand family can be very interdependent;

helped students learn that there is a causal relationship between their

behavior and the outcome of events.; and increased,student confidence in

their decision making anfi problem solving abilities.

The World Future Society published a directory of information resources

which includes descriptions and references for 45 simulation/games (Corni/sh,

1979, pp. 627-638). Some other resources:
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Simulation Games for the Social, Studies Classroom by William

A. Nesbitt (1971)i Foreign Policy AssociatiOn, Glenview, IL.

Construction and Use of Written Simulations by Christine McGuire,

Lawrence Solomon, and P lip Bashook (1976), The Psycholo 'cal

Corporation.

Simulation Games in Llargill'by'Sarane Boocock and E.

(1960, Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, CA.

Good simulations require most of the essential moves of successful

problem solvers: gathering data, selectirg alternatives, conducting analyses,

synthesizing, generalizingi making decisions, planning, and taking action.

According to William A. Nesbitt (.1971), simulations teach students to think

critically, examins alternative strategies, and to critique their own

decisions and behaviors. Simulations provide an opportunity for students

to solve substantive problems and to gain confidence in their abilities to

tackle problems, wrestle with them, and by progressing,a bit at a time,

eventually solve them.

Inter ersonal Skills for Bein Effective With Individuals and In Grou s

Interpersonal skills 47 critical for 7bleli solving, and they have

been identified as highly desirab:e by employers., A very recent study,

Perspectives on Vocational Education, (Chicago United, 1984), found that 94%

of 995 employers cited the ability to work with others as the interpersonal

I

ski 1)they most wanted in their workers. One of the conclusions from a survey

of x.93 secondary vocational training teachers in 32 vocational trailng program

areas (Greenah, 1983) was that "all interpersonal relations skills are very

important for success and highly generalizable across all program areas and

programs" (p.57).
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Considering the importance placed on interpersonal skills by representa-

tives of business and. industry and by vocational educators, they should be

part of a.pretechnical curriculum. The following outline gives a listing of

specific skills which are applicable in most interpersonal settings -- at

home, at work, and particularly in task-orfented problem solving sessions.

Summary of Interpersonal Skills

Awareness of self and others

A. Values

B. Needs

C. Feelings

II. Recognizing problem ownership (Who is upset?)

A. Identifying self as being upset

B. Identifying other person as bung upset.

III. Selecting appropriate skills according to problem ownership

A. Assertive statements when problem owned by self

B. Listening skills when problem owned by other person

IV. Recognizing Roadblocks to Communication when someone owns

a problem

A. Directive Responses

1. Ordering, commanding, directing

2. Warning, threatening

B. Solution Responses (advising, offering solutions or

suggestions)

C. Persuasive Responses

1. Moralizing, preaching, giving "shoulds and oughts"

2. Teaching, lecturing, giving logical arguments

3. Reassuring, sympathizing, consoling, supporting
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D. Evaluative Responses

1. Judging, criticizing, disagreeing, blaming

2. ;:lamp- 'calling, stereotyping, labeling, ridiculing

3. Praising, agreeing, giving positive evaluations

4. ,Interpreting, analyzing, diagnosing

E.. Avoidante Responses

1. Withdrawing, distracting, being sarcastic, humoring,

Aperting

2. Emphasizing one's own needs

F. Questioning responses (Prohing, interrogating, cross-

examining

G. Interrupting

V. Avoiding.Roadblocks to Communication,

VI. Listening

A. Encouraging the other persoi to talk

1. Silence

2. Nonverbal encouragement'

3. Verbal encouragement

3. Responding by reflecting meaning

1. Paraphrasing

2. Clarifying, confirming

C. Responding by reflecting meaning and feelings -- Active

Listening

D. Applying Active Listening

1. Dealing with anger

2. Facilitating problem solving

3. Support and rapport

VII. Assertive statements

Distinguishing between aggtessive and assertive statement

B. Glyttig I-Messages
33
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Problem solving in groups is now.emering as an important part of the work

world for all levels of employees, not jus managers (Pritzne; & Russell,

'1984). Many companies are involving:workar in diagnosing problems and imple-

menting effective solutions. These organizations have implemented programs

,

called "Quality Circles Programs," iof whichne important element is the

,Quality Control Circle. Very.briefly,* Quality\Control Circles hee then
\

things in common. Size: preferably five to tet members. Volunteerism:

freedom of choice to join. Meetings one hour weekly, with exceptions.

Skills: brainstorming, cause and effect analysis data collection, effective

planning.

Japanese industrialists have been using Quality Control Cirdles since 1960.

As many as 11 n1illiop workers are involved in Quality Circle movements throughout

Japan, ant idustries in all of the world'stindustrializied countries have shown

interest in implementing,the process. The Lockheed\Company's Missile and

Space Division was the first United States organiza4on to put the concept

into action in 1974 and a $500,000, investment in the program resulted in an

estimated savings of $3 million (Lloyd & Rehg, 1983).

The National Center for Research is Vocational:Education listed organiza-

tions in the public sector which have implemented en oyee participation

groups (Lloyd & Rehg, 1983). Among these are the U.S. Air Fo'rce, the U.S.

Army, the U.S. Navy, and the Fed*zral Aviation Administration. Also listed

were 162 organizations in the private sector. Among these are such major com-
c

parries as'Bendix Corporation, Firestone, G. E. Major Appliances, General

Foods, General Motors, Hewlett Packard, Hughes. Aircraft, J. C. Penney, McGraw-

Edisond.Polarnid, 14 Union Carbide, Uriroyal, and Westinghouse.

I 34
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Not only are Quality Control Circles advantageous for productivity in

business and industry, they are very effective forproblem'solving in any

organization., Lloyd ald Rehg (1983) gave an example of effective use of Qual-

ity Control Circles by school districts.

. . a midwestern schhol district has used 'the QC process to solve

problems that results from declining enrollments and escalating costs

(Rehg, 1982). Ten quality circles made up of administrators, faculty,

'staff, and citizens net to develop solutions Which were then compiled and
distributed to the ten groups. Consensus was. reached, and the proposed

,solution was then presented to the public for review. The school board

adopted the solution essentiall.y as proposed by the quality circles. No

complaints were received nor were any grievances filed despite the facts
that some teachers ; .re reassigned and some terminated, and thae\some

schools were closed. In contrast, the school board,, in an adjoining
districtfacing a similar problem, made a unilateral decision to \close
certain schools. In response,'a citizen's group filed a lawsuit n an

attempt to block the closing

Pratzner and Russell (1984) have delineated the skills, knowledge, and

'abilities needed for high-involvement participative work setting 11)p. 13).

Under.the skill are Group Problem Solvinl they list eight sub - categories:

Interpersonal Skills, Group Process Skills, Problem-Solving Skills, Decision

Making, Planning, Communication and Thinking/Reasoning. The spetific' skill!

for two of these categories are gi7en below..

Interpersonal Skills

o Self-directed
o Flexible
o Assertive
o Open
o Curious to learn
o Able to share/teach
o Responsive
o Understanding of behavior

Communication

o With individuals
o With groups
o Presentation skills
o Verbal skills

o Writing skills
o Listening skills

The General Motors ,Employee Participation Groups Manual (1980) is uses, to

train employees, to be effective group members. Many of the skills the

employees learn are interpersonal skills. Some examples;
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Involving Others. You may notice sow people getting quiet during aemeet-

ins. They may have information cr.: ideas but may be reluctant to break

into the discussion. You can "invite" them in. _Example: "John, we

haven't heard from .you yet. What do you think?"

Give Credit--Avoid "Put-Downs". If you borrow another's,idea or add to
give' them credit for the basic idea. If you don't like another's

idea, avoid criticizing the person. Example,: "Mary's idea of using,

the scrap is a possibility. I like it better than not using the

scrap." (Not using the scrap was Paul's idea.)

;t is not sufficient for successful group problem solving for a person to

be adept at problem solving strategies without also having good interpersonal

skills. Unlike individual problem solving, group solution 'strategies are

usually arrived at through processes which require listening, empathy, coop-

eration, and concern for everyone's needs.

The Five-Step Model is highly adaptable to group-problem solving, whether
, 4

'miltual problems exist for only two individuals or a group. Some problems cen-
q

ter around Conflict of Needs. That is, the needs of one or more Persons are

not being met, and a change in the behavior of the Other person or,persOns is

necessary tosolve the lroblem. In such situations, the specific interper-

sonal skills described earlier are necessary, particularly at the first step,

as shown below.

Five Step Model for Solving Problems Resulting from a Conflict of Needs

1. Understand the Problem

o One person initiates, the process by giving an I-message.

o Often, the other persons will be defensive or will unveil their own

related problems, so the first person must reflect meaning or
actively listen in order for the real problem(s) to be identified.
Avoiding roadblocks is critical it this point, particularly if the
sharing becomes'emotional.

a Once the problem is clarified, it should be summarized'to be certain
that there is agreement on what the problem is.
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2. Brainstorm for Possible Solutions
(.

o. Suggestions Are not to be ev-/qated, and a skillfuYpersov encour-

ages others to contribute ides.

o Self-knowledge is important for resisting tendencies to interrupt,

to put other people's ideas down, or not io be open to new ideas.

3. Choose a Tentative Solution

o Although coipromise is sometimes necessary at this stage, the needs

of both -or all people must be met /as best as possible. Assertive.

statements are important if one feels that a solution is not good

for all the people involved,` particularly for oneself.

4. ca4g22.1tthatSzsaisz

u It is important to decide "Who, does What, When."

o A very specific time should be sent for evalutimg the solution,

which should be considered a trial solution, perhaps the first of

several attempts to meet everyone's needs.

5. Learn
b

o As new procedures, rout,.ne,,oi behaviors are attempted, look for

opportunities to inrease self-knowledge. If the solution is not

working', this is the time to' look more closely at your real needs.

Perhaps the problem, as you saw it, was not the real problem for

you. maybe you need to change what you are doing. Maybe the

environment needs to be chanced.
3

o Evaluate the effectiveness' of the solution. The process might need

to be repeated, from' steps 1. through 5.
0

Thomas Gordon (1974) calls this process the "No Lose" problem solving

method. In most interpersonal problem solving one person "wins" and the other.

"loses". Exaiples are; authoritarian classrooms where teachers "win" and

students "lose" or permissive classrooms where students "win' and teachers

"lose." Analagous situations occur in business and industry when management

and labor become involved is power struggles. The objective of the Five Step

Model is to resolve conflicts or to solve prob. ms so that everyone gets some

of their needs met.

3'7
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This kind of process is used in business and industry when Quality

Control Circles engage in group problem solving and the results ha. ; been

impressive. Lloyd 'and Rehg (1983) gave examples of the outcomes of some of 4

these group efforts.

o A Quality Control committee suggested a procedure which was initiated by
the Purchasing Department at, Westinghouse Electronics Systems Center in
Baltimore, Maryland. By returning overshipments to vendors at their own
expense, an estimated $636,000 was saved. .

o Manageneht of a General Motors plant in Tarrytown, New, York was consid-
ering closing the plant down because of high absenteeism and poor pro-
duct quality. The number of ou' ,canding employee grievancei against
management totalled two thousand. Since Quality Circles began to hold
meetings'to discuss complaints and ideas for boosting efficiency, the
number of outstanding grievances has dropped to thirty, and absenteeism
has been reduced to 2.5 percent.

o At the LoCkheed Company, a Quality Circle developed a method to mold a
plastic part assembly in two instead of five steps. The redesigned
assembly is lighter and stronger than its predecessor, 'and has resulted
in an estimated savings or$160,000 over the life of the contract.
Since 1974, Lockheed's savings from its Quality,Control program are
estimated at almost $3 million, six times the cost of operating.the
progrmn.

The Need for Interpersonal Skills for Negotiate

Whether between individuals or in groups, interpersonal skills are central

to successful negotiation as described by Fisher and Ury in thelr 1583 bes

seller, Getting to Yes,: Negotiating Agreement Without giving In. Negotiations

occur in everyday life, "as when a person returns a defective product and needs

a settlement or when iirice differences must be resolved. In more formal nego-

tiating processes, individuals represent constituencies and negotiating sessions

are sometimes hardhitting encounters, even to the point of using "dirty tricks."

Fisher and Ury, however, advocate an approach that consists of skillful inter-

personal interactions combined with assertive skills. Some of the skills they

mention are'awareness of one's fellings, active listening, and I-messages.
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4.4

. . human beings . . . are creatures of strong emotions who often have rad-

ically different perceptions and have 'difficulty communicating clearly. Emotions

typically become entangled with the objective merits of the problem . . .

Figuratively if not literally, the participants should come to see themselves

as working side by side, attacking the problem, not each other (p.11)."

c.
Conclusion

It is clear that the American workplace is, placing increasing importance

on employee 'problem solving and thate'interpersonal skills are needed to be

effective in probl,em:solving groups. In Addition, most citizens are involved

in several groups in their daily lives--. fn classes they take in PTA's, in

social groups, in church groups-- and the quality of their participati.., Would

be enhanced by being More skilled interpersonally. That is sufficient evidence

to consider interpersonal skills "basic" and to seriously consider where and

how they should be taught in the ore-technfdAl curriculum.
0

There"is a need for a fo-,Jal curriculum for problem solving skills.

Skills must be studied analyzed, and practiced. At the same tirM, teachers

should acquire thest skills themselves so that they will be effective models

for students.., Teachers must be prepared to facilitate problem solving when-

ever the need ariscs. These are the learning experiences which students will

remember above all others. Active involvement in actual problem solving is

invaluable, and this should occur at all grade levels.
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Implementation

The design for implementation of a pretechnical curriculum presented in

this section synthesizes ideas of Dyrenfurth (1984) on technological literacy

of Levin and Rumberger (1983) on recurrent education, of Silberman (1983) pn

the goal.; of vocational education, and Pratzner's (1984) work on socio-technical

literacy. .The design is based on the following assumptions:

- Employees will work in environments influenced by change and

technological innovations.

- The structure of the labor market will require,differing degrees

of training. Periodic retraining will be a significant part of

the work experience, regardless of an individual's position with-
,.

in the structure.

- Education must give individuals the skills needed at entry level

positions and for undertaking education and training as needed to

progress occupationally.

- Employees will have increased opportunities'to work in high-involve-

ment industries, whiO will increase their opportunities to participate

in problem solving and in group consensus decision making.

The responsibility for providing a pretechnical as well as .a technical edu-

cation is'the shared respopsibility of both subject matter and vocational educa-

tion teachers. Vocational educators are primarily responsible for coopei-ating

with subject matter teachers to insure that appropriate and up-to-date

cations are being taught. They are also primarily responsible for teaching

entry level job, skills and f-r preparing students to deal with their work lives.

The responsibilities for vocational educators are further extended by the

fact that individuals enter" the labor force at different times in the educational

sequence. Foroinstance, they must provide for drop-outs who have not achieved
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a minimal level of technologica1 literacy and for enrolled students who are

seeking first jobs with minimal level job skills..

The skill to be implemented are depicted in Figure 1 which displays who

does what when,
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Gener lizabie.Skills refer to theskills which are actively.used 'n work

performance, ich are transferable across jobs andl which are instrum ntal to

success on the j and in the classroom. Typically, Generalizable S ills are

associated with the t Oitional subject matter classes such as mat,Kematics,

reading, Englisft;social tudies Ad science and include reasonih, COmmuni-

cation (written and oral,), in rpersonal and attitude skill attainment. These

well formed bodies Of knowledge the "basics" of' rades 7-12. It is still

appropriate and necessary that subjec matter teachers continue teaching these

subjects, specifically, there Is still a d for tealchers who teach English, \

math, science; etc,.; however, this is not suf cient

Researchers (Brammer & Albrego, 1980; Adler,\19 2; Daniels, & icarmos, 1983;'

,
DeBevoise, W., 1982; Givvons, )984; GoodIad, 1983; Giti, 1982; tiyhpane, 1982;

Prat2ner & Ashley, 1984) have suggested that there exists other skills to be

learned which intersect with every subject matter field and vocational education

class; these skills have been identified as Transition Skills and Problem Solving

Skills. Transition Skills' have never been taught directly and Problem Solving

Skills have only been taught within specific content areas: math, science, etc.

In order that Problem Solving Skills become more integrated throughout the

entire curricula content, it must take on a more generic character; that is, a

general modle is needed which Could serve two purposes: (1) Problem solving

would be taught in all classes, and (2) by using she same model across all

subjects a unified approach to problem solving across context and situation

would result. As can be seen in Figure 1, it is proposed that all grade 7-12

teacher% would be.trained to implement this model which would not only include

subject specific problems to be solved, but also group and interpersonal problem

solving, and transition training.
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As students in grade 7-12 go through a myriad of transitions both educa-

tionally and developmentally which affect many,areas of their lives and which

continue across their lifespans, it is suggted that in order to maximize

their ability to adapt to these transitions, that they be directly taught

skills which would ensure this outcome. Specific training,is needed to assist .

individuals as they pass through transitions. All teachers in grades 7-12

would.,be trained to teach Transition.Skills.

The respon Ability of vocational educators in grades 7-12 is central to the

implementatl n of Problem Solving and Transition Skills in that they act as

liaisons bEttween the work world and subject matter. teachers to strengthen and

increase the applicability of problem solving and the reality of transitions

that will be confronted during-work life. In grades 11 on, vocational educators

have the additional responsibility of passing on the skills of-getting and holding

a job and;of assisting students in choosing high tech or other specific skill

trainingJ Each of these skills would use the Problem Solving and Transition

Skills, eMphasizing hands on applications and simulations.

Figure 2 shows a simplified breakdown of repohsibility, for instruction.

Figure

Grades GENERALILE
4. OD INIO Taught by

7-12
Subject Matter;

Teachers

Grades. Problem Solving
and

7-12 Transition Skills vocational education
/teachers and subject

/matter teachers. Both

.Grades

11-12

,

First Job Skills
High Tech Skills

Simulations

M Mt MA

would be trained to
teach them.

Vocational education
teachers would be trained

to teach simulations.
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straiiegyfor Vocational Education

The most important strategy and format for teaching problem solving/ and

transition skills within vocational education is through simulations. Good

simulation$ require utilization of the skills needed to successfully solve

problems or manage transitions, and provide an opportunity for students to gain

experience and confidence in their ability to deal, with issues they may actually

confront in their lives 71 work spaces.

Vocational educators (could develop simulations which reflect actual work

rel&te, 'r lems and transitions such as: problems from quality work groups,

wor er-supervisor conflicts; transitions caused by lost jobs, being unemployed,

beVg transferred or retrained, by losing friends, being divorced, or being

promoted,. Other simulations could cover automotive work, air-conditioning,

metal work, agriculture, etc. These simulations could involve many subject

matter areas (reading, comprehension, understanding graphs, utilizing technical

information) and could substantively involve Generalizable Skills. Simulations

could provide a rich domain for students to continue to develop and utilize

their skills for analyzing and synthesizing information, and then to generalize

to conclusions and evaluations. Vocational educators could make school come

"alive" for students by simulating problems and transitions that are occurring

in their lives, and students could use problem solving and transition skills to

manage the simulation. This would enable students to gain confidence in their

abilities to manage critical problems and transitions in their personal and-work

lives.

The World Future Society published a directory of information resources which

includes descriptions and references 'for 45 simulation games (Cornish, 1979, op.

627-638). Some other resources are:

Simulation Games for the Social Studies Clatsroom by William A. Nesbitt

(1971), Foreign Policy Association, Glenview, IL.

Construction and Use of Written Simulations by Christine McGuire, Lawrence
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Solomon, and Philip Bashook (1976), The Psychological Corporation.

Simulation Games in Learning by Sarane Boocock and nO. Schild

(1968), Sage Publications, Beverly Hi;11,s, CA.

Examples of simulations using Transition Skills and Problems Solving Skills

are giyen below.

Simulation for Transition Skills

An example of simulations already in existence is the simulation Life-'

Ca_ reer cpublished by Western Publishing Co.). Studefits make decisions and

solve problems °or a fictitious person as the person deals with work, marriage,

and education. Players plan time and activities. relative to school, studying,

job, leisure time, and family. The game generates a universe of simulated

experiences that students can compare with the real world; that is, they

can compare the experiences in the game.to what they believe true about their

own world. Sarane Boocock (1968) found"that Life Career simulation increased

students' factual knowledge about careers; established for students that there

is a causal rele.tfonship between their behavior and the outcome of events; and

increased student confidence in their decision making and problem solving

abilities.

Simulation for Problem Solvingaals (Taken from a GM Tratning Manual)

Your company has just obtained a one year contract for delivering six

truckloads of hazardous materials a month. All six trucks are enroute, and

this is the first time any one of you has driven this busy road. All trucks,

are identical though they are loaded differently. You will make 11 more

deliveries this year.,

9,7
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The second truck is immediately behind the first truck, which is pulling

a forklift. ,Four other trucks are about 15 minutes behind on the same road.

The first truck went under a cement underpass with no proJlem, but the second

truck got stuck. Comparing the shipping documents you realize,the first

truck is carrying 400 containers weighing 50 pounds each. The cargo is on

pallets. There is an open truck service station ahead. It has a full

equipped wrecker for servicing trucks on the highway..'

All the trucks must arrive at the destination 20 miles ahead within

one hour or your company will have to pay a r,enalty. There is an alternate route

behind you but it is 10 miles' longer with equally heayy traffic. You are men-

bers of the crew driving the stuck truck. What will you do?

Transition Model:'

For vocational educators to teach problem solving and, the handling of

transitions through simulations, models for them need to be taught to teachers.

A transition model is needed which (a) clarifies transitions; (b) accounts for

the developmental issues stur'ants experience, and (c) which can be integrated

into existing educational programs. Such a model is prezented below.
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The model is versatile. -rt is applicable to almost any kind of transition,

The model riay be used by students contemplating career or college choices, ex-
as

periencing the loss of a friendship, or dealing with the loss of a parent through

death or divorce. Existing programs may be integrated into the model. Some

present programs are: A

1. Danish and D'Augelli (1980) have developed a comprehensive approach

to teaching coping skills for preventing crisis and stress. The program

teacheslifedevelopmentskillsnecessaryfordealingwithanticipated

transitions. It also deals with ways of managing crises or unplanned

events and stresses communication and helping skills.
0

2. Brammer and Abrego (1981) use problem-solving strategies as skills for

coping with and responding to transitions.' .

Meichenbaum (1977) oresents.guidelines for training people to cope with

stress. The training model emphasizes cognitive skills and recognizes

individual and cultural differences.

Fuchs' and Rehm's (1977) program trains people to manage feelings and

emotions in dealing with transitions.

Two references (Schlossberg, 1984; Abrego & Brammer, 19791 are useful for

,high school teachers. Both give excellent guidelines for helping students han

transitions. Educating students to deal with life transil/ons should be an impor-

tant part of the high school curriculum. Some guidelines are: 1) students should

become aware that life transitions are natural and inevitable and that they already

have personal resources for dealing with them. 2) Students should first examine and

. .

analyze transitions they are already exPeriencing. They should become aware of

their values, interpersonal .skills, competencies, and other personal resources which

strengthen their ability to cope with change. 3) Students should perceive instruction

as relevant to their present lives so that a meaningful extension can,be made to

typical anticipated and unanticipated transitions later in life. 4) St ents should
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become
. .

aware of future anticipated transitions such asraduation, leaving home,

etc; and future unanticipated transitions such 4s not being accepted for college:

loSing a job, the death of a spouse, etc. 5) Throughout the study of transitions,

the Model for Handling Transitions should be applied and it should be viewed as a

`"problem solving strategy.

Witn change and transition as the rule rather than,the exception it becomes

evident that one of the more pressing concerns before educators today is the em-

powerment of'students to identify, adapt, and manage transitions which occur

develdpmentally, socially, and occupationally in their life courses. Changing times

will bring more self-responsibility and more self help. Maurice Gibbont (1984)

noted that ". . .institutional care and support services are diminishing, and people

can expect to take more responsibility for themselves throughout their lifetimes.

Self-help is replacing institutional help (p. 593)." The management of change, and

transition must become a part of theolearning life of the individual. This model

for educating for transition is a beginningi

Problem Solving Model

In addition to a model for teaching about transitions, one is also needed for

problem solving. For students to hold jobs, be retrained, and in general to adapt

to a constantly accelerating rate of -change in their\lives, they will need strategies.

for how to attack and solve problems. Possession of at least one general model

for solving problems is one essential strategy. There are many. different models, but

the one we have developed is given below. `'
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Model for Problem Solving

,

I. UNDERSTAND. THE PROBLEM

° What are the essential data?

o Is there enough information to solve the problem?

o Would a figure or sketch help?' Maybe introduce symbols or other variables.
.4,11,11

Separate the problem into manageable parts, if needed. Write down each part.

o Can the problem be restated in a different way to help understand it?

II. BRAINSTORM OR.POSSIBLE SOLUTION STRATEGIES

o Generate-i lot of ideas. Don' judge them, just write them down.

Has a problem like it been solved before?

o Would working a related problem be useful?

c1° If there were some particular additional, information, could the.problem

be solved? Where could the information'be obtained?

III. CHOOSE A TENTATIVE SOLUTION STRATEGY

o Remember, the strategy may not work and the process may have tebe started stave

For "people" problems, consequences associated with carrying out tentative

strategies must be carefully weighed.
4P

o Also, if people, are working out an interpersonal problem, then'the tentative

strategy will likely be a compromise. No one is likely to get everything

they want.

IV. CARRY OUT THE TENTATIVE SOLUTION STRATEGY

° Check each .step as the plan is carried out. Check that each step is OK

Is each step correct or valid?

o Are there places for errors, mistakes, or faulty reasoning? Where are

they?

° Would it be useful to have someone else go over your steps?

o For implementing solutions to "people" problems, decide "Who does What, When.'

Maybe write it duwn.
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V. LEARN

o Check the result if possible. Is the judgemcit sound? Does it have a

reasonablethance. of solving the problem?

o What are the implications or consequences of the solution?

o Could the problem be worked another way? Perhaps look at other

peoOle's solutions and hear what they have to 'say.

o If appropriate, evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.

Have enough problems like this. one been worked to begin to gene'ralize

to a Alan for solving.similar problems?.
o

Does this solved problem open,up new relationships that hadn't been

thought of before? Think about
0

At the beginning, we have our students follow the Five Step Model, step
0

t)

by ste., Later, on they are,encourage&to freely use. their own creativity and

intuition to solVe problems since no single model is directly applicable to-
.,

all problems.

Commercial programs for teaching problem solving exist. The June 1983

issues of the Kappan listed more than 30 programs, video-taped presentations,

computer-assisted instruction, instructional programs for teachers, and
.

Amaterials for student use. Other excellent source are:

o The Edward de Bono School of Thinking, P. O. Box 711, Larchmont, NY)
a

1.0538

o Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for Children, Montclair

State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

o Problem Solving and Comprehensioh by Arthur Whimbey and Jack Lochhead,

The Franklin Institute Press, Philadelphia, 1979.

o More Life Skills, by Joan Hearn, Advanced Development Division,

(.1

Employment and Immigration, Ottawa, Canada K1A 0J9, 1982.
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Problem Solving in School Mathematics, 1980 Yearbook, National Council
a

of Teachers of Mathematics, Reston,,Yirginia.

o Instrumental Enrichment, by flew/en Feurstcin, University Park Press,

Baltimore, MD., 1980.

o The New MCAT 'tudent Manual ()uantitative Skills) from the Association

of American Medical Colleges, Washington,' D.C., 1984.

Q. Medical College Admission Test (Quantitative Skills) by Morris Bramson

'and Lawrence_ Solomon, Arco Publishing, Inc., NYA082.

A Complete Preparation for the New MCAT, Vol. II (Quantitative Skills)

by Beryl Brain, Orew Love, and Philip KeV1ehe'r, Health Professional

Education Service, Inc., Bethesd- Maryland., 1981.

Problem solving is a difficult subject to teach. But there are some

essential guidelines: (1) students must,be given substantive problems to

solve and actively pursue their solutions. People learn by doing and their

"doing" must have substance. There is,no merit in teachers being superb at

teaching trivia. (2) Students are to be armed with models and strategies for

solving problems. Breaking problems into simple parts, making sketches,

reading carefully, etc. are all necessary strategies for good problem solving.

(3) Knowledge in specific content areas is necessary forsOlving problems in

that area. One can't solve many problems in mathematics if one doesn't know

much math. The best problem solvers, have a very broad base of specific and

. general knowledge. (4) Some problems are more appropriately solved in a group

setting and others in an individual setting. The group setting4needs to be

u!:,1d more so students can better learn the give and take of cooperation that

is now so vital to business and industry,. (5) Students need to become more

self- reflective of themselves as problem solvers. "What kinds of problems do

I have difficulty with?" "What are my strengths, .weaknesses? '": "Where do I

1.03
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need to improve ?" "What can I learn from that mistake? "How do I learn
'M1

best-"-hearing, seeing, touching, imagining?" "Where do I go for help?,"

:Students can always,become better problem solvers, and educators can always

improve materials and instructioril for helping it happen.

r
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Executive Summary

More than a,decade ago Alfred Tof,fler (1970) predicted that most people

would be ill p:epared to cope with the changes that would occur in their life

times. Today, few people would disagree with Toffler's predictions. Rapid

technological advances have not only transformed present worklife, they have

drastically altered the future, especially the future of work.

Now workers are continually confronted with change. Self help is repac-

ing corporate or institutional help. Traditional views of labor and manage-

ment are rapidly changing as the economy moves from an industrial to an infor-

mational base. The composition of the wok force is. changing. New equipment

and techniques are making jobs obsolete. More workers are experiencing the

reality of changing jobs or entering retrainingoprograms. The prospect of

multiple job changes during an occupational life span is becoming certain.

Tomorrow's workers will be-confronted with even more changes.

One proauct of this technological explosion has been the reemphasis* on

the human dimensiei) pof the work place. Human resources are increasingly rec-

ognized as the least understood and most under utilized element in the work

place. Some experts have suggested that the future of the marketplace de-

pends on the ability of business and industry to maximize the personal power of

the members of the work force. An increase in personal power is dependent on

'individuals' abilities to tparn new ways to adaptwith impending change. Voc-

ational education has always been influenced by technological innovations that

influence the requirements of occupations and work environments. Typically a

central feature of vocational education programs is specialized job skill train-

ing which assumes that vocational training programi are most effective when they

emphasize highly specialized skills which are tied to specific needs of employers,

particular pieces of equipment, or production processes. Programs.of this type

have enjoyed a long and strong tradition among vocational educators, and in the
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past have often been very successful.

Praparing students.to work and live in a technological world creates new

responsibilities for vocational educators. ;n addition to satisfying their

.460

traditional functions, vocational educators have to consider two important and

related tasks. ,he first task involves the identification of a body of knowledge

and skills that will allow, Jindividuals the option of starting at entry level in

available occupations or of undertaking more s-ecitic education and training.

The second task concerns the integration of that body of knowledge and.skills

into a curriculum which may Implemented in the schools. This extrapolation

paper is a response to both of these tasks.

The purpose of this paper is to present a model of a pretechnical curric-

ulum which has as its focus the self-empowerment of the individual and to de-

scribe how thlos. curriculum could be implemented in the schools.. "Self empowerment"

refers to an individual's ability to understand and to deal effectively with

career and life options and events as they, occur. People's ability to under-

stand and deal with available options and actual events is related to their

mastery of three categories of interrelated skill's and knowledge which represent

the core of our proposed preVchnical curriculum. The three categories are:

Generalizable Skills, Transition Skills, and Problem Solving Skills.
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Need for a Pretechnical Curriculum

Introduction: A Model'for Self-Empowerment

Basic skills are. a reflection of Americans' work activities and values.

For a long time, it has,been relatively easy to revise basic-skills as

technology and society changed. But now changes are occurring so rapidly

that predicting lifelong basic skill needs has become very difficult. In fact,

change itself has become the only predictable certainty of the future.

Already, the ability to deal with change is critical for many Americans. They

are now confronting changes in their jobs, changes in their schooling, changes

in their personal lives, and changei in the world around them. Contemporary

education must provide opportunities for.students to learn to adapt with these

changes, and the skills to do so must be considered basic skills. This paper

describes a model for preparing studenti to adapt and cope with change.

Change has always been central to American life. More than a century

ago, de Tocqueville remarked that "the American has no time to tie himself to

P
anything,. he grows accustomed only to change and he endS by regarding it as a

natural state of man" (Pierson,, 1938). This social commentary about

nineteenth century America seems remarkably apt as our nation approaches the

21st century. Contemporary theorists (Schlossberg, 1984, 1981; Moos & Tsu,,

1979; Schneider, 1984; Levinson, 1978; Bridges, 1980; Gould, 1978) have noted

that American adults are encountering an increasing number of changes during

their lifespans which callgfor new patterns of behavior or for revisions in

their perceptions of self and environment. Ka

0

even though our predecessors always accepted and adapted to change,

they usually had relatively stable lifestyles. Contemporary Americans,

however, are living in the midst of a technological revolution for which the

rate of change is accelerating. They will have to be even more flexible, more



versatile, and more adaptable in planning and actualizing their reseective

careers and lives (Pratzner, 1978; Naisb:itt, 1982). They will have to learn

,how to learn throughout therest of their lives. Ample support for'''this

assertion is available.

From Action for Excellence (1983): ,"We don't believe a high school

graduate in 1985 will retire 35 years from now from the same job for

which he was hired--during that perio'd he will need to be trained

and retrained many times."

A Nation at Risk (1983) stated that, "In our view, formal schooling

in youth is the essential formulation for learning throughout one's

life. But without life-long learning one's skills will. become

rapidly dated."°

The Paideia Propos1l (1982) asserts that, "Lelrning never reaches a

terminal point. As long as one ,remains alive and healthy, learning

can go on and should."

Educational systems will be called upon to play a central role in

educating students who can adaptively respond to the changes that the future

holds. Parents will expect schools to provide the skills and strategies that

their ch5ldren will need to survive and prosper with ever increasing social

and technological change as they enter the world of work.. In the monograph

Adaption to Work (Ashley, 1980, from the National Center for Researchin

Vocational Education, it was noted that an inability of many workers in the

American labor force was that of adapting to the changes, demands, and

respOnsibilities of Work. Business and industry will look to the schools to

produce workers who possess and manage skills which contribute to achievement

of employers' goals. Education has no alternative but to respond to this

ow'



emerging imparative because society will surely hold public .schools,account-

able for accomplishing this important task.

How should the educational community respond to these clear, urgent,

and pressing demands? Alternative solutions have been proposed from a var-

iety'of sources (Adler, 1982; Botkin, Dimancescu & Stata, 1982; Boyer1983;

DeBevoise, 1982; Goodlad,.1982; Gisi & Forbes, 1982; Naisbitt, 1982; Pra ,ner,

1978; Ravitch, 1983; Seize 1980; Timpane, 1982). Based on a review of these

and other resources, our own research, interviews and workihops, the authors

have identified a comprehensive model for pretechnical curricula for pre-

paring students to adapt with change. The model has two basic assumptions.

ASSUMPTION: The nature of wurk in the future will be characterized

by constant change, which means that most workers will be employed

in several different jobs within or across occupational clusters

during their lifetimes. Accelerated Change represents a signifi-

cant factor which must be considered by individuals as they pre-

Tare for their. initial employment.

ASSUMPTION: Individuals' employability options in the future will

be shaped by the acquisition and' maintenance of specific classes

of skills and knowledge. Three classes of such skills and know-

ledge have been identified: Generalizable Skills, Problem Solving

Skills, and Transition Skills.

The figure below displays three classes of skills and knowledge within

which insturctional strategies and pretechnical curricula decisions may be

developed.
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SKILLS FOR ADAPTING WITh CHANG'

J2

DEFINITION: Generalizable Skills and triowledge (hereafter refered-:to as

Generalizable Skills) actively used in work- performance wnich are'trans-

ferable across jobs,and occupations and. which are instrumental to success
,

on the jobhd in the classroom.. Examples include mathematical, reason-

ing, communication (written and oral), interpersonal, technological, and v.

attitudinal skills.

DEFINITION: Transition Skills and knowledge (hereafter referedsto as

Transition Skills) are used to manage life transitions, especially occupa-

tionally related ones. They include managing changes in the environment,

in relationships, and in'oneself; managing stress, loss, and grief; and

making decisions.

1.16
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DEFINITION: Problem Solving Skills and knowledge (hereafter refered

to as Problem Solving Skills) are'employed in the resolution of problem-

,

atic situations including interpersonal problems (group and individual),

information and task-related problems, and problems related to people's

behavior in cooperative groups.

Two classes of skills from thelmodel are discussed in this report, Transitional

Skills and Problem Solving Skills. Generalizable. Skills have been described in de-
0

tail in several current sources, one of which is Greenan's Identification of General-
,

izable Skills irr Secondary Vocational Programs (1983)0 Generalizable Skills,

tncluding the 3 Rs of reading:writing, and arithmetic, are crucial for adapting

. with change, but they are y110 longer a sufficient education for the workers of °

tomorrow.. We have extended essential skills to include Transition Skills and

Problem Solving Skills. Ihese skills will help provide tomorrow's worker the

opportuntty for life-long employability and Well-being.

A transition has been described as an event or nonevent resulting in a

change in relationships, routines, assumptions, or roles within the setting of

self, work, family, school, health, or finances (Schlossberg, 1984). Adolescents

face many transitions.: becoming educated, choosing a career, finding first jobs,

seeking individual identity. Passage from youth to young adulthood often involves

decisions to marry, to drop out of school, to leave parentstand to. have children.

Throughout their life-spans, change and transition will continue -- changes in

values, purpOses, and circumstances. As adults, some will lose or change jobs,

',experience retraining, become successful, encounter illness, divorce or be divorced,

develop and change emotional and spiritual perspectives, and adjust to retirement

and the Challenges of old age. Each of these events will signal a"transition in

their lives, some inevitable and predictable, many not. Forecasts for, the future

N,



signal the ceftainty of a far greater numbervof these life transitions for them

than their predecessors ever dreamed of encountering. The educational sy

must help prepare students to cope with these realities by utilizing education

as aninstrument of change through which they may have the resources and' options

with which to build and survive the future.

Problem solving is receiving more national attention now than ever before.

Daniels and Karmos (1983) found that except for the three R's, problem solving

was listed most frequently in the literature and by employers as an essential

skill for dealing with the future. Michael Timpane in his report of corporations

and public education emphasized the need for teaching young 'people problem soling

skills so they will be ready forfurther education and training (Timpane, 1982).

Not enough problem solving is occurring in-classrooms. In the April 1983

Kappan, John Giaodlad remarked that "teacher talk" was by far the dominant class-

room activity. "Teachers rarely encouraged student-to-student dialogue or 'pro-

vided opportunities for student to work collaboratively in small groups or to

plan, set goals, determine alternative ways of achieving these goals, and the like.

The emphasis was on recall not on problem solving orinquiry" (p.552). Goodlad

went on to say that each of the 50 states believes in problem solving instruction

but very few are doing much with it.

Insufficient preparation in problem solving will have serious implications

for .any students. Roy Forbes, director of the assessment and evaluation

division for the Education Commission of the States, predicted that by 1990

between 900,000 and°2 million high school graduates will not possess the problem

solving skills required for employment in a highly technological society

(Whimbey & Lochhead, 1984). For students to hold jobs, be retrained9 and

general, to adapt to a constantly accelerating rate of change in their lives, they

will need strategies for how to attack and solve problems.

11
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The model introduced above represents an extrapolation of available-know-

ledge and opinion concerning the future of work and the skills that individuals

°will need if they are to find work in the future. The purpose of the remainder

of this .paper is to explicate teh model and to demonstrate its usefulness. This

purpose will be achieved by:

summarizing piAedictiens about the future of world and the requisit

needs of employees, and identifying the implications of those

predictions.
7

providing criteria for building a pretechnical curriculum which

will be responsive to both the needs of employers and employees.

describing how the pretechnical curriculum may be implemented into

the schools.

A

f.
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Future of Work: Employer and Employee Needs

Employers and employees have always had interrelated concerns about work.

For employers, future concerns will revolve aroundthe need o sustain state-

of-the-art production and service capabilities in, order to remain competitive

within die' market. For employees, future'concerns will center on the need to

find meaningful and satisfying employment and to adapt with changes that occur

within or related to the work setting. Based on our review of the literature,

however, 'a variety%lof different factors are.predicted to :disrupt the balance

that exists between the concerns of employers and employees. Examples include

the impact of technolog :al change on the structure of the labor market, the
ft,

increase in the transitory nature of work, and the emergence of participatory

work environments in business'and industry. As it will-be demonstrated, each

of these factors has important implicationsfor the formulation of a pretech-

nicaT curriculum.

Structure of the Labor Market

One estimate of the netimpact of technological chan?es has-been proVid6d

by the AFL-CIO committee on the Evolution of Work (Pi983). This committee's re-

port, based on reports from a variety of experts from business, industry, and

Public and private researchlnstitutions predicted the formation of a two-tier

work force.

'4

As computers and robots take over more and more functions in the

factory and the office, a two tier work force is developing. In some
4

cases, jobs are being upgraded. In many other cwies, jobs are being

downgraded... At the top will be a few executives, scientists and

engineers, professionals, and managers, performing high-level, creative,

high-paid full time jobs in a good work environment... At the bottom
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will be low paiciWorkers performing relatively simple, low-ski)1 dull,

routine, high-turnover jobs in a poor work environment. These jobs

will often be a pitt of ,ti100 and usually lacking job security and opportun-
t

ities for career advancement. (p4.8)

The AFL-CIO,report continued by reporting two additional characteristics of

their...labor market projections:

Between these two major tiers will be fewer and fewer permanent

well-paid, full-time, skilled, semi-skilled, and craft production and

maintenance jobs 41,1ich in the past have offered hope and opportunity

and upward mobility to workers... (p.4)

Below the two -tier work force is a labor surplul underclass, the

workers who don't have jobs apd don't have job prospects. There is some

movement in and out of this labor surplus underclass, but upward move-

ment is essentially limited to the bottom level of the two-tier work

A force. (p.9)

Paul C. Craig (1984) of the Ohio Stale University stated that the work force

of the future will require researchers and scientists and "a few highly skilled

technical engineers and mechanical machine maintenance people... But the mdss'of

people wilt not have advanced technical skills" (p.7),

Implicit within these predictions about the structure of the future labor

market are assumptions bout the types of occupations that will be available to

the majority of individuals. The predominant assumption is that there will'be

increasing numbers of workers who will be limited to low-skilled, routine, high

turnover jobs. Henry Levin (1984) of Stanford Unversity predicted that in the

future the vast majority of jobs till be low level service occupations such as

waiters, sales clerks, kitchen helpers, fast-fodd.workers and cashiers" (p.4).

0
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Rumberger (1984) contends that technological innovations will have a negative

net impact on the structure of the future labor market. According to him it will

, - 44
not only reduce the total number of jobs, it will also reduce the skill require--,

ments of most jobs. .Moreover, othes'predictthatthe reduction of jobs and of,

skill requirements will be pervasive.' It will affect not only specific occupations

such as secretAio, bookkeepers, paralegal workers, and repairi)eople (Levin, 1984).,

but entire industries and occupations as well (Faddis, et.al., 1982).

In most.instances the redirection of jobs. or skills requirements will

involve the disloOation of workers and the incorporation of machines as

technicalequipment. The net result of.this trend is that workers will be

limited'in both the number and variety-of available occupations. Some workers

!!, 0

will be able to obtain high tech positions (approximately 3 percent), but the

remainder will be limited to occupations that40111 require only.a high school

education (Levin, 1984). Most of these jobs will lack security or opportunities
4

for career advancement. In either situation workers will be confronted with the

prospect of change; change that will affect not only their work, but almost every

other aspect of their lives.

These projections about the structure of the future labor market have important

implications for the formulation of a pretechnical curriculum. If it is designed to

provide everyone with the capability to live successfully in ,a technological society,
0

then it must prepare people to adapt with change. Schools need to prepare students

to adapt with change. The importance and adaptability for High school graduates was

emphasized in a recent report from the National Academy of Sciences entitled Wigh

School and Clinging Workplace: The Employers View (1984). A panel of economists,

educators and employees, "graduates of Amtrican high.schools need to be adaptable

to changes in the workplace more than they need, any particular job skill.... This

adaptability is by far the most important characteristic of the young person enter- 0



ing the workplace." (pp.xi-xii). A growing number of people believe that adapt

ability is most likely to be achieved when students receive a solid basic education

as opposed to one that has a narrow vocational focus (Levin, 1984; Rumberger, 1984;

,Levin & Rumberger, 1983; Lemons, 1984). Vocational education can make significant

contributions to the goal of adaptability.

'Transitory Nature of Work

Work is becoming increasingly transitory in nature. It can no longer

be viewed as a static concept. According to Levin (1984) there are two reasons

for this fact. First, we are entering a period of rapid technological change

in which both entry-level and high -skill positions are being transformed, oftn in

unpredictable ways. Second, no one can accurately predict which jobs will be avail-

able to any particular person over a career,of four to five decades, nor can it be

predicted which particular jobs or combination of jobs an individual will actually

obtain among those that are available.

The certainty o.0technological change and the unpredictability of its outcomes

coupled with the inaccuracy of job forcasting guarentees that most workers will

change jobs several times during their lives. Change may be forced (e.g. jobs

may be eliminated), or thelk may be selected (e.g. a new and Oeferent position

may. be accepted). In either instance, workers will be expected to mak? the neces-

sary transitions both in their work and in their day-to-day living and the trans-

itions will often involve being retrained to.do a different job.

The importance of the potential for successful retraining as a necessary

characteristic of future workers has been endorsed by industry. As Peter J.

Elliman, the Vice-President and General Manager of Lucas Industries, h

multinational conglomerate, put it:

Tudays industrial workers must never cease learning and 'rirowing.

Regardless of ,what individuals have accomplished or lcnrIe'd JR to a point
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in time, in five years their skills will be obsolete and they will have

to be retrained . . .industrialists have to deal with their end products

for forty-eight years; every five years we have to teach them a new skill.

Furthermore, many of these people never,really learned how to study ef-

fectively $0 that we can retrain them easily. (Elliman, 1983,.p.4)

It appears that workers' best counter to the .prospect of "dislocation

due to technological innovation" is to exercise a mimary human characteristic,

the capacity to, learn. The ability to apply previous learning to the process

of retraining will the landmark characteristic of future workers. Those who ,

possess the ability to learn again and again and again will be better prepared to

meet the retraining demands of their employers. For them technological innova-

tions will not seem so ominous. Theodore Schultz, the Nobel Prize winning econo-

mist put the issue as follows:

Mankinds future is not preordained by space, energy, or crop*-

land. It will be determined by the intelligent evolution of humanity....'

future workers will need to be generalists, flexible enough to change

course and train for new career.? with a minimuin of disruption. (p. )

Given the transitory character of work, it appears' that workers may enhance

their employment opportunities if they have learned to learn (Toffler, 1970);

that is, if they have prepared themselves to be retrainable. Yet, as Ashley,

Zahniser and Connell (1984) have noted, many workers, especially dislocated

workers, lack this essential skill.

The dislocated workers who are ,currently suffering from the results

of rapid industrial declines characteristically are unionized workers with

sendrity.in blue-collar jobs, who earned high wages in manufacturing

124
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industries. Among the dislocated, females'and minorities often are

the more disadvantaged and suffer groacer economic, hardships following

the loss of their jobs. In general, many dislocated workers, partic-

ularly the older workers, are lacking in their educational backgrounds,

and do not have skills that are in demand in other occupations. (Ashley,

et.al. p.ix)

Por workers who have not learned to learn, who have not prepared themelves to

be retrained, job dislocation represents only half of their trauma. The other

half is relocation. For many dislocated workers the process of relocation

is neither easy nomAipassful. There are many factors that contribute to this

lack of success, including their lack of adequate educational background of skills

that are in demand in other occupations. Dislocated workers are often ill-

prepared to deal with the ,social, psychological and physical problems that

accompany the loss of their positions. Their inability to resolve these work

related problems frequentlY resuls irIcras ed incidences of depression, grief,

alienation,lubstance abuse, marital difficulties, heackdisease, and other stress-

related illnesses, including increased incidences of depression, grief, alienation,

substance abuse, marital diffultiei, heart disease, and other'stress-related

such as increased rates of suicide (Ashley, et.al., 1984). Their lack of job flex-

ibility is .paralleled by a lack of flexibility in other areas of their lives; Among

their many other needs that must be met if they are to be relocated, most dislocated

workers will need'to be retrained if they are to reenter the work force in new

positions (Ashley, et.al., 1954; Lemons, 1954).

The.plight of the dislocated worker has several important implcations for

the articulation of a pretechnical curriculum. First, as Ashley, et.al. (1984)

have noted, "future economic conditions and technological changes are likely

to increase the numbers of adult workers who will face the problem of job

125
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dislocation or skill obsolescence throughout their work lives." (p. xi) Second,

the prospect of becoming a dislocated worker places special emphasis on the skills

and knowledge that will enable individuals to learn, i.e. be retrained. Third,

the skills and knowledge that individuals need to adapt with thetransitory character

of work will'include those that relate to the social, psychological and physical

problems that are associated with loss of position. Finally, as noted by Rumberger

(1984), job displacement will occur at all levels of the economy, notjust at, the

bottom. Thus, future workers need to possess the skill and knowledge that will

enable them to participate fully and effectively'in a transitory work force.

Participatory Work. Environments

The emergence of participatory work environvents which are characterized by

the collaborative efforts of labor and management, the importande of personal in-

volvement in the productior process, and the full expression of one's humanity

through one's work represents one of the 'important products of the revolution of

high technology 'innovations.- -While-this-particular development may appear to be

an anomaly of this particular technologi:al age, it represents an altogether human,

reaction to an environment marked by rapid drastic change (Hedist, 1974, as noted

by Wirth, 1984). The central theme of this trend, which is the importance of

people, has been acknowledged by economic and labor theorists (Wirth, 1977; Schultz,

; Gyllenhammer, 1977) and by industrialists (Elliman, 1983; Freiz, 1983). The

thrust of the tneme as stated by Gyllenhammer (1977) is as follows:.

People don't want to be subservient to machines and systems. They

react to inhuman working conditions in very human ways: by job-hopping,

absenteeism, apathetic attitudes, antagonism. The younger the worker is,

the stronger his or .her reactions are likely to be. People entering the

work force today have received more education than ever before
, history.
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We have educated them to regard themselves as mature adults, capable

of making their own choices.. Then we offer them virtually no choice

in our overorganized industrial units. For eight hours a day they

are regarded as children, ciphers, or potential problims and managed

and controlled accordingly. (p.4)

One alternative to a machine or system centered industry is one that is

person centered. A Person-centered industry has different economic and

industrial assumptions. From an economic perpective, it assumes "a new

economics which starts frdm a committment to make the fullest practicable

use of whatever talents are inside people instead of starting from a consider!!

ation of the most profitable use or misuse of the elements inside the thin

and fragile crust of the planet (Wirth, 1977, p. ). From an industrial

perspective, it assumes a commitment td obtaining the key elements that

workers and managers need if they are to create "good work" for themselves

(Wirth, 1981). Examples include:

Adequate elbow room. Enough room to feel autonomous, but not so

much room as to seem disconnected from the overall task.

Chances of learning on the job on a continuous basis.

An optimal level of variety:

Conditions that promote help and respect among co- workers.

A sense of one's own work meaningfully contributing to the welfare

of society.

A desirable future.

The collective-goals of a person-centered'work place have been translated

to the American work place through Quality of Work Life (OWL) developments

(Pratzner, 1984). According to Pratzner (1984):
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QWL developments embody a philosophy, a set of values and models,

and a multitude of practices and techniques for understanding,

explaining, and affecting how work is organized and carried oUt.

QWL developments and participative management are democratizing

the work place and involving employees in more decisions that

effect their work, through the use of quality circles,'problem-

solving task forces, tabor management,Committees, group incentive

plans, job redesign, and a variety of other approaches and tech-

niques.'(p.3).

Quality of Work Life programs create two broad areas of job skill demands

for employees: group problem solving and the organization and management of

production (Pratzner & Russell, 1983). Group problem solving incorporates

a number of other specific skills, including interpersonal skills, group

process skills, decision making, communication and reasoning. Organization

and management of pmduction also includes a collection of specific skills.

EXamples include business economics, management, statistical quality control,

and introduction to QWL.

Cons4dered collectively, these several skills represent the foundation

of socio-technical literacy (Pratzner, 1984). According to Pratzner:

socio-technical literacy emphasizes a balanced concern for the social,

human aspects of work, as well as the technological aspects, and an

appreciation of their interactions. It includes deVelopmeni of (1)

group problem solving skills (eg. interpersonal and group process skills,

problem solving and decision making, planning, and communication) and

(2) skills in the organization and management of production (eg. skills

in business economics, business operation, and statistical quality con-

trol). It also includes (3) an understanding of the philosophical under-

1.28
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pinnings and consequences of the shift from a mechnaistic, techno-

logical, scientific management perspective of work to a high envolve-

ment, participative management perspective. (p.56).

Quality of Work Life programs are changing the characteristics of work by

influencing the ways in which workers relate to one another-and relate to ,

aqement and to the production process itself: Programs of this type require

employees with sufficient so io-technical literacy to make such efforts effective.

Socio-teChnical literacy transcends the performance of a single specific job,

or the operation of a particular piece of equipment, or a certain part of the

production process. Its focus is more broad and includes the human and

ness aspects of production, as well as the technological aspects. The e- ice

of socio-techniCal literacy is contained in the following description u

ideal worker:

I am looking for individuali who can read and write..,My ideal worker

would also have common sense, Understand my industry, be willing

to accept that he or she will not reach the top in a year, and

realize that he or she will have to work hard for the rest of

his or her life. ..who. will accept me as an ally and not as an

enemy. I want this,personHto have been taught some of the basic

social graces. (Elliman, 1983, p. 10)

The emergence of pt.& programs also has important implications for the

formUlation of a'pretechnical curricula. Assuming that QM. programs. will

remain an important dimension of high involvement industries, the demand

for socio-technicaliliterate workers will increase.
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Summary

Three factors which are predicted to influence the future of. work

were discussed. They were the impact, of technological change on the

structure of the labor market, the increase in the transitory nature of work,

and the emergence of participatory, work environments. Each of these factors

has important implications for the development of a pr'etechnical curriculum.

A summary:of the specifil conclusions of this section and the implications
b

of those conclusions for the formulation of a pretechnical curricula are

listed below.
6

Conclusions

- Technological innovations will create

new, jobs in high-tech occupations;

there will also be an increase in the

number of low-skilled jobs.,
Te3

- Most workers will change jobs or

occupationsIseveral times during-their

lifetimes, which will require them to

be periodically retrained.

- For most workers, occupational changes

will involve differing types of psych-

ological problems which may limit their

future employment opportunities.

QWL programs are cing new skill de-

mands on workers, including group prob-

lem solving and the organization and

Implicaticas .

- A pretechnical curriculum must be

able to address the needs of .both

types of workers.

- A pretechniCal curriculumoneeds to

emphasize the skills and knowledge

that will allow workers to benefit

from retraining programs.

- A pretechnical curriculum must min-

imally prepare future workers to .

understand and cope with the psych-

ological problems assTciated with

occupational changes.

A pretechnical curriculum must pre-
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management of produCtion. They are also

helping to change the basic character of

the work place.

3
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must be responsive to the new skill

demands that are experienced by

workers.
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Criteria for Curricular Decisions

Utility and Personal Options,

High Tech innovations are expected to cause substantial changes in the

structure of the labor market as well as in the characteristics of work settings'.

These changes have Ted us to, challenge traditional apprbaches to vocational

curricula such as specialized job-skill training programs and to set forth

new criteria for judging secondary vocational educatiOnal curricula. The

four criteria are: utilty, personal-optTons, transferability,.and psychosocial_

value.

It is an important task for vocational educators to identify a body of

knowledge and skills that individuals must possess to live adaptively and effec-

tively in a technological, world. How does the content of 'a,pi'etechnical curric-

ula do this? It is our position chat a pretechnical curricula will contribute

tO adaptability of individuals to the degNe that they recognize the utility.

of the curricula for their personal situations. The criteria of utility, then,

represents one basis for identifying the core skills and knowledge that-Will :be-

needed by individuals' if tt,ey,are 'to live and work fully and effectively in a

technological world.

Utility,Wpwever, will mean different things to different people. For some,

utility may repreSpnt the assurance of employment in an entry level position'in

a particular business,,or industry. For others, utility may mean receiving skills

and knowledge which are'prerequisites for post-secondary training in a specific
0

technological field. Still others may, view utility as the skills and knowledge

that will give the assurance of career flexibility throughout their lifetime. A

pretechnical curriculum must be responsive to each personal definition of utility.

Personal option is a second criteria for identifying the contents of a pretech-

nical curriculum. It is seen as the condition of having an array of aptions from
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which to choose. Personal options in one's work should give a wide domain ,\

of alternatives to choose from so that people can try to reflect their own

interests, values and strivings in the work they do. For onP's job to re-

flect one's self would be an immense benefit for peciple.

Taken together, the criteria of utility and personal option represent

a praCtical basis for indetifying the content of a pretechnical curricula.k

The essence of this process has been expressed by Levin (1984)

4
We cannot predictaccuratly which jobs will be available to any

particular person over a career of four to five decades, nor can we

'predict which particular job or combination of jobt an individual will

,actually obtain among those that are available. Given these circum-

stances, education must be provided that will allow individuals the

option to starting at entry level in the available occupations, and

of undertaking education 'and training as needed in order tomove into

higher level occupations. (p.21 emphasis added)

,
Transferability

Tranferability of educational outcomes to the work place has drawn,the atten-

tion to researchers who have attempted to identify those'skills that are transfer-

able from school to work (Greenan, 1983) and across work settings (Pratzner, 1978).

After investigating the relationship between occupational adaptability and tran-

ferable skills Pratzner (1978) concluded the following:

Schools cannot prepare students for all unknown future contingencies.

But it does seem reasonable to expect them to help students develop

their individual attributes, potentials, or capacities to levels,of

proficiency useful in a wide range of situations. By such development

theylmay be adaptable and better able to perform successfully in chang-

ing environments.
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Having transferable skills will not guarantee successful adapt-

ability, but should facilitate it. To the extent that individuals

perceive similarities among jobs and are ablq to transfer their skills

and knowledge effectively, the time and costs associated with supple-

mental training or retraining shouldbe reduced and reflect a savings

-1k

to employers ,and individuals alike. (p. ).

'A good deal of research has focused on the identification,of the skills and

o

knowledge that are useable across a wide range of situations. One of the more

recent and carefully defined investigations was completed by'Greenan (1983).

Greenan's research-focused on the generalizab, ,y of certain basic Skills

4

across different vocations. For.Greenan, a skill is generalizable if it is
4f, 0

bapc.fo a particular occupation or training program, if it is necessary, for

success in a particular occupation or completion of a particular program, and

if it is applicable across occupational settings and clusters. Greenan de-

veloped an instrument to measure the generalizability of specific skills in
1- -

each of the foliowirig catagories: Mathematics, Communication, Interpersonal

Relations, and Reasoning.' The instrument as administered to teachers in five

vocational training areas (agricultural occupations; business, marketing, and

management occupations; health occupations; home econdmic occupations; and

industrial occupations). Based on the results f his stUdy,'Greenan (1983)

concluded that--

"There is a core of mathematics, communication, interpersonal relations

and reasoning skills which are basic to, necessary for success in, and

transferable across severalisecondary-vocatianal training program areas

and programs; most of these core skills are very important and highly°-

generalizable..." (p.57)
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The importance of transierability hag also been recognized by industrialists.

Elliman (1983) stated that:

I would much prefer that the schools concentrate on teaching students

'the basic,transferable ,vocational 'skills that they will need when I

teach them the applied technology' I, utilize. The basics are the

skills that _business and industry can most capitalize on in years

to come. (p.4)

The criterion of transferability is a necessary but not sufficient criterion

by which to assess curmailum _content. Utility can become too narrow acriteria,
AL

by which to evaluate curricula content. A curricula that has utility may have\

students learning to use specific tools, repair highly specialized equipment,

or gather specific types of data. On the other hand, transferability in a

curriculum implies that a student may learn to use tools which are applicable

across many jobs or' job clusters, repair equipment which is used in many areas,

and gather data in many ways using microprocessors, computers, and. electronic

._data ._processing.t...Transferatil ity._ helps..stud.ents..workAnd...,1earn,L....4 more easily

retrained and' gain confidence that change is not an overwhelming threat but

0.1

merely a part of one's life.

Psychosocial Value:

It it increasingly clear that job preparation for the 'future will have to

influence information and skills, that are r ated to the psychosocial issues
O

of work and work loss (Baker, 1982). Seve 1 factors contribute to the emer-

gence of this need" the development of OWL programs (Pratzner & Russell; 1983),
4 Nit

the incidence of worker dislocation and its< subsequent psychological stresses,

(Ashley, /et.al., 1984), the prospect of multiple changes in job or occupation.

in a lifetime (Levin, 1984), and the need" for individuals to participate full
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in a rapidly changing society ,(Rumberger, 1983). Future workers will need to

be prepared to cope with these and. other work related factors that involve

psychosocial issues.
..

\

It May be presumptuous to assume that every worker will have a\difficult

time dealing with psychosocial issues that will them. Nevertheless,

the criteria of utility, personal 'option, and transferability point to the
C

necessity of systematically including psychosocial content within a pretechnical

curriculum. At aminimum the psychosoCial content must-focus on the deyelopment

of character ( Silberman, 1983), on individual problem solving, group decision

making (Pratzner, 1984) and on managing transitions (Brammer & Abrego, 1981).

According to Silberman (1983) "the acqufsition,of appropriate personal

skillos and attitudes is juit as important outcome of vocational edUcation as is
5

the acquisition of technical and basic literacy skills." (p. ). Frequently

mentioned personal attributes are autonomy, courage, and cooperativeness. For

0

Silberman (1983), .autonomy refers to the ability to act as a mature, rational,

inner-directed, independent person and to be'responsible for one's own actions.

'Autonomous people think before they act, and require millimal' supervision. They

can .forego short-term gratification in favor of long-term lasting,benefits. They

are also capable of self-directed learning. He defines courage as the ability

to overcome fears and to confront problems directly--doing what is necessary even

if the actions are unpopular. People with courage have the ability to tope with

problem situations or emergencies. Such people do their duty when long-term

interests areat stake even when the short-term,consequences may be aversive.

They are self-confident and not afraid to seek help from others when they need

it. Finally, Silberman (1983) uses cooperativeness to describe workers who are

warm, friendly, and supportive: People who are prompt; dependable, loyal 'to the

groyj and conforq to group norms in their dress, manners, and personal habits
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are traits which enhance group membership. They possess good interpersonal

skills, good work habits, and positive attitudes. They accept supervision, and

their behavior is consistent with the orderly'conduct of business. They. have

good interpersonal relatiOns and share a strong sense of community.

Acquisition of the characteristics described within these three attributes

represent a potential for personal ievelopment within a pretechnical curriculum.

Having the personal qualities of being self -directed and responsible, self-con-

fident and responsive, interrelated and participative with others appekrs to

have great utillty for present as well aS'iuture workers. It is this utility

that magnifies the importance of including psychosOcial skills' and knowledge

in .a pretechnical curricuook\

The pers qualities that are important for workers to possess which were
6

A

identified by Silberman (1983) are not dissimilar from tt,. requisitd-OWL skills

identified by Pratzner & Russell (1983) . As nested earlier in this paper, QWL

programs roresent an alternative for organizing and performing work. They

require that workers possess new and different sets of skills and knowledge, in-
,

cluding individual problem solving skills land group problem solving skills; and

the skills to organize and manage production. These represent the foundation

of socio-technical literacy which emphaltizes a balanced concern for the social

and human aspeCts of work as well as the technological aspects, and an apprecia-

tion of their interactions (Pratzner4 1984).

Applying the Criteria to Programs

The Center for Occupational Research and Development (CORD) (1983) has de-

veloped a curricula that contains utiltiy and transferability through basic

skills and incorporates personal options through advanced courses. After dem-

onstrating a suitable proficiency in the requisite skills, individuals complet-
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1

ing the CORD curriculum begin a technicnal curriculum which en," npasses twelve

core are (eg. electricity, mechanics, materials, thermics, etc.). After com-

pleting this technical cote, students study a self-selected high tech area.

Actording to current estimates, the CORD curriculum, is Suitable for

out of every 10 students (AFL-CIO, 1982). CORD lacks transferability across

a sufficiently wide range of different job clusters and it lacks psychosocial

value because the material does not adequately emphasize the development of

the human potential and self-empowerment of workers.

Other programs, in addition to CORD, have also been reviewed. Table 1

below summarizes our evaluations of them relative to the four criteria of

utility, personal options, tranferability, and psychosocial value..

TABLE 1

Four Criteria Applied to Curricular Programs

Utilit Personal Options Transferability21252101 Value

CORD X X

State of Arizona X X

Canada Life Skills X X X

San Diego Program X X

Note to Bill: We shall extend this
list in the final version.
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Summary

The curricular content of vocational education has'always had an important

role in the preparation of secondary students for work. Traditionally the

curriculum, has been related to specialized job skills training. Recent tech-
,

nological innovations, and their, resultant impact on the world of work, create

the need to evaluate the traditional curriculum against the four criteria of:

utility, personal options, transferaJility, and psychosocial value. Such cri-

teria have important implications for the formulation of a pretechnical curric-

ulum. These criteria coupled with our experience with current writings, views

of education, business people, teachers, students, and unemployment victims have

led us to three categories of essential skills for helping people to cope with

their work-lives: Generalizable Skills, Transition Skills, and Problem.Solving

Skills, There is self-empowerment in these skills. It can be seen that the

stated need for inclusion of Generalizable Skills in the vocational education

curricula satisfies the criteria of transferability and personal utility. The

inclusion of the category of Problem Solving Skills satisfies the criteria of

transferability, personal option and psychosoc:ar\value. Transition Skills

satisfy the criteria of transferability, psychosocil value and personal utility.

It is"the interrelatedness of these three categories of skills which provide a

comprehensive framework for self-empowerment of the individual and curricula

decisions. Self-empowerment is the key assumption for guiding schools in pre-

paring your people for their futures. People can help themselves to lead mo-e

meaningful, balanced and productive lives.

It is ultimately the individual who must apply the new techniques in the

workplace. People must not become slaves of technology and change. A machine,

a process, a system is no more effective than the people using it. The human

factor in education and work must stand above all others:'''
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Transitions

During the last decade educators have been made aware that students lives

are marked by change and transition. Forecasts for the future signal the cer-

tainty of greater numbers oflife transitions. Occupationally related trans-

itions will become the rule rather than the exception for most workers. They

will interact with and ue further intensified by the transitions which, have

resulted from changes in societal norms (Naisbitt, 1983)'. Educators cannot

be expected to prepare students for all possible unknown future contin-

gencies. Nevertheless, as noted by the. National Academy of Sciences (1984),

society, business, and industry will expect educators to, help students

develop skills which will prepare them to cope, adapt and change with

their eovironment. The person machine- change relationship is critical to

the successful management of the future for students, educators, business

and industry. It is for.this putpose that the class of Transition Skills

has been identified and,a framework for educating for attainment of those

skills introduced. The aim of this class of skills is consistent with the

image of vocational ethicators serving the needs of employers, the labor

Market and the individual. It maximizes the preparation of the individual

for a life time of transitions.

A transition results in changes in relationships, rOdutines, assumptions,

or roles within the setting of self, work, family, school, health, or finances

(Schlossberg, 1984).

The U.S. economy is undergoing a major restructuring, and the implications

for the individual worker are serious., As a result of foreign competition,

changing world markets, and consumer preferences, American's economic position

10
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in the world has eroded and many workers in some major manufacturing

industries including steel, automobiles, rubber, textiles, radio and

television receivers, and electrical equipment have lost their jobs and

have been forced to suddenly change their occupations and life styles

(Pratzner & Ashley, 1984, p. 6). Simultaneously, the advent of high

technology insures,continued and accelerated change in the nature of

available jobs.

The increased use of industrial robots, office automation,

microelectronic devices, and computerized information and

telecommuhications systems, will not only affect were and how

we live, and what we purchase, but also how we work. The impact

of changing technology, expecially the continued expansion of

computer applications in the work place, will affect the skill

requirements and work styles of millions of workers over the

next ten to twentj Years. New technology will in some cases

reduce the skill requirements of some occupations, especially

those involved with more routine and repetitive functions such

as parts assembly, equipment operations, signal monitoring, and

information handling functions. Other occupations involving

the functions of planning, evaluating, analyzing, interpreting,

troubleshooting, and maintaining complex systems will likely

experience an increase in skill requirements (Pratzner & Ashley,

1984, pp. 5-6).

Change is increasing in our social institutions and will continue to

increase: Traditional roles of men an women are being more rapidly

transformed, more women are entering the workforce, family units tend to

have less stability, and traditional values and practices are continually
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challenged and rejected by some segments of the population and renewed by

others. Occupationally-related transitions will interact and be intensified

by transitions. resulting from such changes in societal norms and trends which

began in-the 60's and now are becoming commonplace in our society. .Imagine,

for example, the coping skills needed by a person who.must relocate in order

to maintain present income at the same time that such a move would be

detrimental to the spouse's occupational progress. Life transitions are no

longer as predir4-ble as they once were, and they tend to be more complex.

Accordingly, skills for managing transitions will become increasingly

important for our young people as they enter a work world_ and a social

0

world in which acceleration of changeange is the ° predictable variable in

their future lives. To survive/individuals will have to learn new ways to

adapt and new ways to cope with ther environment.

The educational system must help prepare students to cope with these

realities by. utilizing education as an instrument of change through which

they may have the resources and options with which to build and survive

the future. The challenge for educators seems overwhelming as powerful

alternatives to public schooling threaten to change the social context of

education. The idea of sociotechnical literacy (Pratzner, 1984) no longer

rests on the teach.ng of a fixed body of information in a fixed routine

but instead on the incorporation of ways of transforming students'

abilities to function in a changing world, to learn, how to learn for a

lifetime, to cope, manage, and adapt to the challenge of an uncertain future.

It is the resr 'sibility of educators to identify and pass on those skills.

The class of Transition Skills refers to Oose,skills which are

used to manage life transitions, especially occupationally related ones.

SuLumed within this class of skills are those which include managing changes

1 1 2
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in environment, relationsnips and the self; managing stress, loss, and grief;

and making decisions. The framework below is an attempt to introduce a

comprehensive approach to handling transitions which may be incorporated in

the public school curriculum and a) utilizes,an understanding of adolescent

development, b) organiies the knowledge and process necessary for

maximizing an individual's ability to.adapt and manage transitions across

settings (personal, interpersonal, workplace, institutional, or community)

and c) focuses on the self empowerment of the individual to understand and

deal with'events.as they 'occur.

Managing transitions depetJs upon people's ability to successfully

acquire and mobilize the skills that will enable them to adapt with change.

These skills are identified in each step of.the framework. Each

step of,, the fram-...'rk focuses on acquisition of a series of 'skills which

maximizes management of transitions and prepares the individual to manage

.future ones. The four steps identified in this framework are:

eStep 1. Identify the Transition

Step 2. Identify Coping Resources

Step 3.' Identify and Choose Ways of Managing the Transition

Step 4. Trial, Integration, and Self-Transformation

The framework, as it exists may be utilized by educators either through a

queStioning format (see Expanded" Model) or through development of curricula

based upon the undei.standing.(df the four steps of the framwork (Table 1).

The Introduction of the framework will be accomplished through the (a) presen-

tation of the Expanded Model, (b) presentation of the Framework for Incorporat-

ing Transition Skills into the Curricula', and (c) presentation of a simulation

which represents a viable instructional method for teaching transition skills

as well as a format for clarifying the four steps of the framework. The expanded
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framework consists of a series of questions which attempt to accomplish the

outcome variable of each step. The Framework for Incorporating Transition.

Skills into Curricula (Table 1) identifies the components of the framework

with requisite skills and outcome variables. The simulation represents a

synthesis of the skills and outcome variables as they are utilized relative

to a real-life setting. 4

0
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Components of

Framework

Framework for Incorporating

Trhnsition Skills into the Curricula

7

Skills Necessary to Attain Mastery of

InOividual Component of the Framework

'The individual will:

Identify' the Ientify Type of Transition
:Transitions

A. Anticipated/Developmental
B.. Unanticipated
C. Chronic Hassle

(Schlossbergt,1984)

1.'Identify Setting

A. Self
B. Family
C. Work
D. Health

- Identify Relationship of Person to

A. Self
B. Otlier

C. Interpersonal
D. Community \

II. Identify Coping - Identify Support Systems

Resources

1.15

A. Inter91
B. External

the Transition

- Identify Possible and Actual Coping Responses

A. Immediate/Short Term
Future/Long Term

- Assess Impact. of Personal Variables

A. Socioeconomic4status
B. Psychological,Reources (Development - Ego

Strength)

C. Committments, Values

a

-Outcome

Variable

- Assessment of. Stress
41

6

- Assessment of Impact of Event on Assumpt

q.

0

44

- Mobilization of Resources Necessary to
Assist in Management of Transition

- Identification of Needs which must be me

to Cope :and Adapt

- Enhancement of Personal Amarenestes
lecessary to Respond to.Transition

- Regaining Control Over Stress and Meanin

of Transition

BEST CIE MULE

1 6



Components of

Framework

Skills Necessary to Attain Mastery of

Individual Component Framework
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t.

II. Identify and
Choose Ways of
Managing the,
Transition

- Examine and Identify Alternatives for Coping

A. Support Groups
B. Counseldng
C. Restructuring Support System
D. Learn New Coping Skills (Exercise, Relaxation,

Time Management)

- Utilize Problem Solving Model

A. Identify Problem
B. Brainstorm Possible Solutions
C. Choose Tentatiie Solution
D. Carry out Tentative Solution .

E. Learn

-' Utilize "Neutral Lone"

A. Identify What You Really Want
B.. Find Time. To Be Alone

IV. Trial,
Integration,

Self Renewal

1.

- Act Upon Identified Coping Strategy

- Identify Learnings From the Transtion

A. About Self
B. Others
C. Assumptions

- Evaluate Action

- Reevaluate Plan If Necessary

17

Outcome

Variable

ooiNownmseragiovggpiptii.yrsayirOwfreIVINVKOMIVAIM4411101,1)Vi'llUnait4TOwlmr,vaeginkmerdlnirryeamipaa...

- Increase Ability to Make Effective Decisio
Regarding the Transition

- Increase Awareness of the Options For
Transition Management

- Increase Ability to Reapproach Work, Love,
Play with Renewed Energy

- Learn\from Current. Transitions Ways of
Transferring Skills to Future Trancions

Discover\Strengths About the Self.

- Return to Equilibrium of pretransiOon,

Environmen

BEV tRY 1191 ABLE
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Model for Handling Transitions

-IDENTIFY THE. TRANSITIONS,

° What has ended? (something personal, interpersOnal, family, school,

friends)

.° How much stress are you under? What is causing it?

o Whit fears o you have? Be specific. ---,

o Describe the transiebn as best as you.can.

o What kinds of things are changing in

..

your life? (people, job, ichool,

values)

What is the impact on you? How do you feel about the transition?

II. IDENTIFY COPING RESOURCES

°.Who can help you?

o Who could provide a personal support network? (emotional, physical,

group, individual)

o How can you .help yourselfg

What are,. some of.your onions? List them.

o Wtll preplanning help you cope with the hardest part of the.transitioel

°Ilemembeti. the 3 main steps for solving a. problem.

1) Understand the problem (transition).

2) Brainstorm for solutions.

3) Choose a. tentative solution.

4) Implement the solution.

5) What did you learn?

o What obstacles do you have to overcome in order to change?

(financial, psychological', inte^personal)

o How might you benefit or not benefit from the transition?

149.
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III. IDENTIFY AND CHOOSE WAYS OF MANAGING THE TRANSITION.

a) What are'various.alternative actions for coping?

° Maybe a problem has to be solved. If so, use the 5 -step model.

o Indivdual or group counseling ik, a ways a.possibility. 4

o Do you peed to learn nevecoping skill (relaxation skills,

rxercise,program, time, managements, health /care, etc.)

Examine the positive and negative consequences of all planned

actions. \

:) Are you takinokfull advantage of the ".Neutral Zone"? ,

. 7 Find a regular tim to be alone and to reflect on the transition.

o Identify'what,you really mt.

o Reexamine your values and your goals.

d) What do you know about yourself that you can use iifmanaging the

transition?

IV. TRIAL, INTEGRATION AND SELF-TRANSFORMATION

o As you try things out, who can you discuss them with?

o In what ways is this a,positive experienge? A negative: one?

How are you different?

o ,What did you learn from this experience? What did you learn about

/
/ yourself?

o Is your grief or disappOintment part of a healing process?

o What are some options open to yod if you think you are not

managing the transition well?

-0 Can you accept the transition and go on with your life?

ti
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Simulation:
.

The following represents a simulation used with counselors of displaced

aworkers. This simulation is b sed upon the topic of loss of a job, but is

easily adaptable to reassignment or retraining. Each step of the transition

framework will be identified and clarified during discussion of the simulation

Space constraints prohibit an in depth, discussion of the theoretical founda-

tion and some of the transition.framework.

Step 1: Identify the transition

Every transition begins with an ending (Bridges, 1980). That is an

event occurs which signals an end of the way things were. Workers who have

lost their jobs face the end of worklife as they have known it and face

the uncertainty of unemployment, retraining, changes in self image, and

changes in homelife.

Assessment of stress and impact of the transition or individuals' assump-

tions about themselves is the necessary outcome of this component. This assess-

ment may be accomplished by identifying (a) the type of transition, (b) the set-

ting and (c) the relationship of the person to the transition. The type of

transition generally associated with job loss is an unanticipated event. An

onanticipated transition is a nonscheduled event and generally is not

predictable. This is different than an anticipated transition which may

occur predictably over a life span andis more developmentally related;

for example, graduating from a technical program, getting a first job, or

getting married.

To identify the transition setting the individual examines the primary

arena in which the event is based. Loss of a job takes place initially in

the setting of work,- but the stressors of job loss soon impact upon all other
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identified settings (self, family, health, economics). The relationship

of a person to the transition is central to assessment of the impact of the

transition on an individualls assumptions. For example, loss of one's job

is more stressful than having a friend lose a job.

22p.2: Identify coping resources

The process of coping with transitions provides the individual wIth

the ability to. manage future transitions. Step two is specifically designed

to enhance the personal awarenesses necessary to maximize one's ability to

adapt and respondto transition and allows the individual to regain control

and meaning/of the transition. To accomplish this the worker who has lost

a job may first identify the support system - internal and external.

Initially an individual may rely solely on a spouse or immediate family

members to provide emotional suppOrt; however, optimumly this support system,

may need to expand the-support-system to include other options such as;

friends, relatives, clergy or s..ipport groups which deal with the effects

ofttruttural unemployment.

Second, identify possible and actual coping responses. Initially, an

indiVjdual who has lost a job may experience a range of responses which are

an atmpt to modify, control or manage the stress ( earlin and Schobler

(1978)r Such responses as anger, hostility, denial and 'anxiety are common.

As time, passes responses of depression, sadness, isolationt'w1thdrawal and

apathy become more prevalent. These coping responses represent b6t..a few

options available to the individual and translate into behaviors which an

individual does in their own behalf when confronted with change. Third,

the worker may also assess the impact of personal variable, on the transition.
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Psychological resources, personal and financial commitments, and values

an individual has will also impact on the Andividual's ability to regain

control over the stress of the transition.

Ste. 3:. Identif and Choose Wa s of Mana in the Transition..

At this stas- the displaced worker proactively goes about examining

and identifying alternatives for coping with the job loss. The worker may

utilize a support group or choose to learn new coping skills and then utilize

the problem solving model to deal with specifics of a job search, money

management or l'amily relationships. This component is essential to in,rease

the individual's awareness of options for transition management, to increase

the ability to make effective decisions regarding the transition, and to

increase the motivation to reapproach work, love, and play with renewed energy.

The utilization of the "Neutral Zone" in this stage is a time-out

from the proactive approach to transition management. The' purpose of the

"Neutral Zone" is to reflect or what the individual might really want. It

is a time to reexamine how ones values and goals integrate with the decisions

about to be made. For example, the individual who has lost a job may discover

that several options are availible-going back to school to enhance skills,

moving to a different location fora similar job, or retraining with the same

company for a different job. After g ing through Steps 2 and 3 of the framework,

the individual is aware of the consequent es, advantages and disadvantages of

each choice. Entering the "neutral Zone" giVe,s the individual time to.think

about the choices to be made.
NN

NN

Step 4: Trial, Integration and Self-Transformation.

This step begins with the implementation of the decision. If the individual

who lost a job chooses to return to school for training there are a

number of new experienCes , people, and environments that will be encountered,
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Knowing how to utilize the support system that was identified in Step 2

may be paramount. Akreness and evaluation of the experience of the decision is

a necessary componant of Step 4. The individual may realize that the first

choice for managing the transition is not appropriate and need to return to

Steps 2 or 3 to choose again or change 'options..

If the individual finds the firtt option appropriate, it becomes necessary

to evaluate what one learned from the transi -tion, how one is different as

a result of the transition, what strengths one possessed that aided in

transition management, and the degree of acceptance one has for the transition.

Utilizing Step 4 of the transition model enables the individual to return

to the equilibr ium that was experienced in the pre-transition environment with

rene-A awareness and skills necessary to cope, manage and adapt to future

transition and change.
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PROBLEM SOLVING

The importance of problem solving in vocational education is receiving

more national attention now than ever before. For example, Daniels and

Karmos (1983) found that except for the three R's, problem solving was

listed most frequently in the literature and by employers as an essential

skill for dealing with the future. Pratzner (1984) has stated that The

first priority is for secondary level vocational education, to offer good

education in reading, writing, computing, listening, and Tblem solving"

(p.6).

Ann Brown from the University of Illinois conducted an interview with

Edward Binet (Brown, 1984) on the teaching of problem solvi g skills: Binet

said:

What I object to in traditional classes is that it is the taacher who,

produces, and the student who passively listens. Such a lesson has

two faults: it does not impress the student other than by its verbal

function, it gives him words" instead of making him deal with actual

objects, and it appeals only to hits memory, reducing him to a passive

state. He doesn't judge, doesn't think, doesn't invent, and doesn't

produce. He needs only to retain. His aim is to repeat without mis-

take, make his memory work, know what is in the lecture, in the text-

book and reproduce it. \The result of such practices are deplorable:

e.g., a lack of curiosity for what is not in the book or lecture; a

tendency to look for the iruth,only in the book, the belief that one

is doing some original research by going through a book, too much re-

pect for the writer's opinion, a lack of interest in the world and

the less-sas it gives, a naive belief in the power of,simple formulas,

a difficulty to adapt oneself to contemporary life, and, above,,all,

1. a
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a static regimentation unwelcome at .a period when social evolution

is so fast. (pp. 14-'15).

Something is being done about problem solving by business nd industry.

in.1983,General Motors"trained approximately 50 percent of its !mployees

in problem solving skills. Kathy Long, Director of Research and Development

for GM, said in a Tersonal interview (1983) that the training hai been suc-

cessful, that productivity and positive attitudes have both increased, and

that General Motors is going to devote more time and money to/problem solving

training. The training'has improved worker competency, enablied workers to
. /

diagnose and solve job-related problems, taught them to examine their own

behavior and consequences' of it, and has helped workers to more coOperatiVe

with eact, otheh in solving problems (Guest, 1979). The Cehter for Public
A

1

Resources, in its report Basic Skills in the United State: Work Force (1982),

identified other corporations and also schools whith are currently invol;ied

in problem solving training.
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A Model for Problem Solving

For students to hold jobs, to be retrained and in general to adapt to a

constantly accelerating rate of change in their lives, they will need strate-
,

rat for how to attack and solve problems. Possession of at 1easE one general

modeldel for solving problems is one essential strategy. There are many differ-

ent models*. The one we have developed is given below. It is based/on problem

solving models from General Motors (Kolb & Baker, 1980), from G. Polya's book

How to Solve It (1957), and from Thomas Gordon's book Teacher Effectiveness

Training (1974): Our model hasp five steps.

Step Model fox 5) 3,...2
1. Understand the Problem

o If people are involved, then there should be explicit, agreement

among the people on yhat,the problem is.

o If appropriate, analyze the problem for possible causes. (In

mathematics causes are usually not involved.)

2. Brainstorm for-.Possibia Solutiod Strategies

o No evaluations or judgments should occur here. This should a

free- wheeling act of generating ideas.

3. Choose a Tentative Solution Strategy

o For " people" problems, lonilssi of behaviors'and solutions must

be carefully considered. ,

o It people fare working out an interpersonal problem, then the

'
tentative strategy will likely be a compromise.

4. Carry Out the Tentative Strategy

o In implemwating most strategies involving people, it is important to

decide, "Who, does What, When."

0

5. Learn

o Immediately and over time think about what can

experience. What are the implications of what

o If appropriate, evaluate the effectivene* of

have to start over.)
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I

At the beginning, we have our students follow the Five Step Model, step by'

step. Later on they are encouraged to freely use their own creativity and
J\ A

intuition to solve problems since no,single model is directly applicable tb

all problems. \

The FiVe Step Model is currently being used by students for their academic

work,and for `their interpersonal lives, I\ But is the model also practical f9r

the work place? The answer is "yes". Students use it in their part-time,

jobs, and General.Motors uass it to get people to work together to solve prob-
\

lams. Empioyees cooperate in GM's Employee Participation Groups to solve ow-

the-job-problems. In a 1983 personal interview, Kathy York of GM's Research
0

and Development Division stated that competition among worksrs often turns out

to be a liability.. "They work separately' agaiust each other. We need our

employees to work together to'solve problems.; That will increase their job

competence." The problems that the groups foCus on are zot generally psycho-
,

logical ones; they are job-related problems. Workers, supervisors, managers,
;

and executives get involved'in the groups. Whoever is being affected by the

problem or the solution is im the group. They use, a model very similar to the

Five Step Model.

The Need for Transfermolorm..~.....larm.1NV

For general problem solving, a model is necessary but not suffi-
tY

cient, Transfer is one of the deficiencies. Schtilols teach problem solving,

\

but most students have difficultvtransferring.thdr. problem_solving,capabil7

ities from one setting to another (JohnSou, 1984; Snowden, 1984).

there are tow major reasons for lack of transfer

We believe
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1. Not enough diverse kinds of problems are given to students to
encourage transfer over a wide range of settings. Only math
problems are given, or science problems, or social studies pr 5-
lems, and so on. These problems are context bound. They are
too similar to each other. There are many commerical programs
for teaching problem solving, and they provide a wide variety
of problems. The June 1983 issue of the Kappan listed r c! than

30 programs, video-taped presentations, computer-assisted in-
struction, instructional programs for.teachers, and materials
for student use. Other excellent sources are:

o TherEdw rd delono School of Thinking, P.O. Box 711, Larchmont, NY
10538.

o Institute of the Advancement of Philosophy for' Children, Montclair
.

State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.

o TlicteProthcinProram from the Charles Z. Merrill Pub-
%shin Company in Columbus, OB.

o Problem Solving and Comprehension by Arthur Whimbey and Jack
Lochhead, The Franklin Institute Press, Philadelphia, PA, '1979.

o More Life Skills by Joan Hearn, Advanced Development Division,
Employment and Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, KlA 0J9, 1982.

'el Problem Solvin in School MathematicS 1980 Yearbook, National Coun-
c o of Mathematics, Reston, VA

o initrumental Enrichment by Reuven Feuerstein, University Park Press,
Baltimore, MD, 1980.

o The New MCAT Student Manual (quantitative Skills) from the Associa-
tion of American Medical Colleges, Waahington, DC, 1984.

o MIAls11.22111aldmission Test (Quantitative Skills) by Morris
tramson and Lawrence Solomor,7krco Publisning, Inc., NY, 1982.,_

o A aspkteiratration for the New MCAT, Vol. II ( Quantitative
Skills) by Beryl Brain, Drew Love, and Philip Kelleher, Health
Professional Edupation Service, Inc., Bethesda, MD, 1981.

If Molitor (1981) is right in. his predictions that by the year
2000, 76% of the work force will be in information/knowledge/education
enterprises and other services; then the-last three%references will .

be particularly good sources of problems to prepare, students for the
future.
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2. Most stuAents are not explicitly' taught strategies for'solving prob-

lems. Some strategies are: using a model,' reading information care-
fully, breaking the problem into manageable parts, and making a
sketch. 144 have taught strategies to students, they have learned
them, and they have improved their problem solying.

1

Strategies for Solving Problems.

Genera, Guidelines for Problem Solving ,

Guidelines from deBono. Edward deBono has formulated guidelines for good
!

thinking and problem solving. His 'system has been adopted by torporata execu-

tives, taughtoin schools, and studied by government officials froM more than

score of countries. Here are basic tools taken mostly from deBono's The

Learning To -Think C ourse book .

Consider Al2 Factors and Don't Limit Perceptions

A conscious effort should be made to tIlink of .everything, that might be

a

relevant for solving the problem. Suppose you're thinking about buying a new

house. 'Consider all factors' to be .sure you ask all the right questions.

While obvious issues such as size, cost and layout are bound to come to mitnd,.

without a deliberate effort to listevery relevant factor you might overlook

others. How good is TV reception? Is there a Local leash law? Can the pipes

be drained quickly in case ,of a power failure in freezing weather?

0

Even after using various tools of thought, you may not have found a satis-

factor- solution to your ptoblem. The key to

for possibilities outside your usual thinking

for -a light-bulb: ilament, tried -thousands- of.

finding alternatives is to look

patterns. Edison, -in searching
t I

-unlikely--materials including

cork, fishing line and tar, before succeeding with a strip df carbonized

cardboard.
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One of the traits that makes us erent f om animals is our ability to

imagine the outcome, of our actions., But* can greatly improve this ability

by learning to use it in a'systematic way.. The deBon technique is to imagine

the probably 'outcome of a. decision at four distances in the future: immtedi'

ate, short term (1 to 5 >mart), medium term (5 to 25 years) and long term

(over 25 years). ply weighing the consequences of thoughts and actions, people

can be less impulsive and make better decisions for themselves, based upon,

careful thought and aot on quick'emotion.

3. Aims, Goals, Objectives

An often usused tool of better thinking is the practi te of making
\

a list of reasons for doing a particular thing. Defining goals can also

help lead to creative solutions to problems. DeBono tells of a grand-,

mother trying to knit while her yarn was being tangled by the family tod-

dler. Exasperated, she put him in his playw, but he howled so loudly

that she had to take him out. Then she realized that her goal wasn't to

pen the child, but to separate him from her yarn. 'So she solved Qjt,:,

problem by leaving him out--and climbing into the playpen herself. \

Often problems involve a conflict with someone such as a friend,\parent,

boyfriend, or girlfriend. It is the mark of a good problem solver to\be able

to find a solution that will agree with the other person's viewpoint. 4t is
1

particularly difficult to do when one is upset or angry. But if you can\take

4. Other Points of View

another person's point of view at such times, then you have one of the malor

skills'of a good problei solver.
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Guidelines from Whimbey and Lochhead

An additiOnal set of guidelines for. problem solvers is given by Arthur

imbey and Jc,k Lochhead in Problem Solving and Comprehension. They descilbe

th beliefs, pratices, and tendencies of good problem solveri, and also the

cha acteristiis of poor problem solvers.

1. ositive Attitude

od problem solvers have a strong belief that academic reasoning problems

can be solved through careful, persistent analysis. Poor problem solvers,,by

contras frequently express t'e opinion:that "either'you kaow the answer to a

problem you don't know it, and if,youdon't know it you might as well give

up or sues .".

Thoroushl Understanding the Data and the Problem

Good probl- solvers take great care 41 understand the facts and the rela-

tionships in a p oblem fully and accurately. They are almost compulsive in

checking whether heir understanding of 'a problem is correct and complete. By

contrast; poor prob em solvers generally lack such an intense concern about

understanding. They frequently miss'a problem because they do not know exactly

what it states.

3. Breakint the Problem into Parts

Good problem solvers ii7e learned that analyzing complex problemand
N,

ideas often consists of brea ng the ideas into smaller steps. They have

learned to' attack a problem by tarting at a point where thefcan make some

sense of it, And then proceeding rom"there. In contrast, poor problem sclv

ers have not learned the approach of breaking .a complex problem into sub
,

problems--d eating first with one step and then another.
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4. Avoid Guessing

Poor Rroblem solvers tend to jump to conclusions and guess answers without

going through all the steps needed ta make sure that the answers are accurate.

Sometimes they make intJtitive judgments in the middle of a problem without

,,dhecking to see whether the judgments are correct. At other times they work a

problem part of the way, but then give up on reasoning and guess on an answer.

Good problem solvers-tend to work problems from beginning to end in small, care-
,

ful steps.

The, tendency for poor problem solvers to, make more errors - -to work too hast-

ily and sometimes skip steps--can be traced to the three characteristics already

discussed. First, poor problem solvers do not strongly believe that persistent

analysis is an effective way (im fact the only way) to deal' with problems. Thus

their motivation to persist in working an entire problem precisely and throughly,

until it is completely solved, is weak.

Second, poor,problem solvers tend to be careless in their reasoning. They

have not developed the habit of continuously focusing and checking on the accur-

acy of their Conclusions. And third, they have not learned to break a problem

into'parts and work it step-by-step. As a result of these three characteristics,

poor problem solvers have a strong tendency to make hasty responses as they work

academica reasoning problems, causing errors in both simple computations and in

logic.

5. Activeness in Problem Solving

The final characteristic of good problem solvers is the tendency to be more

active than poor problem solvers when dealing with problem solving, Put simply,

they do more things as they deal with a problem. 'For example, if a written de-

scription is hard to follow, good problem solvers may try to create a mental

picture of the ideas in order-to "see" the situation better. If a presentation

is lengthy, confusing, or vague, they try to pin it down in terms of familiar
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experiences and concrete examples. Furthermore they will ask themselves.

questions about the problem, answer the questions, and "talk to themselves"

as they try to clarify their thoughts. They may try a flow-, -1rt, brain-

storm for possibilities, ,write on the problem, make diagrams, or use

other physical aids to thinking. All in all, good problem solvers are active

in many ways which help them get a clearer understanding and how. to progress;

through them.

The Problem Solver's Knowledge Base
111.

Robert Glasser ( :984) itatad that ,ihe knowledge .of novice problem solvers

is organized around the literal objects explicitly given in a problem state

meat. 'Experts' knowledge, on the other hand, is Organized around principles

and abstractions that subsume these objects. The principles are not Apparent

in the problem statement but derive from knowledge about the things in the

problem or the subject matter associated with the problem. knowledge of dilt-
r

eticS is needed tolsolve problems of nutrition, knowledge of auto mechanics is

needed to fix a car, and so on. The problem solving difficulty of novices:can be

attributed largely to the inadequacies of their knowledgeibases.and not to-limit-

,

ations in their processing capabilities, such as the inability to use problem-

solving strategies. "Current studies of high levels of competence. support the

recommendation that a significant focus for understanding expert thinking and

problem solving and its development is investigation of the characteristics and

influence of organized knowledge_ structures that are required over long periocs

of time" (0:99). Reuren Feuerstein (1980, p.22) sums it up very well:

"It is when cognitive processes become detached from specific tasks that cog-

nitive structures are established. These structures are of a more general

nature than the learning of specific tasks and, hence, result in more adaptive

,obehavior by the individual."
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t

Students with a wider knowledge base are better at brainstorming for

solutions across a wide range of problems. They are more able to understand

and construct analogies, they make more discoveries, they see patterns, and

they establish new relationships.

Some Specific Problui Solving Strategies

There are other strategies that can help peiJple become better problem

solvers. The ones to be discussed here are: thinking aloud, using the trial

and error method, working backwards, finding all the possiblities, managing

time, logical And critical reasoning, and gathering, recording, and analyzing.

data. We have taught these strategies to students and have witnessed students'

growth in becoming confident and skillful problem solvers.

Thinking Aloud. When using this strategy, people say aloud their thoughts

while attempting to solve a problem. All mental processing,. however, need n),

be vocalized'. For example, it is not i;easonable to explain the meaning of

every word read for a problem. When a student is unsure of what' to do, co re-

fused by an idea, or stops for some time to think about it, then some thinking

aloud may be appropriate. When the strategy is used, then students should try

to think aloud as much as possible. Expressing thoughts, especially at sec-

tions of a problem where difficulties or hesitancy arise, is a good way to

avoid skipping steps in reasoning, jumping over important information, or

being unaware of the point at which being bogged down occurred.

Thinking aloud while solving problems requires practice. At first, many

students find it difficult to vocalize their thoughts as they work problems.

But stdents do get used to expressing i4 words the steps they take and gain

confidence in "talking out" the problem in front of the teacher and Other

students. We use the technique in full class settings, in small groups, and
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in one-to-one discussions between student and teacher. The choice of setting

depends on the nature of the problem, the students, and the teacher.

From thinking aloud, our students, have learned to listen to each other, to

locate breakdowns in reasoning, to learn where the stumbling point is, to rea-

lize haw different people approach the same.problen, and to see more than one.,

solution to the same problem on the.blackboard/at the same time.. Students and

teachers are often amazed at ow much they .cat learn from each other by think-

ingaloud.
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Trial and Error,

Trial and error is often underestimated as a problem solving strategy,

but it can be a key strategy in the solution of some. problems. Trial and

error can be .applied systematically by simply trying different solutions

to see if they work. More often than not, however4 the search can be

narrowed by taking into account relevant knowledge and, by inference, re-

ducing the number of solutions to be tried. Trial and error can also be

advantageous in getting a feel,for a problem. Trying out a reasonable

guess, even if it does not work, can give valuable information. For

example,,i4 trying to find a'decimal approximation for the square root of

two, one might try 1.5 (1 is too small because 1 x 1 = 1, and 2 is too big

because 2 x 2 = 4). Since 1.5 x 1.5 = 2.25, 1.5 is too big but that is

valuable information because it directs the next attempt to a number between

1 and 1.5. Teachers should encourage students to mike reasonable guesses at

times and should spe:ify for them the value of what was learned from the

trial and error and how the error can narrow the search for a solution.

This same way of thinking'about the information gained from an imperfect

attempt can be applied to solutions of interpersonal problems. Suppose ta

father and his daughter are problem solving about the condition of her roomt

particularly about the,dirty clothes on the floor and On the furniture.. An

idea to try might be a clothes hamper in her room. Both would agree that it

is a trial solUtion to be evaluated,°say, in three weeks. If the solution

is not the right one, the attempt still will help to clarify the problem'and
1,

suggest a better solution.

One roadblock,to becoming a good problem solver is reluctance to take a

risk. Many adults have been conditioned over the years to believe that there

is some strategy or way to proceed in solving a problem that they "should"

1. 5 7
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have learned, and if they can't "remember how to, do this kind of problem,"

they simply give up. Teaci.irs are confronted with this attitude frequently

when their students complain that "ie,haven't had this yet." Indeed, there

are many specific approaches to problems that can be learned. But good prob-

lem solvers are not hampered by the convictiotithat there is only one way to

solve a problem., They d^ not rely on some outside authority, but have confi-

\

deuce in their own ability to 61nerate ideas. Ieach,ars can encourage students

to become self-reliant by freeiitg them to make reasonable guesses and to use

trial and error to gain insight into a problem.

,.Working Backwards

Sometimes it is easier to solve a problem by working, backwards rather than

attacking .the problem head on. orking back- :ds involves a change in perspec-
C..

tive in that the new starting point was the original goal and the original

starting point the new' goal. Working:backwards can be helpful because prob-

lems are often easier solved in one direction than another.

Working backwards has many useful applications. Suppose you are writing

a position paper to you; boss to convince her to accepts particularly crucial

idea. In thinking about how to draft the paper, you might begin by working

backwards and ask yourself, "What kinds of questions would she ask' me? What

would be her major objections? Holido I keep from offending her?" By working

backwards, by starting with the goal, a more convincing paper can bewritten.
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Findinj All the Possibilities

Another importat strategy for problem solving is to have a systematic way

of listing all possible outcomes of some occurrence. Ire system must insure

that all 'Possibilities are listed and also that only those possibilities which

"make sense" from thestructUre of the problem are listed. An example of an

orderly way to list all possible ways for something to happen or all possible

arraugementS is show below. Thinking exercises about drawing iaarbles from

1 bags are useful for developing orderly, ways to exhaust all possibilities and

,the 7 are generalizable to a large number of ,actual situations.

EXAMPLE: Suppose there arelour marbles

in a bag, numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4.

What are all the ways to draw out the

marbles if, once a marble is drawn,

it is not returned to the bag? One

orderly way of thinking is to actually

make a list with the help of a running

conversation with oneself: .

"OK, 2222SuoseIhaetthelltotal first?" 1

"Now, I'll list all the ways if the 2 comes second.

(Then later, if the 3 comes.second and if the 4 comes

second.) Sothere is 12 followed by 34 and 12 followed 1,2

by 43.. And there is no other way for 1 followed by 2." 1 2 3 4

1 followed by 2."
1 2 4, 3

"Now, what are all the ways for / first and 3 second?

There is 13 followed by 24 and 13 followed by 42. And

there is no other way for 1 fast and 3 second.

"Finally, what are all the ways for 1 first and 4 second?

There is 14 f llowed by 23 rand 14 followed by 32. And

there is no other way for I followed by 4.."

A similar conversation goes on with oneself to generate

all the arrangements when 2 is drawn first, when 3 is

drawn first, and when 4 is drawn first. The results:

2 1 3 4
21 77
2 3
2 3

2 4i 3
2 417.

1. 3

1 3 2 4
1 3 4 2.

1 4

3 1 2 4 4

3 1 4 2 4

3214 4

3 2 r-r 4

3412 4

3 4 2 1 4

1. 3

1 4 2 3
1 4 3 2

1 2 3
1 3 2
2 1 3
2 3 1,

3 1 2
.3 2 1
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So, there are 24 ways to draw four marbles in order if the drawn marble is

replaced in the bag. Every possibility is listed and there are no more.

Another skills for finding these 24 possible ways is to draw a "tree";

3 4 4 1 2 4

A A A' 11 A AAA A
4 2 4 2 3 3 4 4 3 2 4 1 4 1 2 2 3 1 3 2

11 li 1 11 1111111
4 3 232431314241,21323121

tr

4 choices for 1st marble

3 choices for 2nd Marble
(so far 4 x 3 or 12)

It . 2 choices for 3rd marble

(so far 4 x 3,x 2 or 24)

1 choliA for 4th marble
(4x3x2x1 or 24)

There are 24 "paths" down this "tree" and the one that is indicated above

repre-ents the combination 2 3 1 4.

The skill of drawing a tree to determine: all possibilities is an important

one. Suppose all the possil".e'ways to arrange 10 digits (without replacement

as in the above example) were critical information. for the solution to a prOb.-

lem. Listing all the possibilities would be formidable and the true would be

impractical to draw. But by reducing the problem'to a simpler problem

(another problem solving strategy) one could realize that there is a pattern

1 '0 r.
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for finding the number of combinations. The tree for the 4-digit problem

makes it clear that there are 4x3x2x1 or 24 ways' to arrange four\digits.

,So. it is logically sound to compute 10 % 9%8%7%6%5 :(4x3x2x1 to

find the number of ways to arrange 10 digits (without. replacement).

This kind of thinking"is useful problem solving skill. The 4-digit

problem has the same structure as figuring out,, for example:

o How many different ways can 4 colors 'be used to paint a car

colors for the body, the top, and two parts of the trim are

differently? (24 ways)

o What is the probability of drawing the "winning number" 2 1

box containing four chips labelled "1 ",. "27, "3" and "4"?

of the 24 possibilities).

if the

arranged

4 3 from a
(1/24 or 1

o How many different routes are there which reach all of 4 cities only,

once and wbiCh could originate in any ofthe fouecities? (24) One

sucl' route, (1) Cleveland to (3), St. Louis to (2) Kansas City to (4)

Chicago, is shown below. The Illustration shows that regardless of the

city of origin, any other city can be reached next, making this situa-

tion analagous to the 4-digit problem.

I)

Cleveland

(1.)

(leave room

'Kansas City
(2)

St. Louis

(310/

oh'

Chimo
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Very often, the number of ways to do something or the likelihood of an

event occurring is important informatiOn for solving a problem, not only in

mathematics, but also in other situations.

'Time.Management. Time management can influence problem solving. Poor

scheduling can lead to insufficient time to work through a problem to a solution,

or perhaps to never even getting to the problem. An appropriate amount of time

must be allocated for reflecting on the problem, for considering different lays

to approach a solution, and for reviewing and critiqueing the steps used. The

pressure that can result from poor scheduling can cause subpar problem solving

by limiting the amount of planning time and the time needed for patient delib

eration. A student's patience and perserverance is often a key to good prob

lem solving. A necessary condition for this is good time, management skills.

We have recommended to students that they keep a chart of their activities

to use as a basis for managing their time better., Time priorities often have

to be set each day and a ahart or liot can help. Some students 4o not manage

their time well enough to acquire an essential piece of knowledge, get to the

library, 'or talk to' someone leho can help them. Allocating specific blocks of

time to specific "tasks according to their importance and the time they require

is a useful skill. Systematic reflection on one's use of time and on how much

is lost if it is used inefficiently can lead students to modify their own

behavior.

kojaland Critical Reasoning.

A lack of loQical and critical reasoning skills hinders students' procintss

in becoming adept problem solvers. The more we listen to them talk aloud

about their problem solving, check their papers, and observe their activities,
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the more we are impressed with the extent of their deficiencies in legical

and critical reasoning.

One of the major problems students have is dealing with ambiguities in

the English language. For example, consider the real-life story of a famous

mathematician who had to take a,driving examination. He had memorized many

statements from a booklet, including the following:

It is illegal to park within 15 feet of a fire hydrant.

As part of the test, he was given some "true-false" questions, one of which was:

It is illegal to part within 9 feet of a fire hydrant. False True

The mathematician checked "True" on the grounds that if.the statement he had

memorized was true, then the question in the test was true.- The examiner,

however, claimed that the correct response was "False," since the statement in

the booklet explicitly mentioned "15 feet" and not "9 feet."

Next consider the phrase from the song "Home on the Range":

..,and the skies are not cloudy all day."

What on earth does it mean? Does it mean that all day long there is never a

cloud in the sky? Does it mean that the skies are not cloudy all day long--there

is usually a moment, about 2:15 p.m. or so, when a bit of sunshine and blue,

sky breaks-through? Just what does it mean?' Does it mean'that, on the average,

the skies are much less cloudy than they were back East? Who knows?

As another exAmlel'consider the two statements:

a) A Swede invented dynawite.

b) A Swede is a European.

The meaning of the' indefinite article "A" before "Swede ".in these two statements

is quite different: in (a) it means one, in (b) it'means every,

The phrase "..,and the clouds are not cloudy all day" was, of course,
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never intended to be a precise statement about anything. It was intended

merely to evoke an image of the clear, bright, sunny West.. But, even when one

tries to be precise, the ambiguities of English can present problems for

students.

As an illustration of the role of logical reasoning in problem solving,

the following table was given to a class of high school seniors.

Resting Systolic Blood Pressures

Found in 20 Patients

Morning Patients (Doctor I) Afternoon Patients (Doctor II) _
8,, PressurePatient Pressur' Patient

-.,

Number ., .3ex Age ' ,(mm Hg) Number Sex Age (mm Hg)
,.

1 F 25 120 11 F 22 122
2 M 42 150 12 F . 47 151

3 4, F 22 120 13 M 21 118
4 F 35 135 14 . F 40 133
5 F 45 145 15 F 44 141

6 F 31 125 16 F 19 126
7 F 21 120 17 25 -120
8 F 27 130 18 M 22, 128
9 F 32 130 19 F 39 , 133

10 F .20 120 20 F 21 1Z3

Accompanying the table was the statement:

If a patient had both a morning and an afternoon blood

pressure reading taken, then the afternoon reading would

be higher.

Students were to select one of the following as their answer:

(A) The statement is supported by the information given.

(B) The statement is contradicted by the information given.

(C) The statement is neither supported nor contradicted by

the information given.
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Every student in the class of 12 pupils marked "8" because they said that no

patient had a morning and afternoon reading. This is an incorrect interpretation

of the hypothetical "If."-..then..." statement. The correct answer is "C" since

no consi\stent pattern exists of higher readings in the afternoon.

Thi same class also declared these next two open sentences to be equivalent:

(1) x(x-3)=0

(2) x=0 and x=3

They are not equivalent. However, the two sentences would be equivalent if

the work "and" were replaced by "or".

Students need to be given more practice and guidance in dealing with the

logic of..problems with a particular emphasis on teachers giving them many sound°

and appropriate problems to work and listening to them reason aloud. We,

strongly recommend.An Introduction to Logic by Exner and Kaufman (1978) from

CEMREL, Inc.I.St, Louis, Missouri.

Critical reasoning is another area of student deficiencies. Students

often lack skills to assess expressed ideas, beliefs and statements Which one

encounters daily through4 media and through remarks made by people in the

form of .opinions, reports, rumors, etd. There is quite a well-organized

body of knowledge on critical reasonin

The process of critical inquiry is%n impartial one. Judgments and

evalua.Jons are delayed until the data is in. Observations, people's opinions,

collected information, etc., should all be in befee decisions are made. The

process is to be objective, avoiding preconceived versions of the results.

It should be open enough to invite further inquiry if people are not satisfied

and problems are not solved. Also, in critical inquiry people's feelings are

often involved. Respect for people's personal dignity must be remembered

when people are the objects of the inquiry.
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Another important part of critical inquiry is evaluating the assumptions

being made during the inquiry. If assumptions are not clearly in mind, then

invalid, conclusions can be drawn,,inappropriate decisions made, or people's

feelings hurt. An example from Joan Hearn's (1982) More Life Skills is:

Willie Jones is a fifteen year old, Grade 10 student who

spent Saturday night breaking windows at his high school..

His mother's assumption is that his is a crazy, mixed-up kid.

His father'S assumption is that boys will be boys.

His principal's assumption is that there are too many boys

like Willie about and that.the school is better off without

them.

The police's assumptions are that public property must be

protected and .wrong doers must be discouraged.

It is clear that if Willie'S.mother were to discusstWillie's activities with

his high school principal,'neither of them is going to get anywhere because

they are arguing from different assumptions.

People can improve their critical, reasoning skills; And it is evident

from our experience that there is no substitute for practice. Students must

be given good situations, :problems, and simulations from which to develop and

sharpen their skills. An excellent source is Joan Hearn's (1982) More Life

Skills.



Gathering, Recording and Analyzing Data

The first step in the Problem Solving model is to understand the/problem.

When full information is presented/to a student, understanding the problem involves

careful reading, eliminating extraneous information, and for mike problems,/
drawing a sketch or a, diagrym/or organizing given data in a tabl These are the

usual kinds of problems students are given in school. Unfort ately, most problems

encountered in one's life (at work, at home, or socially) are no- so "neat."

Crucial or helpful information is often missing and the problem solver must have

Skills not only for obtaining
necessary information, but also for recognizing what

information is needed. SoMe example of such problems follow.

HOw can productivity be increased in Plant A?

',How can the absentee rate be reduced?

What is the least expensive way to get Job X done considering labor costs,

cost of materials and employee morale?

How do I get my car started so I can get to work on time this morning?

' What steps can I take to effect a behavior change in Person Y?,

To cut costs and maintain sales volume, where can money best be saved in the

production of ProdUct X, packaging or advertising?

What is the best solution for a problem involving a desagreement between

labor and management?

' How can the quality of.on-the-job training be improved to teach skills more

efficiently?

' What are the important variables for increasing morale?

How can I plan my finances to reserve X amount of money per month for

investments?

Data-gatheringcan occur on many levels. In some cases, understructured observation
is useful. For example, simply watching a production line for an hour could help a

person to generate ideas for a more structured efficiency study. Or a task-oriented

1 7.7 a



group could be observed for clues about group discord. More analytical data-

gathering involes the use of checklist or coding of events or behaviors: Once

data is collected, a second skills is to summarize the information in a mean-

ingful form. If the information is quantitative, data from a checklist can

be'recorded in a variety of kinds of graphs, tables, or figures. Non-quanti-

tative observations can be categorized.or written up as a case study. The

skill of.selecting a way to represent data interacts with a third skill:

analyzing observational results.

General Motors recognizet that data-gathering is often critical for problem-

solving. The manual they use for training employees to conduct Employee Partici-

pation Groups includes the followin data-gathering skills:

1. Making Check Lists. The following examples from the GM manual show how

information can be organized about two different aspects of possible' causes

of a parts shortage (e.g., type of part and number of srtages by month).

Direct observations are recorded as tt 4, occur.

Type Of Part
Number. Of Shortages By Month

.

J F MAMJJ A 5 0 N 0 Total
.--..;.--

001

002 VI_

003 =of
004

I., 11.Wdmo elonr

005
.1I I, .

006
.. .

i

Other

Unknown
.

Total --.....,

Type
Of Part

Number Of Shortages By Shift

I 2 3 Other Total

001 71
002 /
003

004

005
.

006

Other ,
Unknown

.....---........

r_...A
....

Type
Of Part '7Hr.

gni now

Length Of Shortage

1
W . I Ma. Other Total

001 10

002

003

004
ss.............rerasafirl

INPIMAIMMIMIN1.011.....

005

006 .

Other1.0.
Unknown

IMMO.'

44.0....1=0
II

ONANNIOIMINIAN
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2. Making Charts. Information from check lista can be recorded in charts

which help the problem-solver to analyze the problem to be solved.

An example:

Type Of Reject
Machine

Total
2 3 4

Scratch 2 r s /a
Bent 3 / 44 00

Dented / / il.

Other/Unknown 0 d 0 Co a

Total S 7 // elo

A second kind of chart is a bar graph. The following graphs indicate that

pomsible\calles of rejects to consider first might be (1) something making

scratches (12 of the 30 rejects); (2) involved with the 4th machine (ii of

the 30 rejects)j (3) on the 3rd shift (15cdthe 30 rejects).

TYPE MACHINE SHIFT

-30

20

10

%C4

9P

4.1 5% It,'
4

c-Sd
0

30
NE.

20

10

179

30

20

10

3 \

.)(1F.
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A, third kind of chart is a Pareto Pareto charts organize vital in-

formation and data in a cumulative way\ In the following example from

Lloyd and Rehg (1983), the weekly. Cost of supplies for eight classrooms has,

been converted into percentages which have\been depicted in a bar graph

with the percentages in descending order. \The solid line illustrates cumula-

tive percentages. In this example., the graph shows that classrooms E and B

are responsible for 68 percent of the total expenditure. One option from this

data is to conclude that the other classroom expenditures are "trivial" factors

and attention should be focused on the costs for schools E and B. y.

$).65.

1 ..11 1:=2. =1.= (fib

3 II C A F G Fl I

$22.50 $10.19 $8.i6 $3.40 $1.50 $1,12 $.90 $.49

CLASSROOM

I 30
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Social and interpersonal problem solving can also require data-g.athering.

Much of this must be done via observation of(peopl,e and their interactions. In

conflicts between two people, the needs of bath people must be known and good

listening skills (to be outlined in a later section) Can provide much of the

necessary data. For example, if an employee gradually becomes less productive

and less cooperative, a supervisor's listening skills might reveal problems rang-

ing from poor health to financial.problems.to unsatisfactory working conditions.

Such informWon-gatheripg is critical for interpersonal problem solving.

Many interpersonal "froblems involve needs, preferences, or" values of

groups of people. Useful information can be collected via interest surveys,

evaluation forms, or other questionnaires. One of the most effective ways to

Improve the quality of training programs is to condunt frequent anonymous

evaluations by participants. TalliesAf responses to objective items often

reveal patterns of possible causes of problems. For example, ratings for the

.1

instructor's yapport with the class might be low while ratings for instructional

materials are high. Open-ended questions are extremely useful and usually

give additional additional relevant information.
fi

,Objective obser4ation of group dynamics 'is often the key to solving

problems involving group cohesiveness and group productivity. In most groups,

people assume roles (leader, follower, antagonist, peace-makSr, clown, etc.).

Observation of interactions among, members of k.group is useful information

`z.

for a group facilitator.

Good and Brophy (1978) give many examples of instruments for gathering

information about classroom dynamics and teacher behavior. The following form,

for example, can, be used to determine whethera teacher is giving appropriate

feedback to students about the adequacy of their responses in discw;sion and

recitation sessions.
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TEACHER. FEEDBACK WHEN STUDLVT FAILS TO ANSWER CORRECTLY

DIRECTIONS: When a student is unable to answer a question'or gives
answers incorrectly, code as many categories as apply

to the teacher's feedback responses.

BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

1. Criticizes
2. Says "No," "That's not right," act. 1. 13.

3, No'feedback- -goes on to something else'

4. Ambiguous - doesn't indicate whether or not 2. 14.

answer is acceptable
1111111IMINI

5. Asks a student or the class whether
answer is correct

3. 15.

6. Asks someone else to answer the question. 4. 16.

7. Repeats question to :time student, prompts
("Well?" "Do you know?" etc.) 5. 17.

8. Gives a clue, or rephrases question 'to

make it easier 6. 18.

9. Asks same student an entirely new question

10. Answers question for the student 7. 19..

11. Answers question and also gives explanation
or rationale for answer 8. .20.

12. Gives explanation or ratiOnale-fcT why
student's answer was not correct 9. 011111111.. 21.

13. Praises student for good attempt or guess

14. Other (specify) 10. 22.

it. 23.

12. 24.

If instruction in problem solving is to be transferable to real-life

problems, students must learn to gather relevant information and they must be

armed with tools for recording and analyzing their observations.

1 3`)
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THE 7IVE STEP MODEL EXTENnED "FOR PROBLEM SOLVING

The Five Step Model has been developed as an aide for students in solving

problems. It is extended here to show hcw many useful strategies can be

embedded within the model.

EXtended Model:

1.. Understand the problem
jj

o What are the essential data?

o Is there enough information to solve the problem?

o Would a figure or sketch help? Maybe introdude symbols or other

variables.

o Separate the problem intoimanageable parts, if needed. Write down

m each part.
b

o Can the problem be restated in a different way to help understand

it?

Brainstorm for Possible Solution Strategies

o Generate a lot of ideas. 'Don't judge them, just write them down.

o Has a problem like it been solvedibefore? 0

o Would working a related problem be useful/

o .If there were some particular additional information, could the

Problem be solved? Where would the information be obtained?

Choose a Tintatilie Solution Strategy

o Remember, the strategy may not work'and the process may have to be

stark d over. ,

'o For "people" problems, consequences associated with carrying out

tentative strategies must be carefully weighed.

o Also, if people are working out an int% personal problem, then the

tentative 'strategy will likely be a compromise: No one is likely to

get everything they !'ant.
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4. Carry Out the Tentative Solution Strategy

o Check each step'as the an in carried out. Check that each step is

OK. Is each step correct or valid? Y.

o Are there probably places for errors, mistakes, or faulty reasoning?

Where are they?

o Would it be useful to have someone else go over your steps?

o-For implementing solutions to "people" problems, decide "Who does

What, Wien." Maybe write it down.

5. Le.arn

o Cheek the result if possible. Is the judgment sound? Does it have

a, reasonable chance of solving the problem?

o What are the implications or consequences of the solution?

.0 Could the problem be worked another way? Perhaps look at other

people's solutions and heaib ghat they have to say.

o If appropriate, evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.

o Have enough problems like this one been, worked to begin to

generalize to a plan for solving similar problems? ,

.6 Does this solved problem open up new relationships that hadn't been

thought of before? Think about it!

o What are your strengths as a problem solver? Your weaknesses?

o Are you getting,involved in solving problems? Are zou doing the

work or is someone else? Your involvement is essen$14..

I 3
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Hi ht,r Ord!Ir

,Senee ets inceptioa,in /969, the National AsseSsmene, of Educational Pro-

gress NA°Z,3?) has surveyed the knowledge, skills, and:Attitudes r) over one

million etudents The Educatioa Commission of States; which colleets this

data, reported thet"today's minimum skills are demonstrated successfully by a

mejority of studeats.- Higher order skills, however, are achieved only by a

minority of 17-year-olds, and this peoportioa declined over the last decade.

0

'If this trend continues as many as two million students may graduace in 1990

without the skills aeceseary for emoloymeae tomorrow's marketplace" (Educw-

tion Commission of the States, i982, p. 2). They further noted that:

The 'basics" o4 tOU04rOW are the skills considered to be of a higher level

touaye Maim 'skills include:

o Evaluation and analysis skills

o Critical thinking
o Problem-solving strategies (includia6 mathematical problemeeelvieg)

o Organization and reference skills

,o Synthesis

,
o Applieation
o Creativity
Detisioa-makin given completeinformatien

o Co uu nicatianai skills through a variety .of modes (p. 6)

A surVeY,of 123 school, systems Henry & Raymond, 1982) 4ound that the

basic skill of %.easdning" had the smallest peteeatage of school systems

eealuating students as having superior preparation. Sixteen perceat of the

schools acknowlesed that "the.majority of work force-bound students were

iaadeeleately prepared to reason through complex problems and decis.Lous" (p.

21),

al

Archie v, Lapeinte (1984) Executive Director of the Center for the Assess-

aent of Education Progrese: drew the folloNing conclusion from NAM) findings.

'7/oder exaselnation of the aura reveals that poorly developed probleL

solving skills.hiader atedents' performance to mathematics. Indeed, weak-

aesses exist in the so-called higher-order skills in general. Most'ste

dents do well with literal comprehension but lack the skills ,of inference,

5
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analysis, and interpretation. .Today's definition of functional literacy

calls for these higher-order skill's more than ever before, exen as ntu-

dents' mastery of them is seemingly on the decline. Clearly, a renewed

focus on these skills is needed (p. 666),.

As students attempt to solve more and more complex problems, the need for

them to:acquire higher-order problem solving skills increases. For General

Motors, some of °these skills are problem analysiscdecisiomm-making, and plan-

ning. Some higher-order skills listed by Piaaet are ,hypothetical thinking,

observing and discovering patterns, establishing relationships, making gener-

alizations, and sophisticaticin with combinatorial and probabilistic thinking.

Bloom's (1956) hierarchy of cognitive skills begins with knowledge of facts

and extends to higher-order skills.

Level, 1: Rnowled ee. The ability to recall specific facts, methods, or

procedures: terminology, facts, rules, treads, classification schemes, cri-

teria, methodology, principles; generalizations, theories, structures. This

1,evel involves little more than retrieving stored information.

Level Comprehension. The ability to make use ofwhat,is being commun-
,

icat%d: oto translate or put information in another form (restate an idea,

interpret diagram, summarize, draw a picture); to interpret or reorder ideas

and comprehend inter - relationships; to extrapolate,or. go. beyond the given data

(drawing conclusions, theorizing, predicting). This level involves under.-

staading ideas. 4,

Level 11ApalicaliAl. The ability 'to apply knowledge and principles to

actual situations: generalizing to another situation. This level invOlves

putting into action knowledge which from Level 2 has been understood.

The ability to classify or break -material down into

its components, to understam, he relationships between the components, and to

recognize the, pri.0 iple that organizes the structure or the system: to com-

par, and contrast, tb distinguish between fact and opinion, to recognize
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e,:traneous information, to recognize, unstated assumptions, to compare theor-

ies. This level involves a kind of logical thinking similar to Piagat's

formal operations.

LemilLInalals. The ability to bring 'together ideas and knowledge

from many ,sources to form new ideas, (methods, or procedures: unique

communication, a plan, a set 40f operations, a strategy. This level, involves

creative oz original thinking.

Level 6: Evaluation. The ability to make quantitative and qualitative

:1,..Ldgments: to weigh, to examine, to analyze, to use criteria, to recognize

the best of several reasonably good answers or solutions. This level reqUires

the abilities of: the first five levels and is crucial for substantive,pioblem

solving.

Although Bloom et. al. prepared their widely accepted taxonomy in 1966 as

a guide for developing and evaluating educational objectives, actual classrOot

instruction has generally focused on Level 1 and Level 2 objectives. Bloom

(1984) observed:,

. . . teachers in the United States typically make use of textbooks that

rarely pose real problems. These textbooks emphasize specific content to

be remembered and give students little opportunity to discover underlying

concepts and principles'and even lees opportunity to attack real problems

in the environments in which they live. The teacher-made tests (and

standardized tests) are largely tests of remembered information. After

the sale of over one million copies of The. Taxonomy of Educational Objec-

tivesCognitive Domain (1956) and over a 'quarter of a century of the use

of this domain in preservice and in-service teacher training, it is esti-

mated,that over 90% of test questions that U.S. public school students are

now expected to answer deal with than information. Our

instructional materie,. our classroom teaching methods, and our testing

methods rarely rise Above the lowest category of the Taxonomy--knowledgo

(p. 13).

There is no better context within which to develop higher-order skills

then in the context of problem solvins. A bonus is that the cognitive levels

of knowledge and understanding can also be developed via problem solving. The
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'National Council of TeacLers of Mathematics in its Agenda for Action-7

'Recommendations ftr the 80's,(a.980) had as its number one,recommendation that

mathematical content for K-12 be r.augh primarily in a problem-solving

context.

Simulations

In simulations, students are actively involved. The student assumes

an active role as.a problem,soliver and often controls decisions and

consequences fllat are a part of most problem solving situations. For

example, in the simulation Ltoe-Career (published by Western Publishing

Co.), students must make decisions and solve problems for a fictitious

person as the person deals with.work, marriage, and education. Players

plan time and activities"relative to school, studying, job, leisure time,

and famtly.. The game generates a universe simulated experieL that

students can compare with the real world; that.is, they can comTre the

experiences in to game,to what they believe true about their own world.

Sarane Boocock (1968) founu that the Life Career simulation increased

students' facutal knowledge 4bout careers; established new relationships e

for students on how jo,s, school, and family can be very interdependent;,

helped students learn that there is a causal relationship between their

behavior and the outcome of events; and increased student confidence in

their decision making and problem solving abilities;.

The World Future Society published a directory of information resources

which includes descriptions and references for 45 simulation games (Cornish,

1979, pp. 627-638). Some other resources:
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Simulation Games for the Social Stud'es Classroom 4illiam

A..Nesbitt (1971), Foreign Policy AssoCiation, Glenview, IL.

Construction and Use otWritten imulations by Christine McGuire,

wrence Solomon, andPhilip Bashook (1.976), The Psychological

Corporation.

Simulation Games in Learning by Sarane Boocock and E. 0.. Schild

(1968),,Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, CA.

Good simulations require most of the essential moves of successful

problem solvers: gathering data, selecting alternatives, conducting analyses,

synthesizing, generalizing,
making4ecisions, pltsining, and taking action.

Accordingto William A. Nesbitt C1971), simulations teach` students to think

critically, examine alternative strategies, and to critique their own

'decisions and behaviors. Simulations prOvide an opportunity for students

to solve substantive problems and to gain confidence in their abilities to

tackle problhms, wrestle with them, and by progressing a bit at a time,

efr

eventuAlly solve them.

Inter ersonal Skills for Rein Effective With Individuals and In Grou s

CI

Interpersonal skills are critical for problem solving, and they have

been identified as highly desirable, by'employers. A very recent study,,

Perspectives on Vocational Education (Chicago United,_ 1884), found that 94%

of 995 employers cited the ability to'work with others,as the interpersonal

skill they most wanted in their workers. One of the conclu7ions from a survey

of 593 secondary vocational training teachers in 32 vocational training program

, areas (Greenan, 1983) was that "all interpersonal relations skills are very

important for success' and highly generalizable across all program areas and

programs" (p.57).
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Considering the importance placed on interpersonal skills by representa-

tives of business and !industry and by vocational educators, they should be

part of a pretectInical curriculum. The following outline gives a listing of

specific skills whigh are applicable in most interpersonal settings -- at

home, at work, and particularly in task-oriented problem solving sessions.

Summary of Interpersonal Skills

I. Awareness of self and others

'A.' Values

B. Needs

C. Feelings

II. Recognizing problenlownership (Who is upset?)

A. Identifying self as being upset

B. Identifying other person as being.upset

4

III.. Selecting appropriate skills according to, problem ownership

A. Assertive statements when problem owned by self

B. _Lltening skills when problem owned by °per person

IV. Recognizing Roadblocks to Communication when someone owns

a problem

A. ,Directive Responses '

4k.

1. Ordering, commanding, directing

2. Warning,.threatening

B. Solution Responses (advising, offering solutions or

suggestions)

Persuasive Responses

1. Moralizing, preaching, giving "shoulds and oughts"

2. Teaching; lecturing, giving logical arguments

3. Reassuring, sympathizing, consoling, supOrting
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D. Evaluative Responses

1., Judging, criticizing,' disagreeing, blaming

2. Name-calling. stereotyping, labeling, ridiculing

,3. Praising, agreeing, giving positive evaluations

w 4. Interpreting,, analyzing, diagnosing

. Avoidance Responses

ti

.14/ Withdrawing, dit4tracting, being sarcasti.2, humoring,

diverting

2.. Emphasizing one's own needs

F. Questioning responses (Probing, interrogating, cross-

examining

G.4''2/nterrupting

V. Avoiding 'Roadblocks to Communication

VI. Listening

A. Ericouraging the other person to talk

1. Silence

2. Nonverbal encouragement

3. Verbal encouragement

B. Responding by reflecting meaning

14' Paraphrasing

2. Clarifyi.g, confirming

C. Responding by reflecting Meaning and feelings -- Active.

Listening)
.

D. Applying'ACtive Listening;

1. Dealing with angel'

2. Facilitating problem solving

3. Support and rapport

VII. Assertive statements

A. Distinguishing betweenaggressive and:'assertive statements

B. Giving D-Messages
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Problem Solving in Groups

Problem solving in groups is now emerging as an important part of the work

world for all levels of employees, not just managers (Pratzner & Russell,

1984). MAny companies are involving workers in diagnosing problems and imple-

menting effectiveisolutions. These organizations have implemented programs

called "Quality Crcles Programs," of Which.one important element is the

Quality Control Circle. Very briefly, Quality Control Circles have these

thinas J2 common. Size: preferably five to ten members. Volunteerism:

freedom of choice to join. Meetings: one hour weekly, with exceptions.

Skills: brainstorming, cause and effect analysis, data collection, effective

planning.

Japanese industrialists have been using/ Quality Control Circles since 1960.

As many as 11 million workers are involved in Quality Circle movements throughout

Japan, and idustries in all of the world's industrialiyeo countries/have shown

interest in implementing the process. The Lockheed Company's Missile and

Space Division was the first United States-organization to put"the concept

into action in 1974 and a $500,000 investmen in the program resulted in 'an

estimated savings of $3 million (Lloyd & Rehg, 1983).

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education listed organiza-

tions in the public sector which have implemented employee participation

groups (Lloyd & Rehg, 19 Among these are the U.S. Air Force, the U.S.

Army, the U.S. Navy, and the Federal Aviation Administration. Also listed

were 162'organizations in the Private sector. Among these Are such major com-

panies as Undix Corpora,tion, Firestone, G. E. Major /Appliances, General

Foods, GeneraA, Motors; Hewlett Packard, i4lIghes.Aircraft, J. C. Penney, McGraw-

Edison, Polaroid, 3M, Union Carbide, Uriroyal, and Westinghouse.

1.32



Not only are Quality Control Circles advalitageous for productivity in

business and industry, they are very effective for prob;em'solving in any

organization. Lloyd and Rehg (1983) gave an example of effective use bf Qual-

ity Control Circles by school districts.

. . . a midwestern schhol district has used the QC process to solve

problems that results from declining enrollments and escalatingecosts

(Rehg, 1982). Ten quality circles made up of administrators, faculty,

staff, and citizens met to develop solutions which were then compiled and

distributed to the ten groups. Consensus was, reached, and the proPoSed

solution was then presented to the public for review. The school board

adopted the solution essentially as proposed /by the quality circles 11 No

complaints were receivednor.w,ere any grieVances filed despise the sects

that some teachers were reassigned and some terminated, and that some

schools were closed. In contrast, ..he/School Woard, in an.adjoining\

district facing a similar problem, made a unilateral decision to close

certain schools. In response, a citizen's group filed a lawsuit in a

attempt to block, the closing.

Pratzuer and Russell (1984) have delineated the skills, knowledge, an

abilities needed for high-involv eat participative work'setting (pp.:12 3

Under the skill are Grou Prob em Solvin

Interper 11. Skills, Group Process
ct% ,

Making, Planning, Communication and

they list eight sub-categoriel:

Skills, Problem-Solving Skills, Dec Sion

Thinking/Reasoning. The specific s ills

for two of these categories are given below..

Interpersonal Skills

o Sell-directed
o Flexible
o Assertive
o Open
o Curious to learn
o Able to sbare/teach
o Responsive
o .Understanding of behavior

Communication

o With indi4duals
o With groaitiC

o Presentation skills
o Verbal skills
o Writing skills
o Listening skills

L`

els

The General Ittoro Enaloympartiiatiotlanual (1980) is used to

train employees to be effective group members. Many of the skills the

employees learn are interpersonal skills. Some examples:
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Involving Others. You may notice some people getting quiet during a meet-

ing. They may 'have information or ideas but may be reluctant to break

into the discussion. You can,"invite" them in. _Example: "John, we

haven't heard from yJu yet. What do you think?"

Give Credit--Avoid "Put-Downs". If you borrow another's idea or add to

it, give them credit o the basic idea. If you a'an't like another's

idea, avoid criticizing the person Example: "Mary's idea of using

the scrap is a possibility. I like it better than not using the

scrap.", (Not using the scrap wai Paul's 'idea.)

It is not sufficient for successful group problem solving for a person to

be adept at problem solving strategies without also having good interpersonal

skills. Unlike indi/idual problem solving, group solution strategies are

usually arrived at through processes which require listening, empathy, coop-

eration, and concern for everyone's needs.

The Five-Step Model is highly adaptable to group problem solving, whether

mutual problems exist for only two individuals or a group. Some problems cen-

ter.aroud Conflict of Needs. That is, the needs of one or more persons are

la

not being met, and a change in the behavior of the other person or persons is

necessary to solve the problem. In such situations, the specific interper-

sonal skills described earlier are necessary, particularly at the first step,

as shown below.'

Five Step Model for Solving Problems Resulting from a Conflict of Needs

1. Understand the Problem

o One person initiates the process by giving an I-message.

o ,Often, the other persons will be defensive or will unveil their own

related problems, so the first person must reflect meaning or

actively listen in order for the real problem(e) to be identified.

Avoiding roadblocks is critical at this point, particularly if the

sharing'becomes emotional.

o Once the problem is clarified, it should be summarized to be certain

that there is agreement on what the problem iho,

4 34
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2. Brainstorm for Possible Solutions

o Suggestions are not to be evaluated, and a skillful person encour-

ages others to contribute ideas.

o Self-knowledge is'important for resisting tendencies to interrupt,

'to put other people's ideas down, or not to be open to new ideas.

3. Choose a Tentative Solution

o Although compromise is sometimes necessary at this state, the needs

of both or all people must be met'as best as possible. Assertive

statements are important If one feels that ,a solution is not good

for all the people involved, particularly for oneself.
.

4. Carry Out the Tentative Strategy

o It is important.to decide "Who, does What, When."

o A very specific time should be sont for evaluting the solution,

which should be considered a trial solution, perhaps the firit of

several attempts to meet everyone's needs.

5. Learn°

o As new procedures, routine, or'behaviors are attempted, look for

opportunities to increase self-knowledge. If the solution is not

working, this is the time to look more closely at your real needs.

Perhaps the problem, as you saw it, was not the real problem for

you. Maybe you need to change what you are doing. Maybe the'

environment needs to be chanced.

o Evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.

to be repeated, from steps 1 through 5.

process might need

Thomas Gordon (1974) calls this process the "N"o Lose" problem solving

method. In most interpersonal problem solving one person "wins" and the other

"loses % Examples are: authoritarian classrooms where teachers "win" and

students "lose" or permissive classrooms where students "win" and teachers

"lase."' Analagous situations occur in business and industry when management

and labor become involved in power struggles. The objective of the Five Step

Model is to resolve corf.licts or to solve Problems so that everyone gets some

\\

of their needs met.
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This kind of process is used in business and industry when Quality

Control Circles engage in group problem solving and the results have been

impressive. Lloyd and Rehe(1983) gave examples of the outcomes of some of

c..)these group efforts.
11.

o A Quality Control committee suggested a procedure which was initiated by
the Purchasing Department at Westinghouse Electronics Systems Center in
Baltimore, Maryland. By returning overshipments to venders at their own
expense-, an estimated y616,000 was saved.

o Management of a General Motors plant in Tarrytown, New York was consid-
ering closing the plant down because of high absenteeism and poor pro-'
duct quality. The number 'of outstanding employee grievances against
management totalled two thousand. Since Quality Circles began to hold
meetings to discuss tomplaints and ideas for boosting efficiency, the
number of outstanding grievances has dropped to thirty, and absenteeism
has been reduced to 2.5 percent.

o At the Lockheed Company, a Quality Circle developed a method to mold 1
plastic part assembly in two instead of five steps. The redesigned
assembly is lighter and stronger than its ptedecessor, and has resulted
in an estimated savings of $160,000 over the life of the contract.
Since 1974, Lockheed's' savings from ies Quality Control program are
estimated at almost $3 million, six times the cost of,operating the
program.

The Need for Interpersonal Skills for Negotiating
et

Whether between Individuals oriin groups, interpersonal skills are central

to successful negotiation as described by Fisher and Ury in their 1983 best-
,

seller, Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In. Negotiations

occur in everyday, life, as when a person returns a defective product and needs

a settlement or when price differences must be resolved. In more formal nego-

tiating processes, individuals represent constituencies and negotiating sessions

are sometimes hardhitting encounters, even to the point of using "dirty tricks."

Fisher and Ury, however, advocate an approach that consists of skillful inter-

personal interactions combined with assertive skills. Some of the skills they

mention are awareness of one's fellings, active listening, and I7messages.
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. . :iluman beings . . . are creatures of Itrong emotions who often have radr

ically different perceptions and have difficulty communicating clearly. Emotions

typically become entangled with theola;iiiitive merits of the problem . . .

Figuratively if not literally, the participants should come to see themselves

as working side by side, attacking the problem, n1/4. each other (p.11)."

Conclusion

It is clear that the American workplace is placing increasing importance

on employee problem solving and that interpersonal skills are needed to be

effective in problem solving groups. In addition, most citizens are involved

inleveral groups in their daily lives-- in classes they take, in PTA's,. in"

social groups, in church groups-- and the quality of their participation would

be enhanced being more skilled interpersonally. That is sufficient evidence

to consider interpersonal skills "basic" and to seriously consider whe7:e and

how they should be taught in the pre-technical curriculum.

There is a need for a formal curriculum for problem solving skills.

Skills must be studied, analyzed, and practiced. At the same time, teachers

sI.ould acquire these skills themselves so that they will be effective models

for students. Teachers must be prepared to facilitate`problem solving when-

ever the need arises. These are the learning experiences which students will

remember above all others. Active involvement in actual problem solving is

invaluable, and this should occur at all grade levels.

O.
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Implementation

The design' for implementation of a pretechnical curriculum presented in

this section synthesizes ideas,,of Dyrenfurth (1984) on technological literacy

of Levin 4nd Rumberger (1983) on recurrent education, of Silberman (1983) on

the goals of vocational education, and .Pratzner's (1984) work on socio-technical

literacy. The design is based on the following assumptions:

7Employees will work in environments influenced by change and

technological innovations:

-'The structure of the labor market will require differing degrees

of training. °Periodic retraining will,be a significant part of

the work experience, regardless of an individual's position with-

in the structure.

- Education must give individuals the skills needed at entry level

positions and for undertaking education and training as needed to

progress .occupationally.

- Employees 1011 have increased opportunities to work in high-involve-

ment industries, which will increase their,,opportunities to Participate

in problem solving and in group consensus decision making.

The responsibility for
providing a pretechnical as well as a technical edu-

cation is the shared responsibility of both subject matter and vocational educa-

tion teachers. VOcational,educators are primarily responsible for c9opeeating

with subject matter teachers to insur9 that appropriate and up-to-date appli-

cations are being taught. They are also primarily responsible for teaching

entry level job skills and for preparing students to deal With their work'lives.

The responsibilities for vocational educators are further extended by the

fact that individuals enter the labor force at different times in the educational

sequence. For instance, they must provide for drop-outs who have not achieved
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a minimal level of technological literacy arid for enrolled students who are
4

seeking first jobs with minimal level job skills.

The skill to be implemented are depicted in Figure 1 which displays who

does what when.

1'
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Generalizable Skills

Reasoning
.Communication
.Mathematical

interpersonal
Attitudinal
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Transition Skills

Change in Environment
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Under4andirg Human Behavior
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1..
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Transition Skills

CONTENT: Generalizable Skills
,
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specific occupations.

. Problem Solving Skill,- Problem Solving Skills
bltry Level Job, Skills
HiohJech Skills

(The emphasis will be on simulations)

INSTRUCTIONAL .. INSTRUCTIONAL . , INSTRUCTIONAL

RESPONSIBILITY: Cooperative teams i RESPONSIBILITY: Vocational RESPONSIBILITY: Vocational educators

of vocational teachers Educators Industrial trainers

and subject matter I Apprenticeship

_
teachers ,, -Programs
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Generalizable' Skills refer to the skills which are dctively used in work

Performance, which are transferable across jobs and which are instrumental to

success on the job and in the classroom. Typically, Generalizable Skil% are

associated with the traditional subject matter classes such as mathematics,

reading, English, social studies and science and include reasoning, communi-

cation (written and oral), 'interpersonarand attitude skill attainment. These

well formed bodies of knowledge are the "basics" of grade, 7-12. It is still

appropriate and necessary that subject' matter teachers continue teaching these

subjects, specifically, there' is still a need for teachers who teach Englisa,

math, science, etc.; however, this is not,sufficient.

Researchers (Grammer & Albrego, 1980; Adler, 1982; -Daniels & Karmot, 1983;

DeBevoise, W., 1982; Givvons; 19841 Goodlad, 1983; Gisi, 1982; Timpane, 1982;

Pratzner & Ashley, 1984) have suggested that there exists other skills'to be

learned which intersect with every subject matter field and vocational education

class; these skills have been identified as Transition Skills and Problem Solving

Transition Skills 'have never been taught directly lnd ProbG Solving

Skills have only been taught within specific content areas: math, science, etc.

In orderthat Problem Solving Skills become more integrated throughout,the

entire curricula content, it must take on a more generic character; that is, a

general modle is needed which could" serve tao,purposes: (1) Problem solving

would,be taught in all classes, and (2) by'using the same model across all

,subjects a unified approach to problem solving across context and situation.

would result. As Can be seen in Figure'l, it is proposed thatall grade 7-12'

.0.chers would be trained to implement this model which would not only include

subject specific problems to be solved, but a.. group and interpersonal problem

1

solving, and transition training.



As students in grade 7-12 go through a myriad of transitions both educa-.

tionally and developmentally which affect many areas of their lives and which

continue across their lifespans, it.is suggested that jn order to maximize

their ability to adapt to these transitions, that they be directly taught

skills which would ensure this outcome. Specific training is needed to assist

individuals as they pass through transitions. All teachers in grades 7 -12

would be trained to teach Transttion Skills.

The responsibility of vocational educators in.grades 7-12 is central tothe

.
implementation of Problem Solving and Transition Skills in that they.act as

liaisons between the work world and subject matter teachers to strengthen and

A ,

'increase the Applicability of problem solvtng and the reality of transitions

that will be confronted duringwork life. In grades 11 on, vocational educators

havethe additional responsibility of passin2 on the skills of getting °and holding

a job and of assisting students in choosing high tech or other specific skill

training. Each of these skill's would use the Profilem Solving and.Transition

Skills, emphasizing hands on,,applications and simulatiOns.

Fi=gure 2 shows a simplified breakdown of reponsibility for instruction.

Grades

7-12

Grades

7-12

11-12

Grades

Figure 2

GENERALIZABLE'
SKILLS

Problui Solving
and

Transition Skills

First Job Skill's

High Tech Skills
Simulations

011 MI Oil MI

MO OS 11 cab

4-

I OR

Taught by
Subject Matter
Teachers

fi&

Cooperatively ta.;ght by

vocational education
teachers and subject
matter teachers. Both

would be trained to

,teach them.

Vocationul education
teachers would be trained

to teach simulations..

233
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Strategy for Vocational Education

The most important strategy and formatfor teaching problem solving and

transition skills within vocational education is through simulations.. Good

simulations require utilization of the,skills needed to successfully solve

problems or manage transitions and prOvide an opportunity for students to gain

experience and confidence in their ability to deal with issues they may actually

confront in their lives and work spaces.
,

Vocational educators could develop simulations which i-efle4 actual work

related problems and transitions such as: problems from quality work grO4pF,

worker-supervisor conflicts; transitions caused by lost-jobs, being unemployed,

being transferred or retrained, by losing friends, being divorced, or being

1\ 0

promoted. Other\simulations could cover automotive work, air-conditioning,

metal work, agridulture, etc. These simulationicould'involve many subject

mattgrareas (reading, comprehenilon, Understanding graphs, utilizing technical

information) and could 'substantively involve Generalizable Skills. Simulations

could provide a rich, domain for students to continue to develop ..:nd utilize

their skills' for analyzing and synthesizing -information, and then to generalize

*tlb donclusions and evaluations. Vocational educatdrs could make school come

"alive" f v studentsbysimulating problems and transitions that are occurring

,in their lives, and student's could use problem solving and transition skills to

manage the simulation. This would enable students to gain confidence in their

abilities to manage critical problems and transitions in their.personal and work

A

lives.

The World Future Society published a director of information resources which

ircludes.descriptions and references for 45 simulation games (Cornish, 1979, pp.

627-638). Some other resources are:

Simulation Games for the Social Studies Clr,,sroom by William A. Nesbitt

(1971), Foreign Policy Association, Glenview, IL.

Construction and Use of Writtenjimulations by Christine McGuire, Lawrence

4
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Solomon, and Philip Bashook (1976), The Psychological Corporation.

Simulation Games in LeAnaina by Sarane Boocock E.O. Schild

(1968), Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, CA.

Examples of simulations using TransitiOn Skills and ,Problems Solving Skills

are givenc.below.

Simulation for Transition Skills \

An example of simulations already in existence is'the simulation Life-,
C,

Ca_ reer Ipublished by. Western Publishing Co.). Stydents make decisions and

solve problems for a fictit6us personsas the person deals with work, marriage,

and education. Players plan time and activities relative to school, studying,

job,,leisure time, and family. The game generates a universe of simulated

experiences,that students can compare with the real world; that is, they

can compare the'experiencesoin the game to what they believe true about their

own world. Sarane Boocock (1968) found that Life Career simulation increased

students' factual knowledge about careers; established for students that there

fl

is a causal relationship between their behavior and the outcome of events; and

O

increased student confidence in their decision making ad problem solvilig

abilities.
e 0

Simulation for Problem Solving Skills (Taken from a GM Training Manual)

Your company has just obtained a one year contract for delivering six

truckloads of hazardous materials a month. All six trucks are enroute, and

this is the first time any one of you has driven this busy road. All trucks

are identical though they are loaded differently. You will make 11 more

deliveries this yea



Thi second truck is immediately behind the first truck, which is,pulling

a forklift. Four other trucks are about 15 minutes behind on the same road.

The first truck went under a tercet underpass with no problem, but the second

truck got stuck. Comparing the shipping documents you realize the first

truck is carrying 400 containers weighing 50 pounds each. The cargo his on

pallets. There is an open *.ruck service station ahead. It has a fulll

equipped wrecker for rservicing trucks on the highway.*

All the trucks must arrive at the destination 20 miles ahead within

one hour or -your company will have to pay a penalty. There is an alternate route

behind you but it is 10 miles longer with equally heavy traffic. You are mem-

bers of the crew driving the stuck truck. What will you'-do?

Transition Model:

For vocational educators to teach problem solving and the,handling of

n.

transitions through simulations, models for them need to be taught to teachers.

A transition model is needed which (a) clarifies transitions, (0) ccounts for

,u1

the developmental issues students experience, and (c) which can h.. integrated

into existing educational programs. Such a model, is presented belOw.



The model is versatile. It is applicable to almost any kind of transition.

The, model m'v be used by students contemplating career or college choices, ex-
.0

periencing the loss of a friendship,. or dealing with the loss of a parent through

death or divorce. Existing programs may be jntegrated into the model. Some

present programs are:

1. Danish and D'Augelli (1980) have developed a comprehensive approach
s.

to teaching coping skills for preventing. crisis and stress. The program

teaches life development skills necessary for dealing with anticipated

transitions. It also deals with wayt of managing crises or unplanned

events and stresses communication andnhelpfng skills.

2. Brammer and Abrego (1981) use problem-sOlving strategies as skills for

coping With and responding to transitions.

3. Meichenbaum (1977) presents guidelines for training people to cope with

stress. The training model emphasizes cognitive tkills and recognizes

individu#1 and cultural differences.

4. Fuchs'' and Rehm's (1977) program trains people to manage feelings and

emotions in dealing with transitions.

Two references (Schlossberg, 1984; Abrego & Brommer, 1979) are useful for

high school teachers. Both give excellent guidelines for helping students handle

transitions. Educating students to deal with life transitions should be an impor-

tant part of the high school curriculum. Some guidelines are:,?) students should

become aware that life transitions are natural and inevitable and that they already

have personal resources for dealing with them. 2) Students should first examine and

analyze transitions they are already experiencing. They should become aware of

their values, interpersonal skills, competencies, and other personal resources which

strengthen their ability to cope with change. 3) Students should perceive instruction

as relevant to their present lives so that amleaningful extension can be made

typical anticipated and unanticipated transitions later in life. 4) Students should

277
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become aware df future anticipated transitions such as graduation, leaving home,

etc; and future unanticipated transitions such as not being accepted for college,

losing a job, the death of a spouse, etc. ,5) Throughout the study of transitions,
ddo

the. Model for Handling Transitions should be applied and it should be viewed as a

problem solv A strategy.

With change and transition as the rule rather than the exception it becomes

evident that one of the more pressing concerns Wore educators today is the em-

powerment of students t, identify, adapt, and manage transitions which occur

developmentally, socially,1040,occupationally in their life courses. Changing times

,will bring more self-responsibility and more self-help. Maurice Gibbons (1984)

noted that ". . .institutional care and support services are diminishing) and people

can expect to take more responsibility for themselves throughout their lifetimes.

Self-help tvreplacing institutional help (p. 593)." The management of change and

transition must become a part of the learning life of the individual. This model

for educating for transition is a beginning.

Problem Solving Model

In addition to a model for teaching about transitions, one is also needed for

problem solving. For students to hold jobs, be retrained, and in general to adapt--

to a constantly accelerating rate of change in their lives, they will need strategies

for how to attack and solve problems. Possession of at least one general model

for solving problems is one essential strategy. There are many different models, but':

the one we have developed is given below.
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Model for. Problem solving

I. UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM

o What are the essential data?
I

o Is there enough information to solve the problem?

Would a figure or sketch help? Maybe introduce symbols or other variables.

o Separate the problem into manageable parts, if needed, Write down each part:

o Can the problem be restated in a different way to help understand it?

. II. BRAINSTORM FOR POSSIBLE SOLUTION STRATEGIES

o Generate a lot of ideas. Don't judge them, just write them down.

o Has a problem like it been solved before? f
o Would working a related problem bLseful?

o If there were some particular additional information, could the problem

be solved? Where could the information be obtained?

III. CHOOSE A TENTATIVE SOLUTION STRATEGY

o Remember, the strategy may not work and the process may have to be started over

o For ''people" problems, consequences associated with carrying out tentative.

o strategies must be carefully weighed.

o Also, if people are working out an interpersonal problem, then the tentative

strategy will likely be a compromise. No one is likely to get everything

they want.

IV. CARRY OUT THE TENTATIVE SOLUTION STRATEGY

Check each step as the plan is carried out. Check that each step is OK'

Is each step correct or valid?

o Are there places for errors, mistakes,
ao

or faulty reasoning? Where are

they?

o Would it be useful to have someone else go over your steps?

o For implementing solutions to "people" problems, aecide "Who'OJes What, When."

Maybe write it down.

2 )9
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V. LEARN
1111k.

o Check the result if possible. Is the judgement sound? Does it have a.

reasonable chance of solving the probleria

o What are the implications or consequences of the solution?

o Could the problem be worked another way? Perhaps look at other

people's solutions and hear what they have to say.

o If appropriate, evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.

o Have enough problems like this one been worked to begin to generalize

to a plan for solvinq,similar problems?

o Does this solved problem open up new relationships that hadn'tobeev

thou ght of before? Think about\''t!

\iiAt the beginning, we'have our stude is follow the Five Step Model, step

by step. Later on they are encouraged to freely use their own creativity and
*40

intuition to solve problems since no single model is directly applicable to

all problems.

Commercial programs for teaching 4oblem solving; exist. The*June 1983

issues of the Kappan listed more than 30 programs, video-taped presentations,

computer-assisted instruction, instructional programi for teachers, and

materials for student use. Other excellent sources are:

o The Edward de Bono School of Thinking, P. O. Box'711, Larchmont, NY

10538

o Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for Children., Montclair

State College, Upper Montclair, NJ .07043

o Problem Solving and Comprehension, by Arthur Whimbey and Jack Lochhead,

The Franklin Institute Press, Philadelphia, 1979.

o More Life Skills, by Joan Hearn, Advanced Development Division,

Employment and Immigration, Ottawa, Canada K1A 0J9, 1982.

210
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Problem Solving
)
in School Mathematics, 1980 Yearboo

of Teachers of Mathematics, Reston, Virginia.

National Council

o Instrument 1 Enrichment, by Reuven Feurstein, University Park Press,

Baltimore, MO., 1980.

o The New MCAT Student Manual (Quantitative Skills) from the Association.

of American Medical Colleges, Washington, D.C.., 1984.N,

o Medical College Admission Test (Quantitative Skills) by Ma ris Bramson

and Lawrence_ Solomon, Arco Publishing, Inc.,'NY, 1982.

o A Complete Preparation for the New MCAT, Vol. II (Quantitative Skills

by Beryl,Brain, Drew Love, and Philip Kelleher, Health Professional

Education Service, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, 1981.

Problem solving is a difficult subject to teach. But there are some

essential-guidelines: (1) students must be given substantive problems to

solve and actively pursue their solutions. People learn by doing and their

"doing" must have substance. There is no merit in teachers being superb at

teaching trivia. (2) Students are to be armed with models and strategia for

solving problems. Breaking problems into simple parts, making sketches,

reading carefully, etc. are all ilecessory strategies for good problem solving.

(3) Knowledge in specific content areas is necessary for solving problems in

that area. One can't solve many problems in mathematics if one dO'esn't know

much. math.. The best problem solvers, have a very broad base of specific and

general knowledge. (4) Some problems are more appropriately solved in a group

setting and others in an individual setting. The group setting needs to be

used more so students can better learn the live,and take of cooperation that

is now so vital to business and industry. (5) Students need to become more

self-reflective ,of themselv6)as problem solvers. "What kinds of problems do

I have difficulty with?" "What are my strengths,,weaknesses?" "Where do I
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need to 'improve?" "What can I learn from that mistake? "How do I learn

best -- hearing, seeing, touching, imagining?" "Where do I go for help?"

Students can always become better problem solvers, and edudators can always

improve materials and instruction for helping it happen.

0

4.
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